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ÀBSTRÀCT

rnajority of artificiaL intelligence research has concentrated on
applying knowledge-based programming techniques to program individual
probLem-so).ving agents with large amounts of knowledge thus enabling
them to solve difficult problems. These agents pork weLl h,ith problerns
?he

that are within the

of their knowLedge, but their performance
that stretch past the
boundaries of their expertise. À distributed probJ.em-solving system
consists of a collection of agents that are capable of perfoining
scope

degrades swiftly when they encounter problems

knowledgeable, if not expert, problem solving and, more irnporlantly, are
capable of interacling to solve problems co-operatively. As a resul-t,
the agents are able to funcLion as â teanì, resulting in a synergy which
enables them to solve problems tha! could not be solved by any one
indi vídual agent.

This dissertation proposes a knowledge-based model of distributed
problem-solving which provides a conceptual framework for constructinq
co-operative probLem-solving systems. In this framework, each agent iÃ
sepârated into lr+o components: a problem-soJ.ving component r+hich
embodies the agent's own problem-solving knowledge and skill;
and a
planning component r+hich embodies a knowledge-based model of the agent's
own abilities and those of olher agenls in the environment and which
uses this knowledge to plan and co-ordinaLe co-operative activities with
other agents. The two componenls are tightly coupled, but each

addresses a particular aspect of an agent' s operation. The planning
component deternines when the agent should perform problem-solving
funclions for other agents and when the agent should have other agen!À
perform problern-soLving functions for it as welL as which agents should
perform this problem solving. The problem-solving component is only

concerned with performing lhe tasks that the planning component
determines should be carried out by the agent itself. The separation of
an agent's distributed problem-solving functions from iLs basic
problem-solving functions, coupted with a knowledge-based approäch to
representing each set of functions produces a coheren!, extensible, and
maintainable framework for faciJ.ilating co-operative problem-solving
among groups of agents.

This dissertation addresses the conceptual principles that a pJ.anning
component must enbody in order to facilitale co-operative problem
solving. The lypes of knowledge that a planning component needs and the
basic control functions reguired to select, interpre!, and apply that
knowledge are examined, The engineering issues reguired to support the
constructi.on of co-operative problem-soì.vin9 systems baseci on this
conceptual model of distributed problem solving also are examined.
The applicaLion of lhe model to the problem of cancer diagnosis and
treatment is also presented. This domain illustra!es the need for
11

co-operative probLem solving by teams of health-care professionals. By
applying the modeL to this domain, the types of knowì.edge and control
functions used by health-care professionals during co-operative

activities is uncovered.
Finally, an evaluation and analysis of the effectiveness of the modet
is presented and lhe issues to be addressed by future research are
exami ned,
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

1.1

ovERvIEll

Intelligence is man's mos! powerful attribute;

it

enables him

to react

to evolve as that environment changes. Il is
man's ability to reason intelligently that has enabled him to become the
dominant creature in our world. Why then does man have such difficulty
in undersÈanding lhe core of his being - the mechanisms tha! underlie
to his

environment and

intelligence? For centuries man has pondered questions regarding
intellÍ9ence and the principles of intelligent behaviour Isternberg 82].
The greatest lhinkers of the past and present have studied this
phenomena and have constructed theories which they consLrued as
explanations for this enigma; however, these theories remain only
conjecLures, their proofs eluded their creators. i,lhy then do those
involved in artificial intel).igence (ÀI ) research !hink that they will
be able !o solve such a difficult probtem? Àrmed riith perhaps manrs
greatest creaLion, the computer, AI researchers are attempting to solve
the mysteries surrounding intelligence by building machines capable of

exhibiting intelJ.igent behavior.

ÀI research is not a ner{ endeavor,

to philosophers
but

such as Socrates,

it is onLy recenLly that

technology have emerged

The roots

Àristoler

of AI can be lraced

back

ând Descartes among otherst

enough groundwork and advances

in

conputer

to enable empirica] studies of intelligence to

-1

2

be

successfulLy. Such studies have produced signíficant
advances, bul much of the mystery still remains. Nevertheless, ÀI
researchers have made the important realization that understanding
general ínte).ligence requires a multi-discipline approach; to gain a
true understanding of inLelligence requires research from several
perspectives, each representing a piece of the overaLl puzzle.
Philosophy, psychology, engineering, physiology, neuroscience,
underlaken

Iinguistics, and computer science all must make major contributions
towards breaking the barrier that surrounds ÀI . It is only lhrough the
co-operative contributions of many areas of research that a more
complete understanding of general intelligence can be âchieved.
what, if anything, do we know about intelligence? We know that no
single element is solely responsible for producing intelligence.
I nstead, intelligence is a conplex, mul! i-faceted phenomena. Perhaps
the most promising theory summarizing !he basis of intelligence is
stated by Minsky:
"À mind is made up of many smalJ. processes called agents. Each
mental agent by itself can only do some simple thing that needs no
mind or lhought at all.
It is rhe joining of these agents into
societies - in certain very special ways - that leads lo true

inlell

igence.

" l¡linsky 86]

that intelligence is a product of the
interactions among many small, unintelligent agenls. Individually, the
agents are rnindless, yet h'hen many of these agents are organized into a
group and allowed to interact, intelligent behaviour is atlained.
These slatemenls propose

What

effect

research

does

this conjecture

have on research

in ÀI?

Much

to date has concentrated on creating individual agents

of

ÀI

capable

3

of solving difficult problems. These agents work rlell riith problems
that are within the scope of their' knowledge, but their performance
degrades swif!ly when they encounter problems
boundaries

of lheir expertise. Recently,

that slretch past

the

researchers have begun to

to interact and
work together to produce more substantial forns of inlelligent
This research embodies Minsky's
behavior lpavis 80] , Isridharan 87].
theory, allhough many of the approaches involve co-operation among
several rninds rather than co-operalion among many (mindless) entities
that make up an individual mind, Throughoul aIl of the approaches,
however, a fundamental theme prevails: co-operation is necessary to
exanine mechanisms

that r+iLl

enabl.e

several

such agents

solve complex problems.

This dissertaLion proposes a knowledge-based

model

of distributed

problem-solving which provides a conceplual framework for constructing
co-operative problem-solving systems, In

this

framework, each agent is

inlo tr,|o components: a probJ.em-solving component which
and a
embodies the agent's own problem-solving knowledge and skill;
planning component which embodies a knowledge-based nodel of the agent's
own abilities and those of other agents in the environment and which
uses this knowledge to plan and co-ordinate co-operative activities rlith
other agent.s. The tHo components are tightly coupledr bul each
addresses a particular aspect of an agent's operation. The planning
separated

component determines when the

agent should perform pioblem-solving

functions for other agenls, and tihen the agenl should have other agents
perforn problem-solving functions
perforrn

!his

problen

for it

as weII as which agents should

solving. The problen-solving component is

only

4

rvith performing the tasks that the planning conponent
determines shoutd be carried out by the agent itself. The separalion of
an agent's distributed problen-solving functions fron its basic
problem-solving functions coupled with a kn ow edge-ba sed approach to
representing each set of functions produces a coherentt extensible, and
naintainable framework for facilitating co-operative problem-solving
concerned

J.

among groups

1,2

of

agents.

INDIVIDUAL ÀGENTS ARE TOO I{EÀK

Although lhere are many definÍtions
encompassing

defines ÀI as the science of naking computers

useful [Winston 84].
meEhodologies

of artificial intelligence, the most
more

ÀI attempts to provide techniques

and

that satisfy the requirements of applications that resist

conventional data processing techniques. In effect, ÀI concentrates

on

applications for which algorithmic, data-oriented methods are
inappropriate Inauch-¡¡indin 88] . In recent years, ÀI applications have
begun emerging in nany areas of socieLy lhat previously resisted lhe
For exanple, researchers have
influence of the conputer Io'Sheä 8i].
developed computer programs knotin as expert systems which embody the
knowledge and skills of hunan experts and which are capable of achieving
performance c ornpa rabl e
to
their human
levels of

881. Man-machine interfaces have al-so been
developed to enable users to communicate tlith the computer and its
resources using a subset of a natural language (e.9. English), nakíng
the power of the conputer accessible to people r+ho are unfamiliar l,¡ith
counterparls lLiebo1{itz

cornputer languages IRich 84]

.

5

others, takes advantage of the
techniques that have evolved frorì ÀI research. The success of these
applications is Iargely due to the realíza!ion that representing and
rnanipulating Iarge amounts of domain-specific knowledge are the keys to
solving complex problems IWaterman 86] . The consensus is that, whether
it is expert knowledge encoded in an expert system or knowledge aboub
valid sentence meanings in a natural language understanding system, in
order to create systems that exhibit intelligence of one form or another
lre must acquire, organize, represent, and manipulat.e large amounls of
domain-specific knowledge. Hence, much of the research in ÀI has
concentrated on developing lechniques for representing and rnanipulating
Each

of

these endeavors, and many

knowledge.

Consider the hijacker example in Figure 1 .1.

The use of

an

is infeasible because numerous people
must be searched which is time-consurning, costly, and inconvenient.
This application requires another problem-solving method in which a more
"inteLLigent" approach is used, An alternative approach might use a
hijacker profile (knowledge base) to guide the search and lhus prune !he
nurnber of people r+ho must be searched, This approach is not infallible,
but it does provide a nore feasible allernative. In effect, t.he method
balances the acceptability of a soLution with the effort that must be
It is domain-specific knowledge (in this case
expended to derive it.
algorithmic problem-solving method

the hijacker profile

and

metal detector) tha! provides the key to

achieving acceptable solutions [waterman 86].
Although much success has been enjoyed
so-caLled knowledge-based systems

in the development of

these

(nnS), lhere remain l,imitations

in

PREVENT THE HIJACKING
OF COIlI'lERCIAL A IRL INES

PREVENT

H

IJACKERS FROIl

BOARDING THE A IRCRAFT

Put ôll pôssengers ônd luggoge through

Strip seôrch every person who is 9i
€ccess to the oircrofts ônd seôrch oll
luggôge. This includes

flight crevrs,

ô metoì detector. Sesrch onlg those
Þossengers thôt set

ôll pôssengers,

or who m€tch ô Þredeflned hijôcker

ond mechônics.

Figure

off the detector

Þrofil€.
1

.1

:

The Hi jacker Example

lheir use and in their ability to solve complex problems. These syslems
require very narroil scopes in order to function effectively. Às a
result, the systems are capable of exhibiting intelligent action for
only a relalively smaÌ1 set of problerns [Hayes-Roth

831

.

Furlherrflore'

the systems can only perform those actions which their knowledge
have been programmed

to handle.

bases

The systems are extremely susceptible

to errors and poor perfornance as problems stretch past the boundaries
of their knowledge Iturban 88]. Moreover' creaLing and extending the
set of problems that a systen is capable of solving is a long and
tedious process IHayes-Roth 83]

on developing nume!ous

.

consequen¡ly' ÀI research has focused

special-purpose systems

for a variety of

7

applications, each capable of exhibiting very narrotl forns of
intell-igent behaviour. Experience has shorln that i¡ is impossible'
using current ÀI techniques, to build an individuaL system that is
capable of exhibiting a wide variety of inteltigent action ITsotsos 85] .

1.3 co-opERÀTIt/E pRoBrrEH SoLVING oFFERS à SoLUTIoN
1 .3.1 Dislribuled Àrtificial InLellioence
One way to create more powerful in!elligenf systems is to net$'ork
special-purpose systems and enable them !o interact and llork
co-operatively. It is not difficult today to build a network facility
(physícaI or Logicat) that can provide the basis for a society of
The di ff iculty lies in
co-ordinating the interactions among the individual agents in the
retwork lCammarata 83]. A subfield of ÀI research known as Distributed
Àrtificial Intelligence (DÀI ) has evolved that studies co-operative
problem solving among groups of intelJ.igent problem
DÀI research exani ne s
solvers Isridharan 87] , IJagannathan 86].
spec

ial-purpose

systems Ichang 88].

problem-solving methodologies that enable the creation of distributed

in which several agents co-operate to produce a synergy of
their abilities. The principle of synergy states that the combined
effects of the collecLion of agents will be greater than Èhe sum of
environments

their individual effects lFowler 641 .

Distributed ÀI research

aLtempts

that embody this principle in
order to facilitate the creation of co-operative problem-solving
environments. Problem-solving techniques of this sort enable a
developer to organize individual agents inLo distributed environments
to

develop problen-solving techniques

and allow the

âgents to interact in order !o share their abilities

perform tasks co-operaLively.

and

I
1.3,2
Figure

Àn Exanple: Corporate Svnercv

1.2 illustrates the organization of a corporate entity,

an

of a distributed problem-solving system in which many play an
active part everyday. À company is typically divided into a hierarchy
of departnents, each of which is assigned a specific set of roles and
exampi.e

functions. No single deparLrnent is capable of perforrning alI of the
functions thal lhe conpany is responsible for. Instead, the departments
rypically r,,ork together to take advantage of their combined resources.
Synergy i s evident throughout the corporate structure because the
departments are actuatly composite entities (agencies) which are
comprised of groups of empLoyees. Employees are intelligent agents that
are atrare of their own roles and functions within a specific department.
Employees may al.so be aware of some of the roles and functions of other
employees or other departnents. This parLiaL organizationaL knowledge
enables an employee to interact with other employees to obtain
assistance in carrying out lasks. Employees can communicate with one
another usíng such mechanisms as nemosr conversations, conferences,

and

in order to co-ordinate the sharing and exchanging of theír
abilities. Each employee has a role and contributes some resource
(however small) to the overall operation of the departments and the
company. The roles and func!ions of the company are only realized by
the synergy of the abiLities of the individual employees and

meetings

deparlments.
The size and complexity

of the company will dictate the conplexity

the lechniques used to co-ordinate co-operative problem solving
the

members

of the organization.

Management

of

among

research has studied

and

Figure

1.2:

À CorPorate HierarchY

of co-operative probLen solving in human
organizations includíng: the Ralional Model [Àtlison 71], the Garbage
Model lCyert 63] , and lhe Political
Can Mode1 lcohen 72]
' the Process
Model lÀllison ?1]. Each of these models exanines partÍcular types of
organizalional decision-making strategies that can be used to
co-ordinate co-operaÈive problem solving among members of an
organization. organizationat decision making is lhe foundaLion of
co-operative problem solving. Thus' DÀI includes the study of
developed many models

organizational. decision-naking techniques tha! can be used to facilitate
co-operation among groups
anong groups

of

of

computerized

humans and groups

of

agents (and

in

sotne cases,

computer systerns lchang 86] ).

10

1.3.3

Àdvantaoes

Àccording

to

of Distribuled Problen Solvino

Huhns, there are

five primary

to study and utilize DÀI lHuhns 87]

reasons why one t+ould want

:

r

DÀI can provide insights and understanding about interactions among
humans, who organize theÍìselves into various groups, committees,
and societíes in order to solve probJ.ems.

.

DAI cân provide a means for interconnecting muJ-tip1e expert systems
that have different, but possibly overlapping expertise, thereby
enabling the solution of problems whose domains are outside lhat of
any one expert system.

. DAI can polentially solve probì.ens that are too ì.arge for ä
centralized system, because of resource limitations induced by a
given level of lechnology. Limiting factors such as communication
bandwidths, conputing speed, and reliability result in classes of
problems

.

that can be solved only by a distributed

system,

DAI can poienÈia1ly provide a solution to a current
knowledge engineering: the use of only one expert.

limÍtation of

If lhere are
the
way to engineer a

several experts, or several nonexperts that together have

ability of

an

expert, lhere is

successful systern.

.

no established

DÀI is the most appropriate solution r+hen the problem
inheren!1y distributed, such as in distributed sensor

distributed information retrieval.

Huhns goes on

itself is
nets and

to sugges! that DÀI also provides the next step

beyond

current expert systems. He suggests the foLlowing approach lo the
development of expert systens using DÀI techniques: build a separate
subsysten
and then

for each

ability of each expert,
subsystems co-operate. This approach potentially

problem domain based on the

nake these

has the following additional advântâ9es:

r Modularity: The complexity of an expert system increases rapidly as
the size of its knowledge base increases. Partitioning the system
into N subsystems reduces the complexity by significantly more than
a factor of N. The resultant system is easier to develop, test, and
maintain.

11

Speed: The subsystems can operate

in

para11e1.

neliabiLity: The system can continue to operate even if part of it
fails.
c Knowledge acquisiliont It is easier lo find experts in narrow
domains. Also, many problem donains are already parLitioned or
hierarchicaL - why not take advantage of this?
r Reusability: A srnall, independent expert system could be part of
many distributed expert systems - its expertise would not have to
be reimplemented

1.1

for each,

lHuhns 87]

Su'TMARY

DÀI research is concerned t.'ith the development of computer syslems
consistÍng of groups of. individuaÌ agents tha! co-operate to solve
complex

problems. In the remaining chapters, I describe the fundamental

principles involved in the development of intelJ-igent agents and I
propose a knowledge-based model of disLributed problem solving which
facililates co-operation among groups of inteJ.ligent agents. Chapter 2
contains a general overview of the principles embodied in current AI

ability to construct individual
conputerized agenls that can subsequenlly be conbined to form
techniques; these !echniques provide the

distributed

probl enr-sol v i ng environments. Chapler 3 examines

the issues

in distríbuLed problem solving and discusses several models
that have been developed to facilitate co-operative problem solving.
Chapter 4 presents a knowledge-based model of distribuled problen
solving. The modeL is designed primarily for distributed expert system
involved

applications in which severâ1 subsystems are developed individually

and

in a problen-solving nelr+ork where they can solve problens
co-operatively. Chapter 5 examines the applicâtion of the nodel lo
problen-solving in a particular donain, that of cancer diagnosis and
lhen placed

12

treatment,

Chapter 6 presents a summary

of the contributions of this

research, inctuding a discussion of the properties of the model,

the

ramifications that these properties have on the effectiveness of lhe

model, and the issues that need to be addressed in the future.
Àppendix A provides a detailed description of the engineering
specificalions required to create an operational system based on the
conceptual model outlined in Chapter 5. Appendix B provides an exarnple
of the application of the model to enable several agents to diagnose a
partícu).ar patient's health probLems co-operatively'

Chapler

II

INTELLIGENT ÀGENTS

2.1

orrERvIE}t

This chapter examines the organizational principles and technigues that
enabLe the representation and manipulation

of

knowledge

in

computer

programs. I concentrate on describing the general principles and
methodologies that have been developed to facililate the creation of
knowledge-based programs capable of intelligen! action, albeit within
very narroH and specialized application dornains. I examine lhe
concepts inherent in knowledge programming, followed by an analysis of
some of the basic knowledge representaLion and manipulation paradigms
lhat have been developed, The remainder of the chapter discusses
advanced forms of knovledge-based progranming such as the role of
netaknowledge and parallel processing in k nor+ I edge-ba sed systems.
Readers familiar rr'ith knovlledge-based systems may omi! this chapter.

2,2 KNOWLEDGE-BÀSED PROBT¡EM-SOEVING I.{ODELS
2,2,1 Phvsical Svmbo1 Svatens
In order to create intelJ.igent agents, one must have an understanding of
the requirenents of intelligence. I.le knotr thât no single element
accounts

for alL aspects of intelligence; intelLigence is a composite

of inlelligence is by no neans
what intelligence is and about the

phenonena. However, our understanding
complete. Much of our knowledge about

13
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for inlelligent action is only speculative. Nevertheless,
this does not deter us from creating theories of intelligence. One such
requirenents

theory

is

the physical symbol system hypothesisl

"À physical symbol system consists of a set of entities, caIIed
symbols, which are physicaJ. patterns that can occur as components
oi another type of entity called an expression (or symboJ.
Àg any instant of time the system will contain a
structure)
collection of these symbol structures. Besides these structures'
the systen also conlains a collection of processes that operate on
the structures lo produce other structures... À physicaJ. symbol
system has the necessary and sufficient means for general

intelligent action. " INewelt

76]

This hypothesis is rather overbearing in that "necessary and
sufficien!" impties that any intelligent agent upon analysis nus! prove
to be a physicat symbol system. This implies that the basis of human
inlelligence is a physicaÌ symbol system. ÀIthough !his rnay in fact
prove to be lrue, to date there is no concrete evidence to support or
refute this ínplication lRich 831 . ÀI research deals with subjecting
this hypothesis lo empirical study using lhe conputer as a medium for
experinentation. AI researchers study the creation of computer progralns
that can perform particular üasks tha! are regarded as requiring
inLeIIigence.

These computer programs

are

created by representing and

manipulating symbols and symbol structures within a physical

symbol

system.

This chapter exanines the fundamental principles surrounding

of
systems. I

creation

capable

special-purpose

intelligent

systems

using physical

the

symbol

define a knowledge system as a computational entily that is

of representing

lhat denote domain

and manipulating symbols

knowledge

and

symbol structures

in order !o perforn tasks or solve

probLems
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wiLhin a specified domain. In essence' a knowLedge system

symbol system
i

that provides the

computational basis

is a physical

for

creating

ntell igenl systems.

2.2,2

is g Problen-So1vinq l{odel?
À problern-solving model is a scheme for organizing reasoning steps and
In
donain knowledge to construct a solution to a problem [t¡ii 86] .
theory, every problem-solving model consists of three cotnponentsl
objects, operators, ând a control stralegy [Hitsson 80]. The objects
represent facts and assumptions about the domain entities, while lhe
HhaÈ

operators are the available operations that can be applied to manipulale

the objects.

The

control strategy delermines the order in which

operators are to be applied to move from a given problem state

Ehe

(initial

state) !o a desired problen state (goal staLe). À problem staEe is the
configuration of a problem at a given point in time after a particular
set of operators has been applied (operators are applíed to a

problem

staLes). The problem space is the set of
al.I val.id problem states. À solulion is a se! of operators (typically
ordered) which when applied to the inilial sLate generates a goal state.
state to produce

ner+

problem

À problem-solving nodel provides a conceptual framework for
organizing and representing knowledge (objecls and operators) and for
controlling the manipulation of that knowledge in order to solve
problems (control strategy), The study of knowledge representation
involves the examinatíon of methods of representing knowledge
syrnbolically, while the study of knowledge manipulation involves
investigating methods of manipulating knowledge in order to solve

tb

problems. Problem-solving modelstherefore provide

frameworks

for

constructing physical symbol systems.

2,2,3 !ha! is Knowleilqe
The goal of every problem-solving mo'leI is to
knowledge so

that the

knowledge can be used

to

represent and manipulate
soLve

difficult

problems,

is knowledge? When we taLk about people who solve problems, ue
always talk about rlhat they have to knor in order to solve
lhem lBarr 81]. The knowledge that a person possesses is what we use lo
describe that person's ability to behave intelligenlly. In simple
terns, knowledge consists of donain objects, facts about the objecLs,
and operations for nanipuJ-ating the objects and facts in order to
produce new objects and netv facts. The collecLion of domain objects,
facts, and operators form a knowledge base describing what is known
about a specÍfic donain. ÀI involves the study of the representation
and manipulation of various types of knowledge in order to develop
But what

rnethodologies

2.2,1

for crealing infelligent

systens.

Conventional t'lodels v6 ÀI Hodels

In thè conventional nodel of problem solving, the control strategy and
the donain knowledge (object and operators) are combined in the form of
an algorithm that specifies "how" !o soLve a problem. Problem solving

is performed

by executing

the

of the algoríthm, a sequence of
a solution. This approach is very

steps

operator applicaLions that produces

efficient because an algorithm specifies a direcl and complete path !o a
solution. Furthermore, it is possible to handle the special cases of an
application by tailoring the algorithm accordingly. However, systems
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developed using the conventional model are often

difficult to modify

and

the objects, operators, and con!rol strategy are
interlwined, this is especially true of large, cornplex systems in which
much of the description of the problem is hidden and distributed
throughout the al-9orithm. The domain knowledge is implicitly represenled
in an algorithm which is often an exlremely complex and cumbersone
entity IEvans 87] .
maintain

because

In contrast, the ÀI model of problem solving enforces a strict
separation of the knowledge from the conLrol strategy as illusLrated in
Figure 2.1. The knowledge base represents a description of "what" the
system knows about a given application, while the control strategy
represents a general problem-solving method that searches the knowledge

for a set of operalor applications that produces a solution to a
given problem. In effect, the control strategy is responsible for
delermining an algorithm based on the characteristics of a given problem
base

and the avaiLable knowledge

in the knowledge base.

m;] m;l
I

s¡sn | |

l-oo.ruror.

I

I

srRÀrEcY

l-,n,.r.n."

and I I

ensine

lo¡jecrsll
Figure

2.1: ÀI Model of

I

I
I

I

Problem Solving
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of the knowì.edge from the control strategy produces a
more flexible and modifiable model that is idea).1y suited to incrementaL
development techniques required to tackle complex, ill-undersLood
applications; the performance and competence of the system can be
modified by adding ner,r knowledge or by refining existing knowledge
liiLhou! having to modify the control straLegy. consequen!ly, the
developer can extend ând refine the knowledge describing the problen
without having to speci fy how lhe nelr knowledge is to be
applied IKeIler 87] . Moreover, l,¡e can also appJ.y the same control
strategy to a different set of operators from another appJ.ication
The separation

domain; one need only construct another knowledge base which describes
the

If the conlrol slrat.egy is improved, the
are applied to each knowledge base thaÈ is manipulated by

new domain

improvements

IBarr 81a] .

the control strategy, 0n Lhe other hand, this approach tends to be

Less

efficient than its conventional counterpart because of the search
involved in selecting the knowledge at each problem-solving
step lEvans 87aJ. In addition, it is often difficult to hand]e
exceptions or special cases r¡ilhout affecting the conplexity of the
knowledge base

2.2.5
The

The

or modifying

l{ater il$g

Èhe

control strategy IRich

83] .

Problem

classic rlaterjug problem, illustraLed ín Figure 2.2,

demonslrates

lhe fundamental differences bett+een the ttlo modeLs. The problen is
straightforward: there are tno Hater jugs, each containing a specified

of water; in this case a 5 litre jug containing 5 litres of
rlater, and a 2 Litre jug that is empty. This configuration represenls
amount

19

the initial

problem

stale.

The

two jugs are the domain objects that

be rnanipulated, The operations available to manipulate the jugs
are also illustrated in Figure 2.2. Each operation has a set of
preconditions that mus! be satisfied before the operâtor is applicabJ.e'
The desired solution to this particular problem is to have 1 litre of
14ater in the 2litre jug (ttris represenLs the goal state). The solution

must

available operations. There are no measuring
devices and one nust not pour more t,rater into a jug than it can contain.

must be derived using the

Initial Slate: 5L jug = 5; 2t jug = I
2I jug =
Goal State: 5l jug = ¡;
1

Àva i
R1

Lable operators:
5L jug is not empty and
2L jug is not full
THEN pour the conlents of Èhe
5L jug into the 2L jug

i IF

R2:

IF
THEN

R3i

IF

5t jug is not full and
2t jug is not empty
pour the contents of the
2t jug into the 5L jug
5t jug is not empty

THEN empty

R4:

IF

2L jug

THEN empty

Figure

The conventional

Figure

2.3.

the 5L jug

2.2:

is not empty
the 2L jug

The Waterjug Problem

solution !o the rlaterjug problem is illusbrated

Here we have an algorithm

that specifies the exact

in

sequence

of operator applications that generates a solution. In contrastr an ÀI
solution illusLrated in Figure 2.4 utilizes a nondeterministic method in
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TNITIÀL STÀTE|

5t = 5; 2t =

O

apply R1 ; pour the contents of
the 5L jug into the 2L jug.
nerl problem stale: 5L = 3i 2L =
2, apply R4; empty the 2L jug.
new problen stale: 5L = 3i 2L =
1)

apply R1 ; pour the contents of
the 5L ju9 inbo the 2t jug.
new problem state: 5L = 1i 2L =
4) apply R4; enpÈy the 2t jug.
new problem state: 5L = 1; 2L =

2

0

?l

s) apply

R1

;

'=

0

pour the contents of

the 5L jug into the 2t jug.
new problern state: 5L = 0; 2t =
*** goal slate ***

Figure

2

2.3: Àlgorithn for

1

Solving the l.laterjug Problem

rêp€al€d stat€

Figure

2.4:

Nondeterministic SoluLion

lo the Waterjug

eroblem
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a control strategy exhaustively applies the avail-able operators
until a goal state is generated. once a goal state is generated, the
soLut.ion is the sequence of operator applications lha! leads from the
initiaL state to the goal state.

which

wilI generate a solution much more quickly
than the ÀI approach because it represents a direct path to a goal
state. However, rlhat happens if we modify the problem description,
either by modifying the initial or goal states or by modifying or adding
The conventionaL nethod

operators? In t.he conventional approach, we are forced to refine

or

rewrite the algorithm to reflect the changes rnade to the problem
description. When the ÀI approach is used, we.can modify the knowledge
base to reflect the changes in Èhe problem description, and the control
strategy will search for a sclution using lhe new description. Hence,
the two approaches are intuitively different. The conventional model is
geared towards algorithmic applications which require a Iarge and
relatively stable body of data manipulations, r¡hile the AI model is
geared tor,¡ards applications which require lhe manipulation of a large
and changing body of knowledge. Each nodel provides a trade-off of sone
sort and i! is the underlying application characteristics that dictate
the model that is the most appropriaLe.

2,3

KNOTILEDGE MÀNIPI'EÀTION

This section examines the principìes involved in knowledge manipul-ation
and discusses

five types of

knowledge manipulation

techniques. This is

not intended to be an exhaustive examination of the areâ, rather
serves as an overview

of the concepts invoLved in

it

knowledge manipulation

of the strategies that have been developed to facililate
rnanipulation of knowJ.edge by computer programs.
and

of

some

the

is required to do someLhing that it has not been told
explicitly hor,l !o do, it must reason - it mus! determine what it needs
Reasoning invo]ves
to know from what it already knows IFisch]er 861 ,
rnanipulating knowLedge to make expLicit that which is implÍcit. For
example, from the information (1) alI men are mortal, and (2) John is a
nan, the system should be able to obtain the explicit statenent (3) John
is mortal. statement (3) is implicit in statements (1) and (2). It is
lhe nranipulation of statements (1) and Ql lha! enables the system to
l¡hen a system

obta i

n statement (3),

The study of knowledge manipulation involves deternining

the

principles involved in the various forms of reasoning as
well as lechníques for deveJ.oping strategies (referred to as control
sLrategies) to incorporate reasoning into computer systems. À control
sLrategy must determine the knowledge and lhe manipulations of that
knowledge that are required .to solve a given problem. À conlrol
sLrategy specifies a mechanism that controls systematically lhe
application of domain knowledge in order to solve problems or perform
tasks. These strategies perform problem solvíng by manipulating the
domain objects and operators represented by symbols and symbol
structures in a knowledge base. In effect, they specify rlays in tvhich
the symbols and symboL structures can be nanipulated within the
fundamental

constraints imposed by the representation conventions INewe].I
formal discussion of

in

Ini tsson 80].

the logical

foundalions

of control can

761

.

À

be found
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2.3.1

Basic Seareh

AI melhodologies employ a declarative nrodel of problem solving in

the problem specification (representation) defines lhe
operators, but does not define the

sequence

which

permissible

of operators thal will

lead

to a solution. The probJ.em space is represented conceptually as a tree
or graph in which each node denotes a problem state, such as the example

for a sequence of
operator applications that solves a given problem, À solution is a path
through lhe problen space from the initial state to a valid goal state.
of Figure 2.4.

Problem

solving

becomes

a

search

be carried out using either a
state-space search or a problen reduclion search lRich 83]. In â
staLe-space search, the problem space is represented as an 0R graph or
tree in which each node represents a compJ.ete state of the problem (see
Figure 2.5). The search proceeds by applying valid operators to each
probì.em state in order to generate new problem states untí1 a goal state
is produced. 0n the other hand, sone problems can be subdivided into
trlo or more smaller subproblerns which are frequently easier to solve
than the entire probJ.em as a whole lRich 83] . This is the principle
used in problem reduction search. À node in the problem space
represents either a conplete state of the problem or a state of a
subproblem. The problen space can be represented by nodes in an AND
graph or tree or an ÀND/oR graph or tree as illustrated in Figure 2.6.
In order to solve an ÀND graph or tree, lhe initial problem slate tnust
be immediately solvable or its successors (subproblems) must all be
solvable, on the other hand, a node in an AND/OR graph or tree is
solvable if the node itself is solvable or it can be broken doltn inLo
The

search of the problem

space can

24

0

ó

Figure

2.5:

ö ò

=soarsrare

Àn 0R Graph

(a) An AND tree

.::

(b)
Figure

2.5:

An AND/OR tree
Àn ÀND Tree and an ÀND/oR Tree
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subproblem

states rlhich are

AND

nodes

lhat

are

all

solvable or 0R nodes

of shich at least one is solvable [¡arr 81].
The

objective of a search strategy is to find a path in the

space from

problem

a given initial state to a goal state. Search can proceed in

of two directions: forwards, from the initial state towards a goal
state; or backwards, from goal states toriards the initial
staLe Icharniak 85]. Both a state-space and problem reducLion search
can be apptied in either the forwards or backwards direction. À
state-space search in the forwards direction would start with the
initial state, apply one or rnore vaLid operators in order to generate
new problem stales, and continue selecting and applying operators to
these nei¡ states until a goal state is generated. The water jug problem
in Figure 2.4 is an example of a state-space search in the forwards
direcLion. A statè-space search in the backwards would begin with the
goal stale, select an operator that can produce the goal stater apply
the inverse of the operator to the goal state to generate net,t statest
and contínue selectíng and appl-ying operators to the new problem states
until the Ínitial state is produced. Forwards and backwards problem
reduction searchs are carried out in similar fashion IRich 83].
one

In

it is possible to search the problem space in eíther
or backwards direction, while other problems can only be
one of the search directions IWinston 84]. For example, the

many problems

the forwards
solved using

waLer jug problem cannot be

solved using a

backwards state-space search

of the operators do not have valid inverses (the inverse of
the empty operator is not definable because one cannot determine the
amoun! of water tha! was in a jug before it was ernplied). I{hen it is
because some

possible to use either search direction, one

must determine Ìrhich

direction is most appropriate. Àccording to Rich lRich 83] ,
factors influence the choice of search direction:

three

Àre there nore possible start states or goaÌ sLates? I,|e would like
to move from t.he smaller set lo the Lârger (and thus easier to
f ind) set of states.

. In llhich direction is the branchinq factor (i.e. fan-out of the

greater? I,le wouLd like to proceed in the direction
eith the lot{est branching faclor.
. t.¡ill lhe program be asked to explain or justify its actions to a
user? I f sor it Ís imporLant !o use a search direction that
corresponds to the way the user understands the probJ.em.
problem space)

it is possible (and often desirable) to use a
nixture of the two search directions IHilsson 80]. Bidirectional search
For some problems,

is one such approach in which the search proceeds bolh forwards and
backr¡ards concurrentLy, and a solution is atLained trhen the two searches
meet. Once again, the characteristics of a given problen wilL dictate
whether bidirectionaL search is applicable.
Most

the

often, basic search strategies

probl-em

applying

space

!o

determine

atLempt

!o systematically

a solution (as opposed to

operalors), Depth-first

and

breadth-first search are

examine

randomly
examples

of systernatic search strategies [Winston 84] . In depth-first search, a
single branch of the tree representing the probJ-em space is explored
unti] ít yields a solution and other branches are only examined after

the initial

branch

is

exhausted

or a

predeternined depth bound is

reached. Conversely, a breadth-firsl search explores
1evel

the

of

next

the tree representing

Ievel.

Each

the

problem space

each node

in

each

before proceeding to

of strategies ís therefore better suited

to
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particular problem

space topologies [I,linston 84]

however, are susceptible

to a

.

Both

combinatorial explôsion

techniques,

of

possible

that nust be explored and thus are usually too
inefficien! to be useful when dealing with the complex and expansive

problem states

probJ.em spaces

2,3.2

of real-worId

problems.

HeurisÈic Search

for il !o be possible to
exhaustively search the entire problem space IRich 831. Such problems
are often solvable using heuristic techniques in which the nodes of the
problem space are rated using a heuristic function and only the most
promising nodes (those !rith the highest rating) are examined. This
technique ís commonly referred to as a best-first search strategy. Às a
result, probJ-ems with very large probLem spaces can be solved because
the search is able to avoid blind aJ.leys and dead-ends thus reducing the
anount of unfruitfuL effort that nust be expended to generate a

t'lost hard probJ.ems have too many problem states

solut i on IHayes-Roth 83]

.

Consider lhe 8-puzzle problem

in Figure 2.7.

The problem consists of

liles and one blank tile. In order to solve
the problem, one must start with a given configuration of the tiles
(initial slate) and rearrânge the tiles by moving the blank tile up,
down, right, or Left until the desired goal configuration is achieved.
Solving this problem using an exhaustive search involves applying the
valid operators to the initial state and each of its successors until
the goal state is generated. This approach, however, is susceptible lo
a tray with eight

numbered

combinatorial explosion because the search proceeds through the problem
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an uniforned nanner (it does not consider which moves are
better than others). À heuristic functíon that can guide the search in
lhe 8-puzzle problern is to rate the problem states according lo the
number of tiles that are out of place in comparison with the desired
goal state. The heurísLic search uses this ratinq information to select
the most promising new problem states to examine during the search;
these are the staLes which are estinated to be closest lo the goal
state. Às a result, lhe search is able to focus on the best potential
sol.ution paths and avoid those paths that are judged to have little
space in

chance

of leading !o a solulion.

Figure

7

3

5

2

E

4

6

2.7:

The 8-PuzzIe Problem

Àlthough heuristic search is a viable means of combating
cornbinatorial explosion in hard problems, there are severa] difficui.ties
surrounding its use. The quality of the heuristic function used to
directly influences the effectiveness of the search;
good heuristics prune the problen space and help avoid unfruitful
effort, while poor heuristics often Lead to much expendiLure of time and
guide

the

search
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in examining dead-end paths because the goodness of paths is
poorly esLimated. In addition, some heuristics are able tb ensure that
resources

the optimal solution
may

will

be found, while others (often the

best

occasionally cause optimal paths lo be overlooked Inicir A¡]

a heuristic search is only as good
raLe the nodes

of the problem

as

find

Hence,

the heuristic function used to

space lHayes-RoÈh 83]

Ànother problem surrounding heuristic search is
impossible to

.

ones)

that it is

often

a single heuristic function that can be used in

real.-worId problems. The complexity and uncertainty inherent

in

these

problems usually necessitates several attributes be considered
evaluating a problem

state,

and more often than

find a heuristic function that can combine alI
into a single rating. In

not

when

it is impossible to

of lhe relevant factors

such problems, the concept

of heuristic search

into the domain operators (as was
done in the hijacker profite in Figure 1.1). This approach leads to
feasible heuristic solulions, but in a less structured and less
is

employed by introducing

heuristics

maLhemat

ically-based nanner IRich 83].

2.3.3

ConsÈrainÈ Satisfaction

in ÀI can be viewed as problens of constraínt salisfacLion
in which the goal is to discover some problen staLe thât satisfies a

Many problems

given set of consLraints IRich 83]

.

Problems

of this sort include

colorin9, database retrievaL for conjunctíve queries, and

rnap

edge labeì.Iing

, p. 2091. Many design tasks which
must construct solutions within fixed lirnits of time, cost, and
maLeriaLs can also be viewed as constraÍnt-satisfacLion problems.
in

computaLional

vision lshapiro

87

30

constraint-satisfaction problems can be solved by extending basic and

heurislic search strategies to include

mechanisms

for

maintaining

and

Iists of constraints associated with each problem state.
Às the search strategy examines nodes in the problem space, it must
manipulating

the

state described by each node satisfies the
constraints imposed on the problem. À solulion is attained when a
problem state is generaled whích satisfies all of the constrainls.
ensure that

problem

The general aJ-gorithm for constraint-satisfaction is staled

by

Rich IRich 83]:

Until a solution is found or until all paths have been exhausted:
1. select the next node in the problen space lo examine (beginning
with the initial problem state)

2,

Àpply the constraint rules to the current node ¡o generate
possible new constraints (state-specific constraints)

3. If
el

4, If

the set of constraints contains
ininate the path (dead-end)
the conslraints are

all satísfied

a contradiction,

then

a

all

then

soLution has

been

found

5. otherwise, apply the problem space rules to generate a set of
one or more neli problem states that are consistent with the
current set of constraints

This algorithm illustrates

thât

constraint-saÈisfaction requires

sets of operators: constraint rules vhich generate new constraints
on current cor¡straints and the
and problem space rules r+hich

two

based

characleristics of a given problem slate;

are

applied to problem states to generate

the next set of states to be examined. The problem space rules, and any

heuristic functions that âre used lo guide the search, will make
reference to the constraints associated l,tith a problem state as well as
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the basic problem description informalion that a state contains.
problem

solving is a process of

moving

through lhe probJ.em

Thus,

space by

generating ne\,f states and new constraints, ruling out those states which
do not satisfy the constraints,

2,3,4

until a solution is

found.

lleans-Enils Ànalvsi s

The search strategies

that

I

have examined so

far can reason forwards

or

backlrards. Ànother approach, known as means-ends analysis, compares the

initial sÈate to the qoal state and chooses its next action based on how
it
can reduce the differences betr,reen rhe tr¿o
sLates Ishapiro 87, p. 578] . Reasoning can proceed either forwards from
lhe initial state or backwards from lhe goal state, the direction that
is used depends on the operations tha! can reduce the differences
betl¡een the tl¡o states.
Means-ends

analysis is essentially a form of problem reduction search

in which a problem is reduced to a set of differences between the
initial state and the goal state. The search strategy maintains a list
of the current differences and selects operators tha! can reduce the
differences until aLl such differences have been resolved. Problem
solving centres around solving a set of subproblems (reduc ing
differences) which may in turn be broken down into smaller subprobLems
unlil each subproblem can be solved.
of the details involved in means-ends analysis have been onitted
in this discussion. For instance, the order in which differences are
reduced is often critical, as is the choice of operators to be used to
reduce each difference lcharniak 85] . In most cases, it is necessary to
Many
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reduce significant differences first,

but this requires

some

domain-specific mechanism that can rank each difference appropriately.

a similar ranking mechanism is required to rate the
operators which are capable of reducing each difference. Further
complicating the process is the fact lhat lhe differences nay interact;
working on one difference may interfere wilh reducing another.
Interactions of this sort can require the system to perform extensive
backtracking during the search or require the addition of planning
mechanisms that can detect and resolve interacLions IBarr 81a].
Finally, the complexity inherent in real-world applications often
results in numerous permutations of differences rlhich the basic
Furthermore,

means'ends analysis strategy canno! ccpe r,rith

2"3.5
The

effectivety II.linston 84].

Àoenda-Basedl Reasonino

control slralegies presented in the preceding secLions all perforn

in a systematíc manner, carrying out steps in a well-defined
order. Frequently, it is advantageous to use a less systenatic approach
in which the search strategy maintains a list of the !asks it should
perform, and determines its next action based on this task list and t,he
current state of problem solving IAikins 83]. control strategies of
this sort employ what is referred to as opportunistiò reasoning; the
control strategy determines opportunisticalLy the actions it should
search

perforrn

in order to move closer to solution.

Àn agenda-based syslem

is

one

of the

most popular methods used

in

ÀI

to incorporate opportunistic control. Àn agenda is a data
structure, maintained by the control strategy, whose entries are
systems
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to

referred

as

tasks.

Each lask represents sone piece

of

work thaL

to be accomplished during problem solving, In addition, a task
entry can include a source for the task, reasons for executing the task,
and a príority indicating the usefulness of executing the task. The
needs

agenda

usually begins with

one

or

more

inilial

task entries and

new

tasks are pJ.aced on the agenda as side effects of executing other tasks.
The

control strategy manipulates the agenda in order to determine

best sequence for executing pending

tasks.

out using a best-first search. This is
from

the

agenda based

associated

Hence, control

accompJ.ished by

task

is carried

selecting tasks

on the reasons (justifications)

with each entry Ishapiro 87, p. 4] .

the

and

priori!ies

Finding lhe

most

can be accomplished by maintaining lhe
agenda sorted by a rating factor (based on justifications and
promising

priorities).

on each cycle

it is inserted in its proper
place according to its rat.ing. When justifications for a task in lhe
agenda

when

a

new

task is created,

change, the rating associated riíth the entry is adjusted and the

enlry is noved !o

its

correct place in the

Àn agenda-based controL

strategy

list.

becomes

significantly

more powerful

if both positive and negative evidence are accumulated and stored as
justification for each task [Àikins 83]. Maintaining evidence for and
against executing tasks enables the control straLegy to determine the
best order
add both

of task execution.

Moreover, as tasks are executed, they

can

positive and negative evidence to the justificaEions for other

to adjust its behaviour (focus its
attention) nore effectively IRich 83]. In complex problems, the ability
lasks

which enables

to focus the

the

aLtenLion

system

of the problem solver dynamically is

imperative
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it is often impossible !o specify the focus of âttention a
priori in lhese doma i ns.
because

are, however, several problems associated with agenda-based
reasoning [Rich 83] . one such problem is the choice of the proper grain
size for the division of tasks. 1t each !ask is very small, then the
system HiLl spend Iittle time on productive rlork and a great deal of
!ime deciding which task should be done next. Conversely, if the tasks
are too large, then executing a task will require a large anount of
effort while other more promising tasks may remain idle. This problem
is inherent in aLI control strategies, but is particularly cumbersome in
agenda-based systems because of the amount of resources expended by lhe
control component of these systems. A balance in !ask size is required
in order to enable lhe probJ.en solver to make the best use of its time
and resources. This often requires experímentation, and is a
pr obl em-dependen ! decision.
There

In addition,

agenda-based reasoning

is inappropriate for

some

for which the justifications for executinq !asks changes very
rapid).y. In such problems, the elernents of the agenda are applicable for
very short periods of time, after which they must be purged. The

probLems

is that it is often very difficul! to determine
when a task is no longer useful because explicit negative justifications
are not prevalent Ishapiro 87, p. 4] .
problem

in

these domains
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2,4 KilOHIJEDGE REPRESENTÀTION
This section examines the principles involved in knowledge
representation and discusses three basic types of knowledge
representation techniques. This is not intended to be an exhaustive
examination of the area, rather it serves as an overview of the concepts
involved in knowledge representation and of some of the strategies that
have been deveLoped to facilitate the representation of know).edge in
computer programs.

consists of a language for describing bhings and a
physÍcaIly encodinq lhe descriptions Ifischler 87].

À representation

formalisrn for

a natural language such as English. The language is a
representation in which words are used to describe things. The
vocabulary of words and the grammatical ruLes of the language enforce
constraints on the ways in which lhings may be described. The meaning
of a statement in the language is deLermined by the meaning of lhe
individual r¡ords in the vocabulary and the ruLes of lhe language that
define how the meanings of words are combined to form composite
meanings. The t,lritten and spoken forms of the language consLitute the
Consider

formalisns in which lhe descriptions can be encoded.
A problem-solving model nust

include a representation fornalism that

of a domain to be encoded. In effect, a model
must provide a mechanisn for representing problem descriptions in a
computerized form. The study of knowledge representation involves
examining the characteristics of various types of knowledge and
developing formal methods for organizing, structuring, representing, and
interpreting them. In conjunction with knowledge manipulation it
enables the knowledge

provides the basis for computerized problem solving.
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À knowledge representation is a set of syntactic and semanlic
possible to
describe
make it
conveiltions that
things Ishapiro 87, p. 8821 . The syntax of the representation specifies
the symbols that may be used and lhe ways in which those symbols nay be
arranged. The semantics of the representation specify how meaning is
embodied in the symbols and symbol arrangemenls allowed by the syntax.
Together, these conventions enable the representation of domain objects
and operaLors

in a physical

SymboJ-s and

symbol syst,en.

symbol struclures may be used to designate specitic

objects and specific facts about those objects. The senan!ic
conventions specify how to determine the objects and facts that are
struclures, Symbol structures can also
that can manipulate symbols or symbol

designated by symbols and symbol

be used to denote operaÈors
structures (represenbing objects and facts) through creation,
modificat.ion, reproduction, and destruction. Àgain, the seman!íc
conventions must specify hor¡ to inlerpret the symbols and symbol
structures representing operators in order to delermine lhe operations
to be performed. The process of creating a knowledge base therefore
consists of using representation conventions to construct a collection

that represent the objects and
operators of a domain. The characteristics of the representation
of

symbols and symbol structures

conponent

of

of a problem-solving model infLuences significantly the

knowledge bases

that

types

can be created using lhe moCel.

There are severaL standard representation paradigms, any

of

which

may

in conjunction rlith others to conslruc! knowledge
systems lEvans 871. In the following sections I briefly describe three
be

used

alone or
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of the

more popular

techniques, including a brief examination of the

advantages and disadvantages

is

by

use

no

means

of each.

The reader shouLd note

that this

all the paradigms available or in
to describe al] of the details of the

a complete survey of

today, nor is it an attempt

paradi gms presented.

2,4.1 Prooositional Repre6entationB
The typicaJ. basis for propositional representations is first-order
predicate Iogic IHilsson 80J. Knowledge is represenled in predicate
logic using constants, variables, predicates,

and connectives. Constants

are used to represent specific donain objecLs, while variables represent

sets of objects belonging to some group. Predicates are used to
associate properties with constanLs and variables, and connec!ives
enable composit.e statements to be expressed (e.g, implications,
conjunctions, e!c. ). In addition, Iogic provides conventions for
representing universally and existentially quantified statenen!s (e.9.

all birds have feathers; some birds can fly). Reasoning in predicate
logic is carried out through applicaLions of rules of inference to a set
of statenents in order to qenerate net,l statements (i.e. deduce or infer
facts).

of statenents represent,ed in predicate logic and of
deduclion using rules of inference are shown in Figure 2.8. Àn
Examples

of a predÍcate logic typically provides a general-purpose
cont.rol stralegy (e.g. resoLution refutation), a se! of operators (ruJ.es
implementation

of inference), and

conventions

for representing

user-defíned domaÍn objects, facts, and implications.

knowledge

bases of
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= bird ( fred )
Fred is green = color ( fred, green )
Fred can fly = canfly ( fred )
(a) represent¡ng facts in Predicate Logic
Fred is a

rorar

I

bird

.'-',
;

;iågi il:r:,;"ïffi

;:"'''

(X): bird (X) and canfty (X)

exists

- there ex¡sts at least one bird which can
(Ex iste ntial q uantif ication)

(b)

fly

representing quantified statements

A, A -->

given:

B

therefore

bird

B

(modus ponens)

(fred)

forall

(X): bird (X) --> has-feathers

(X)

deduce: has-feathers (fred)

(c)

Deducing new facts using

Figure

2,8:

Àlthough predicate

RepresentaLion

a rule of inference
in Predicate Logic

logic provides a representation lhat is applicable

suffers from computational
many problems, it
inefficiency lHayes-Roth 83]. Às a result' predicate logic is useful

lo
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for theoreticaL research where illustrating thal a given problem can be
solved is more inportant than constructing a viable implernenLation of
the soluLion. Furthermore, the syntax and control strategies

that is very unnaturaL when
viewed from a humanrs perspective. Às a result, envisioning how a
problem should be represented and actualLy implementing it become very
predicate

logic

emp]-oyed by

produce

a

representation

tedious tasks.

Àlthough predicate logic has najor flaws

it in order to produce a more feasible
paradigm while reLaining much of its expressive power and generality.
The rule-based paradigm is a restricted, yet rnore natural, form of
predicate logic.
A rule-based paradigm consists of a rule set (Ir
restrictions

condilion
and rlhen

goals,

may

THEN

to

be

computationalLy,

imposed on

action stalements), a rule interpreter that describes

hot,t

that holds daLa,
Knorlledge is encoded by

apply which ruJ.es, and a working memory

and inLermediate

results

lJackson

861

.

creating ruLes that represent lhe actions to be performed
conditions are met (see Figure

2.9).

Each ruLe

when

specific

theoretically represents

a single piece of knowledge in the problem domain. The current problem

state is represented as facts in the working

memory.

The reasoning process consists of having the rule interpreler

rules to appLy based on the current facts. When the IF
part of a rule is satisfied (matches the facts in working nemory), then
the action specifíed by the THEN part of the rule can be performed.
This process is repeated until either a 9oa1 is satisfied or lhe rule
interpreter determines !ha! a conclusion cannot be reached (this is the
algorithm for forward chaining, anolher search strategy kno!¡n as
determine the
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lF

X isabird
THEN X has feathers
rule representing the birds-have-feathers implication

(a)

lF

temp(X)>100
THEN fever(X)

lF

fever(X)

and

nauseous ( X

)

THEN flu(X)

(b)

rules for inferring fever and flu conditions
Figure

backward chaining moves

2.9:

Sample Rules

fron the goal state

towards

the initial

state IBronnston 85] ).
The rule-based paradigm

describing domains tha!

provides a natural and fl-exible neans for

are highly data-iìriven; a set of rules

can

specify ho!¡ lhe system should reac! to changing dala Hilhout requiring

delailed knowledge in

advance about

predelermining when a rule should
use the rules

!o

examine

lhe

flow of control

.

Rather than

be applied' the rule interpre¡er can

the state of the problem at each step and react

appropriately.

is represented separately
from the technique used !o solve problems, the contro] strategy (rule
inlerpreter) is generaÌ purpose. Therefore, Èackling a new domain only
In addition,

because the domain knowledge
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requíres the creation of a rulese! describing the new domain, while the

control strategy remains unchanged. Furthermore,

theory,

because each

rule,

in

of knowledge, the knowledge base is
more modifiable and easier to extend - in order to add nel¡ knowledge one
forms an individual piece

simpLy creates new

rules

lwaterman 86]

RuIe-based representations

heuristic

,

are also t,¡ell-suited lo

representing

knowJ.edge. Many rule-based representations provide mechanisns

for including confidence or certainty facLors in the ruIes, representing
the certainly associated r¡ith the knowledge which the rules
represent lBuchanan 84]. In addition, certainty factors often can be
associated with working menory facts to enable the rules to manipuJ.ate
uncerta i n

data

IBuchanan 84],

The disadvantages of lhe rule-based

paradigm

are inherent in

the

flexibiJ.ity of the representation. 0ne of lhe major disadvantages is

inefficient

execution. The interpretÍve nature of the control
sLrategy results in high overhead during problem solving. Because
rule-based syslems perform every action by means of a match-action
cycle, much of their lime is spent determíning which ruJ-es match the
program

working memory. This overhead increases exponenLially as the number of

rules in the

knowledge base

increases. Moreover,

because

of the rigid

cycIe, it is difficult to make rule-based systems take
larger steps in their reasoning when !he situation t,larrants
it IJackson 86] ,

match-action

of the rule-based formalism is lhat it is often
very difticult to follon the flow of control during problem solving Ànother disadvantage
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algorithms are ÍmplicitLy structured

if

in the ruLes and are therefore

less

in a procedural representation, Because each
rule contributes to lhe overall fLow of conlrol depending on the current
problem state, it is extremely difficult to predict aIl the possible
control situations thal â given ru).e may contribute tol¡arcìs [Evans 87] .
apparent than

expressed

rule, in theory, represenLs an independeni
the modularity of rules is reduced because the

Consequently, although each

piece

of

knowLedge,

application of a rule can have significant effects on other rules and on
the overall reasoning process. In other words, the rules are really not
índependent, and the addition of nelr knowledge

creating

new

rules

rules.

one must lake

is not as

simple as

into account the global etfects that

overall system. The use of explanation
faciLities which provide traces of the rules used to solve a particuLar
problem helps t,o alleviate this difficulty to sone degree. Hollever, the
onus is stiLl on the developer !o test the system thoroughly in order to
new

might have on the

valídate each rule and each control situation that a rule can contribute

to.

is a direct result of lhe lack of an explicit
contextual nechanism in the rule-based formalism. The capability to
incorporate contexts must be built on lop of lhe formalism such as in
the
rule-based expert systems MYCiN lBuchanan 84]
and
This caveat

xcoN [McDermott 81]

2,4,2

.

StrucÈuredl Reoresentations

Structured representations provide a meâns for explicitly linking
related information together (objects, attributes, and operators).

À

is a popular structured representation scheme which
facilitates the representation of objects, facts describing objects,

semantic network
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and,

most

importantly, relationships

among

the objects [0uÍ11ian

68] .

is used to describe a knowledge representation
scheme based on a network struclure. In general, a semantic network
consisLs of points called nodes connected by links that describe the
relations betreen nodes. Knowledge is encoded as graphs in which the
The term semantic nettrork

nodes

represent entities (objects, concepts' events) and !he tinks

represent

entities

the properlies of entities and relations among lhe

(see Fígure 2.10).

walks
elephant

Figure

2.10:

À SenanLic Netrlork
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In contras! to conventional netr{orks, the links in a semantic netl,lork
enbody meaning such as lhe functional or declarative attributes of a

node. In addition, tr¡o special Iinks ÀKO (a-kind-o!) and ISÀ
(instance-of) are used to support the most important principle of most
structured representations - the power of inheritance. These inherilance
links enable the construction of structured

taxonomies

in which entities

are organized based on class and subclass relationships. Às a result,

in the nost appropriate place in the network and
inherited llhen needed by subordinate entities. For example, the semantic
nelwork in Figure 2.10 represents the entities MAMMAL, MÀN, ELEPHANT,
ând JoHN, MÀMuÀL is the parent cl-ass of both the MÀN and ELEPHÀNT
subclasses (ÀKo tinks), and JoHN is an instance of the MAN subclass (ISÀ
link). Infornation common to all marnmals is represented as links from
knowledge can be stored

the

l'tÀMMÀL

node, l4hile information specific to lú,AN, ELEPHANT, and

JoHN

links from the corresponding node, Às a result, if we
needed to know whether or not JOHN has warm blood, then the node for
JoHN can inherit the required infornation from the IIAMMAL node by first

is

represented as

following the ISÀ link lo the
from lhe

MÀN

node to the

MAN

MAMMAL

node, and lhen following the

node where

ÀK0

link

the reguired informa!Íon is

stored.

is another structured representation scheme.
semantic netrlorks are a collection of nodes representing

À frarne-based paradigm
Whereas

individual entities and Links representing !he relationships

entities,

frames

provide a means of grouping related infornation into

datâ struclures consísting of slots ând
be thought of

among the

fillers.

Each data sLructure can

as a complex node in a network with a special slot to be
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fÍlled r,tith the name of the entity the node represents and other slots
being fiì.ì.ed with the values of various attributes associated rlith the
enlity IFikes 85] . A frame-based scheme is actually a different
conceptual approach

to organizing

knowledge

than a semanlic nettlork.

in a similar fashion the Iinks and their meanings in semantic networks are akin to the slots
and their values in frames. Conceptually, the Links and nodes in the
semantic netrlork are combined into slots and fillers in Iarger,
frame-Like nodes (see Figure 2,11). The frame-based scheme also enploys
an inheritance mechanism through the use of special AKO and ISA slots.
However, the two approaches are both implemented

of struclured representations is the space saving
achieved because information shared by nodes is not repeated ät each
node, Instead, shared information can be stored in parent nodes and
ínherited as required by subordinate nodes. Such space savings can be
huge in problen domains that have large amounts of inheritance and many
instances of each class and subclass lCercone 83] . In addition, most
structured representations provide mechanisms for representing defaul!
knowJ.edge in class nodes which can be inheríted by subordinate nodes.
À major advantage

Furthermore, most structured representations provide mechanisms enabling

subordinales

to override all or

represent exceptions Isobrow 86]
By

some

of this inheritance in order to

,

structuring the concepts of a

problem domain

inlo a

taxonomy,

Í¡ith inheritance capabili!ies, it is possible to reason at
various Ievels of abstraction. This is a result of lhe explicilness of
the representation; aII possible paths to more generaJ. or more specific
complete

instances of a given concept are represented by inheritance links/sLots.
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Fígure 2. 11 : À Frame-Based Network

if lhe problem requires more specific reasoning, the taxonomy
supports lhe direct reÈrieval of the subclasses related lo the class
currently being used. The opposite is also lrue: more information
Therefore,

about a concept can be

lo

more general

retrieved by lraversing up the inheritance links

class information.

llany structured representation

schemes

procedural knorvledge to the nodes and

support lhe aLtachment of

links/slots. The procedures

.47

enable lhe nodes

to

be

utilized as event-driven processors rather

as passive dala structures IBrachman 85]

into

.

The

than

domain knowledge can be

rlilh each node having
procedures allached to it that indicate how and r+hen the node should
react when the information it contains is modified, extended, or
sLruclured

deleted

moduLar, self-activating nodes

[Waterman 86] .

ALthough

structured representatíons provide nany advantages, there

are drawbacks in their

use. The first

disadvantage

is inherent in

the

netl'ork structure of the schemes; because entities are linked together

the

of

the en¡ities will be large,
resulting ín reduced modularity. The conciseness of the scheme often
makes both the acquisition of new knowledge and the modification of
This difficulty increases dramalically
existing knowledge difficult.
when working with a lârge taxonomy with nany levels of inheritance - a
change to one node in the taxonomy can affect any number of related
nodes (facÍIities can be added to heJ.p alleviate some of this
di f f iculty IPavis 82] ).
number

inlerdependencies among

of structured representations is the loss of
sirnplicity in the representation. Because the formaLism enables
Ànother drawback

of the reasoning process nay
be represented in procedures distributed throughout the nodes. As
nentioned, this provides dynanic, context-sensitive data slructures
which is advantageous. However, encoding knowledge in progran code ¡{ill
significantly hinder its accessibility which in turn will limit its ease
of modification. Moreover, the decision of where to place the
procedures

to be stored with the data,

much

is left

lo the designer,
a decision that can have a great bearing on the success of the systen.
procedures and what the procedures should do

up

+8

2,4,3 tlultiole RepregènËalion Paradli qns
Each of the representations we have examined concentrates on encoding a
particular type of knowledge. For exanple, the rule-based paradigrn
atlempts to represent knowledge that is nodular and dynamicaJ.ly
applicable, whereas structured representations atlempt to represent
knouledge that is highly structured. In doing so, each scheme cannot
effectively represent knowledge other than the type for which it was
designed. For instance, lhe rule-based paradigm cannot represent
taxonomic knowledge as

effectÍvely as sLructured represenlations,

structured representations cannot provÍde situation-action

and

processing

effeclively as rule-based approaches. Consequently,
knowledge that does not'fit'
into the chosen scheme nus! be forced int,o
it, which oflen results in a drastic reduction in the effectiveness of

and modularity as

that

knowledge.

Most real-r¡orld applicati.ons require the representation and
interaction of severaL types of knowledge in order to solve problems.
Holrever, there is no single representation available lhat is powerful
enough to represent atl facets of the various types of
knowledge IBuchanan 84]. Therefore, researchers have lurned to another
approach - multiple representation paradÍgns. In this approach, a
representaLion scheme is built from various standard schemes in order to
enabLe each different type of knowledge to be represented using the
representation that best suits it.
The flexibility and expressiveness
of lhe conbined formaLism increases because lhe knowledge is not overly
constrained by a single representation. Às wel1, different lypes of
knowledge can be separated explicitLy which helps in applying the
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knowledge

appropriately [Aikins

83]

.

The underlying

goal of multipLe

is to Ëake advantage of the polrers of various representations
in order !o reduce the Iimitations of the combined representation.

paradigms

An exanple

of a multiple

paradigm sïstem

is

CENTAUR

[Àikins 83],

an

expert system fqr diagnosing pulmonary dÍsease which combines a
frame-based paradigm

with a rule-based paradigm.

The system consists of

frame-like structures that provide an

explicit representation of the
context in which the rules are to be used. Thís atlows the separation
of strategic knowledge, indicating how !o control lhe reasoning, f rorn
situational knowledge describing the inferences that can be made from
given facts. Às a result, the inferential knowledge embodied in the
rules can be put to different uses in different contexts, providing an
increase in the modularity, economy, and coherence of the overall
representation,
Àlthough the multiple paradigm approach provides numerous advantages,

inevitably the âpproach suffers from several drawbacks, The first
drawback

is the additional complexity that incorporating

paradigms produces. By alLowing several representations

rnultipJ.e

to be empLoyed,

rre ]eave the designer ¡+ith the difficult task of deciding how to
separate the knowledge into lhe various schemes and organize these
schemes into integrated units. Because there are no well-defined
guidelines for enploying representation schemes and because of the
dynanic nature of knowledge ilself, it is very difficult to decide how
to organize the domain knorlJ.edge into an effective combination of
paradigms lHayes-Roth 83J. On lop of this added conplexity, there is
also the problem of. deternining hor+ lhe chosen schenes are to be
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In most cases, the
underlying representations all share one major control strategy

controlled during problem

soJ.ving

[Nii

.

86]

responsible for co-ordinating the entire reasoning process. Employing a

single control sLrategy drasticalJ.y reduces the effectiveness of lhe
representations, especialLy in applications dealing with very
domains lnvans

87a].

As

complex

a result, although no single paradigm

is

powerful enough, current multipì.e paradigm schemes suffer from several

deficiencies which reduce their effectiveness.

2.5

THE ROEE OF I.ÍETÀKNOTILEÐGE

IN

KNOIII.EDGE SYSTE}TS

in the previous sections enable the construction
of special-purpose agents that can exhibit limited forms of intelligent
behaviour. The intelJ.igence attributed lo these systems is based on the
results tha! they are able to produce, not the melhods used lo attain
the results. The systems are deemed intelligent because they are able
to generate solutions to very difficult problems. However, the ability
to generate solutions relies heavily on the knowledge that has been
"programmed" into the systems. The Lack of any. substantial
intelJ.igence, in particular the Iach of self'knowledge, increases the
The techniques examined

onus on the human developers

in maintaining, extending,

the systens. Hence, as the
increases, these techniques

complexity

become

and employing

of potential

appÌÍcations

increasingLy less applicable;

humans

the inLelligence in the programming lechniques employed in lhe
systems and, as the systems become larger and more complex, it becomes
increasingly difficuLt for humans to nainlain an underslanding of the
internal workings of the system.
supply
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is knowl-edge about knowledge, offers a partial
solution to this difficulty.
Metaknowledge increases the intellÍgence
embodied in a knowledge system by providing the sysLem reith knowledge
about itself - its componenls, their capabilities, functions, and roles,
and lrays in l¡hich the components can be empJ.oyed to solve problems
effectively. Thus, the system is able to assume more of the burden of
understanding its orrn behaviour, docunenLing and justifying itself, and
even modifying itself IHayes-Roth 83] .
The incorporation of large
Metaknowledge, which

amounts

of

metaknowledge

into knowledge systems can greatly

enhance the

robustness and efficiency

of a syslen. Figure 2.12 iLlustrates a
knowledge system which contains a metaknowledge component consisting of
a metâknol,lledge base and a melacontrol strategy for conLrolling the
application of the metaknowledge.

METÀCONTROL
METÀKNOI,ILEDGE

CONTROL STRATEGY
KNOWLEDGE BÀSE

Figure

2.12:

Knoriledge System Embodying a Me!aknowledge Component

falls into two categories: (1)
task netaknollledge that describes and justÍfies the domain knowledge
that the system possesses, and (2) control metaknowledge that describes
The metaknowledge díscussed above

the bes! approaches to solving various tasks for which the system is
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a system to determine whether
or not it can solve a given problem. Às well, it provides the system
with justifications for its knowledge and for ils reasoning decisions.
responsible.

Task metaknowledge enables

The task me!aknowledge and controL metaknowledge

facts, procedures, frames, and ruLes.

can be represented

Àn exarnple

by

of the latter case is

illustrated in Figure 2.13 rlhich contains sample meta-ruLes from a spiIl
advisor system IHayes-Roth 83]. The rules in this example include
justifications for the application of the operations that can be used to
neutralize a chernical

R6

spi 11 .

If spill is sulfuric

acid

Then use I ime.

JusLif

ication:

Lirne neutralizes acid
and the compound t.hat forms is
is insoluble and hence wiLl
prec

ipi tate out

.

R7 If

spi).J- is acetic acid
Then use I ine.

Justification: tine neutralizes ac id.
R8 If spill is hydrochloric acid
Then use I ime.

Justification:
Figure 2, 13:

Lime neutralizes the acid.

Sample .Meta-Rules

For Justifying Àctions

Control metaknowledge represents knowledge about lhe systemrs problem

solving slrategies. It

enables a system

to deternine the best melhod

(control decisions and appropriate knowledge) to use in solving a given

problen, and it enables a system to reason about its

own reasoning

process and choose the best (effective/efficient) soluLion paths
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R3

rules thal

Use

employ cheap malerials

before those that employ
expen s i

Figure

available.

more

ve mater i al s.

R4

Use Less hazardous methods before nore
hazardous meLhoals.

R5

Use rules entered by an expert before
rules entered by a novice.

2.14:

Sample Meta-RuLes

Fígure 2.14 illustrates a

for Controlling

Reasoning

set of meta-rules

from the

spill

advisor system that represent metâknowledge describing the cost, danger,
and so

on, of the avail.able ways !o neutralize a spí]] (i.e.

reason

about the application of other rules).
The above examples
self-knowJ-edge

that

of

metaknowledge

may be incorporated

a

re

metaknowJ.edge and the

is

.

2.6

in

IPavis 82]

systens. A more
various forms it may assume

into knowledge

in-depth anaJ.ysis of
found

not the only exarnples of

PÀRÀLIJEI PROCESSING

The conpulational resources required to run large AI syslems often

results in poor performance, making lhe

use.

systems impractical

for

everyday

of the problem surrounding execution speed ís that the
conventional serial machines currently being used for ÀI systems are
poorly suited to ÀI applications and techniques. ÀI problem solving
Much

requires extensive search, and search on a conventional computer must

be

carried ou! sequentiallyl the nodes of a problem space are examined one

after another unLiL a solution is found. Large-scale ÀI systems of t.en
have

very large problem spaces, resulting in

whÍch frequently make the probLen

time-consuming searches

in question intractable.
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One ltây around

this problem is to

heuristics to guide lhe

use

search

and thus prune the problem space. For many problems, hosever, effecLive

heuristics do not exist and much search is siiLl required. An
alternative approach is !o use computers designed rlith muJ.tipIe
processors. Unlike conventionaL computers in which the processing
poners are harnessed

in one

J-arge

processor, these

machines

distribute

the processing resources across several, possibly thousands, smaller
processors (e.q. ConnecLion Machine IHi1].is 851 ).

Parallel processing

rnachines

are

designed

to facilitate concurrent

are well-suited to lar9e problems which can be divided
into collections of smal-Ier problems which are disLríbuted to, and

cornputation and

solved

by,

individual processors. For exanple, the search of a very

Iarge problem space can be carried out by distributing the problem

their

across several processors which search

parallel.

As

a

result,

space

respective portions in

the entire problem space can be examined in

fraction of the time required on a conventional nachine [Ge]ernter

a

871.

Most parallel architectures sinply aLt.empt to provide increased
execution speed for algorithms (problem-solving techniques) that are

riell-suited to paralIeJ. processing. Hotlever, another class of parallel
processing paradigms known
aLtempt

as connectionist or neural architectures

to provide alternative forms of problem-solving,

ernployed by

the

human

like

that

. in !hese architectures,
are organized into massively

brain IHecht-Nie]sen

several very sírnple processing elements

much

881

inlerconnected networks and communicate by exchanging messages across
these connecLions. Each processing element operates on several inputs
and produces output signals

that fan out along many pathways to

provide
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inpul signals for other processing
among

el-ements Ifank

87].

The connections

the processing elements are weighted so as to increase, decrease,

or inhibit inpul signals

received along the respect i ve connecLions.

These neural systems are

not necessarily programmed, rather they

may

letiot 8l] . One such training approach enploys a supervised
technÍque in which the network is presenled wiLh a given inpu! and the
desired output. The input propagates through the network of processing
elements and an output is produced which is then compared to the desired
outpu!. CorrectÍons are then made using a Learning algorithm which
modifies the sbrengths of varÍous connections among the processing
eLements ll,lassernan 88] .
The training prosess is repeated until the
network produces an acceptable output, at which point lhe !¡eighLs of the
connections throughout the network are frozen. The net.work wilL then
respond !riÈ-h the desired oulpu! rihen presented with the appropriate
input. This form a problem-solving is known as memory-based reasoning.
be trained

À more extensive descripLion
Ista n f

ill

of

memory-based reasoning

can be found

in

86].

Systems

of this sort

show

pronise

in solving

problems

in the areas of

pattern recognition, associative memory, and inage processing, Iargely

due to their adaptive nature and lheir ability to produce correct
outputs when presented with incomplete or error-fiIled
inpuls IShapiro 87, p.

201] .
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2,7 Su,0,fÀRY
ÀI is the study of principles, techniques, and methodologies for deaLing
wifh HARD problems for which there is a large space of possibílities
(solution space) that must be searched to find a solution. Such
of conventionaì DP lechnÍgues because they
are too complex and resist precise algorithmic analysis or because
potential algorithmic solutíons are too costly, time-consuming, or
problems are beyond the scope

inconvenient. Instead,
which employs

a

we require an

intelligent problem-solving

search strategy guided

by

method

domain-specifíc knowJ.edge in

order to reduce the amount of search that must

be

performed

to solve a

problem. The intelligence exhibited by such methods is not a measure of
the amount of search being done, rather it is a measure of the amount of

search bhat wouLd be reguired if

aD intelligent method lras

not

used lNewetI 76] .

I

factors tha! influence the development of these
knor+ledge-based techniques and briefly described some of the paradigms
that have been created to represent and manipulate knowledge in computer
prograns. In addition, several advanced techniques that atlempt !o
augment the anount of intelJ.igence that is enbodied in the systems were
examined the

di scussed.

Chapt,er I I I
DI STRI BUTED PROBLEIiI SOTVING

3.1

ovERvrEI.I

This chapter presents a general overviel,l of

the principles

employed in

distributed problem solving. I begin rlith a brief discussion of

the

of !he AI techniques examined in Chapter 2, folÌowed by an
examination of disfributed problem-solving techniques and the potentiâ1
role these techniques play in the development of enhanced AI syste¡ns.
This examination includes a discussion of the fundamental concepts that
underLie distributed problem-solving systems and a description of the
shortcornings

at!ributes that an ideaL distributed

environment should ernbody. This is

follor+ed by an analysis of !he roLe that interaction plays l{ithin

of several factors
thal influence the ways in which muJ.tipJ.e agents can interact to solve
probiems co-operatively. The remainder of the chapter provides a brief
survey of various paradigms that have been developed to facilitate the
distributed problem-solving

systems and

a

discussion

construclion of distributed problem-solving systerns.

3.2

INÀI]EOUÀCY OF THE CT.,OSED-9¡ORLD ÀSSIJI{PTIOI!

in the majority of current
AI systems. These rneLhodologies rely on what is known as the
closed-world assunplion IHewitt 85] : all of the information that a
sysLem requires to solve problens can be derived from local knowledge.
Chapter 2 examined the methodologies employed
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In other r¡ords, the systems operate under the assumption that the
locally available knowledge is complete and therefore any inference that
does not follow from the local knor+ledge is assumed !o be faIse. The
closed-world assumption is theoretically va1id, but in pracEical
applications ít is not possible to provide a single agent, or for that
matter a group of agents, with a complete and consistent knonLedge base.
MassiveJ.y

paraIIeI architectures help to increase the processing

powers

of single-agent systems, but do not significantly reduce the complexity
inherent in the amoun! and variety of knowledge that is necessary to
perform numerous difficult tasks. Even the human brain is limited in
the amount of informalion it can retain and manage effectively, and, as
a result, many problems are too complex to be solved by a single human
problem

3.3

solver [Axelrod

84]

.

DISTRTBUTED PRoBtEr'f SotVrNG oFFERS

À SoHnroN

Àgents operating under the closed-world assumplion do not even consider

the possibility lhat the scope of their

knowJ.edge

may be incomplete.

Hence, these agenls operate under lhe false assumption that they

not Look beyond their

own knowLedge

in order to solve

need

problerns.

DisLribut,ed problen-solving research involves supplementing closed-worId
techniques with a methodology
systems from

that

concentrates on creating inÈeIIigent

coLlections of special-purpose agents. In effect, this

tha! enable severaJ. special-purpose agents
to be integrated to form a co-operative problem-solving
environment lsridharan 87]. Each special-purpose agent is capable of
research exanines Èechniques

performing specific !asks within the environment. îhese agents are then
organized into groups or netrrorks and are allowed

!o interact with one
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another.

The agents

llork individualLy (concurrently) for the most part,

and interact when they require information which is not available
local-Iy, but which other agents in the environment can provide. The
agents are able lo look

the scope of their own knowledge when
the situation r+ârrants it in order to cope with the compLexities
inherent in very difficult problems.
beyond

ability to organize several agents into groups and the ability to
enable the agents to interact represent the fundamental principles in
distributed problem sotving IGeorgeff 83J . I.lithout the abitity to
interact, individual agents are unable to take advantage of !he
The

resources and capabilities

lheir

of other agents and are restricted to solving

abiLities. When allowed to interact with
other agents, however, an agent is able to augment its orqn abilities
rlith those of the other agents in lhe group. Consequently, each agent
has access to more resources rlhich in turn increases its ability to
contribute !o the group as a r,'hole. This represenis lhe theory that a
!eam of agents working co-operatively wiIl be more productive than
problerns using only

orln

several individual agents working independently [Lesser 79] .

1. À company ís
a slructured organization of employees who for the most part work
independently. The employees nay also interact rdith one another to
function as team. If, however, the enployees !¡ere restricted lo
Consider the corporate example presented

funclioning as individuals
would only be able

who could

Chapter

not communicate, then each enployee

to perforn tasks using his

scenario each employee must perform
any

in

his

own

abiÌities.

In

assigned tasks r¡ithout

such

aid

a

from

of the other employees. Employees, however, rarely are able

to
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aIl of their required funclions without assistance. For exampLe,
an employee in the aicounting deparLnent often relies on employees in
lhe computing department to collate and produce reports of financiaL
datal otherrqise each accounting employee must perform both the
perform

accounting duties and the cornputing dulies whích would require
employee

to have a vast

amount

of

knowledge and

each

skiLl in a variety

of

fieLds. RareIy do we fínd individuals who possess such diverse
capabilities. Furthermore, a Large amoun! of duplicaled processing
would be perforned by each employee because the results produced by an
employee could not be shared with any of the other employees.
It is

more

cost-effective and productive to have enployees working

on

of the company's workload and enable the empl-oyees to
inleract with one another to function in a co-operative nanner. When an
employee cannot satisfy some portion of his assigned tasks locally, lhen
he may interact with other employees !o complete the task
co-operatively. Creating a co-operative environment of this sort is
invariably more productive and represents the fundanenlal goal of
distributed problem solving lcammarata 83]. Note: severaL agenls that
separate subsets

compete againsl

one another

may be

thus co-operation among the agents

distribuled problem-solving

systems

less effective than a single agent,

is a fundamental requirement of
examined in this thesis.

the
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3.4 OPEII SYSTEI.{S ÀRE IDEÀIJ DISTRIBUTED
3.4.1 Svnerqv in Open Svstens
In what shall undoubledly

become

a

ENVIRONI.IENTS

Landmark

paper, Hewitt predicts

Ehat

the next generation of computer applicalions will be based on
communication among subsystems lhat wiLl have been developed separately
and independently [Hewitt 85]. The economics of the times, the vast
geographical distribution of systems and users, and the diverse goals
and responsibilities that computer sysCerns in the future wi).1 embody are
the underlying reasons necessitating what they caLl "open
systems" [Hewitt 85] .
An open system is an ídeal distribubed
environment that is comprised of a slowly increasing collection of
semi-autonomous, communicating parts caLled sites which operate in
paraLlel.

site has its
locally and globally.

of lhe environment, both
The model of the local environment consists of
knowJ.edge describing the functions the site can perform Iocally, while
the model of the global environment consists of partial knowledge of the
other sites in the environment and the methods that can be used to
interact with those sites. The sites must interact when they face tasks
that they cannot carry out on their own, but which may be carried out in
co-operation with so¡ne other sites in the globaJ. environment.
Each

or,ln

conceptual model

Consequently, sites must co-operate to perform the tasks that are the

responsibility of the open

as a whole. Goals, lasks, and
responsibiì.ities are distributed across multiple sites which must
co-ordinate lheir interactions in order to contribute toriards globaI
solut ions and actions,

system
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3,4,2
Àn

ReouirenentB

open system

is

of

Àn open

formed

SyBÈem

from the reservoir of processing

resources

in its mernber agents and the processing resources that are
inherent in !he potential interactions among these agenls.
NevertheLess, simply grouping a set of agents into a distributed
embodied

environrnent

is not sufficient to attaÍn

four major attributes

lhat

systen. Hewitt defines
an open system must possess: continuous
an open

evolution, decentralized decisíon making, individual
perspectives of the environnent, and negotiation among system
components [Henítt 85] ,
In the remainder of lhis section i examine
change and

these properties and the cont.ributions

tha!

each makes towards realizing

an effective distributed probJ.em-solving system.

of the most important characteristics an open system must possess
is the ability to evolve contínuously through changes and extensions to
ils nember agents and theír abiJ.ity to interact. Moreover, an open
system nust be able to incorporate additional agents and integrate lheir
interactions with existing ägents in a snooth and orderly manner. Thus,
an open system is an open-ended environment in which additional agents
may be added, existing agents may be extended or modified, and the
ability of the agents to interact may also be extended and nodified.
The most important aspect of this openness is that extensions and
orre

modifícations mus! not impose undue burden on any sÍngJ.e conponenl in

Èhe

systen. The responsibility for modifying and extending

environment nust be

dislributed across

the

alL of the agents in the system.

Thus, lhe ease with which the agenls and their interaction capabiJ.ities
can evolve plays a central

role

in

open system

technology,

When

a

ne!,
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agenl

is

system

âdded

or an existing agent is modified, the other agents in the

must adjust their behaviors appropriateJ.y to take advantage of

the additional resources for their otln benefit and, more importan!1y,

for the benefit of the system as a whoLe.
In addilion to being open-ended, an

open system must

functicn using

decentralized decision making. No single agent or group of ägents

control aIl of the facets of the system's processing functions.

than denoting a single controlLer, control in an open

may

Rather

system

is

a

of the actions of its member agents and lhe inleractions between
lhe agents lHef,titt 77]. Àgents are autonomous entities which operate
concurren!Ly and which control their orln local actions. Global control
is produced as a result of co-ordinated interactions among the agents.
The interactions are in the form of communications between agents rather
than one agent direct.ly accessing the internals of another.
product

Consequently, an agent can obtain assistance from another agent tviLhout

control over the operation of that agent (an agent must
Furthermore, the
request that another agent perform some task for it).
agent does not need to knor{ how a communication will be processed by ihe
destination agent, it need only know the format and content of the
communication that will invoke the desired response. in this scenario,
it is extremely imporlan! that agents be capable of accepting
communications from sources that are not anticipated because it is
impossible to program aIl anLicipated interactions inLo a sysLem,
Furthermore, attempling to program all anticipated interactions would
restrict the ease with which the syslem could evolve because al] of the
agents affected by a modification would have to be "reprogranmed"
imposing undue

appropriately.
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Ànother important characterisLic

that

must

be

embodied

in

an

open

is the ability to relain the individual conceptual modeLs of each
menber agent. Each agent mus! reflect ils or,¡n perspective of its local
functions and its roles and functions in the globat environment.
Maintaining individual perspectives may result in conflicts or
inconsis!encies betlreen portions of the conceptual models of the agents
in the system. Nevertheless, inconsistent or conflicLing perspectives
are not meaningless, rather they play a major role in the reasoning
processes empLoyed in solving real-world problems [Hewitt 84] .
Rarely
does a problem solver or a set of problem solvers have all of the
information that is required to produce an infallible solution. Instead,
reasoning :¡ust take inlo consideration evidence for and against
potential solutions from different perspectives. This type of reasoning
is known as due-process reasoning and represents an important form of
co-operative problen solving that is ideally suited to open system
technology IHer¡ i t t 85].
system

is the major principle underlying interactions betrreen
agents in an open systen. In order to avoid master-slave control
siluations it is inperative that agents interact based on mutual
negotiation. InteracLions among agents with varying or diverse
perspectives cannot rely on predefined agreements because that riould
impose undue constraints on lhe contributions an agent can make to
global problem solvÍng [Het{itt 84] . Instead, the agents must be able to
negotiate dynamically mutually beneficial inleractions based on Eheir
local needs and the needs of the global environment. These needs are
represented by each agent's conceptual model of ils locaL and global
Negotiation
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goals and responsibil-ities. Furt.hermore, the agents must have knowledge
about each other's needs

either represented locally or

exchanged bett,,een

the agents during the negotiation process. The

ability to negotiate
plays an important role in achieving a powerful synergy of the agents,
abiliLies because agents are not restricted to aIJ.-or-nothing
interactions. Instead, inLeractions which
can be negotialed

may normally be incompatible

to find a common ground,

3.5 INTERÀCTION IS THE CENTRÀT THEME IN DiSTRIBUTED SYSTEMS
3.5.1 Overvies
I have presenLed lhe attributes of an ideal distribuLed problem-solving
system in which a synergy of the abilities of a group of individuaL
agents is formed by enabling the agents to interac! and function as a
!eam. The agents' ability to interact through communication is
fundanental in constructing effective distributed probiem-solving
systems. Interaction provides lhe basis for producing synergy
nember

among the

agents which opens access to processing powers in the

system

which would otherwise rernain untapped. Às a resuLt, lhe environment not

only contains

but it
i

ts

the

sum

of lhe resources of the ÍndividuaL

member agents

also contains the resources formed through Ínteractions

among

agents.

3.5.2 Conmunication
A communication involves

of information: !he frame
message, the outer message, and the inner nessage [Hofstadter 79] .
The
syntax and semantics of a communication mechanism must embody these
three layers in order to facilitate inler-agent communicaLion. The
three layers
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frane message is implicit in the gross slructural aspects of a
communication. In other words, it indicaLes that a communication is
present and needs to be decoded. Without a frame message
impossibJ.e

it

r+ould be

for agents lo recognize the presence of conmunications.

The

is represented implicitly by the symbols and symbol
structures that makê up a communication. The agent sending a
communication must ensure that the outer message can be underslood or
decoded by its recipients. Consequently, agents must agree on a sLandard
set of symbols and symbol structures that may be used to represent
outer

message

communicat ions.

The finaL

layer, the inner

message, represents the message

the

sender

lhe recipient to receive. The recipient must interpre! the
outer message in order !o determine the essence of lhe conmunícalion.
0nce the inner message ís interpreted, the recipient then initiates
processing, which may entail additional conmunications r¡ith other
agents, to fulfill the processing requests contained in the
communicalion. There is no guarantee, however, even if lhe inner
message is successfully decoded, that the recipient can satisfy the
processing requested in the communication. when a nessage cannot be
inlends

processed, some form of negative acknowledgement must normally be sent

to the source agent, possibly conbaining a reason for the communication
being rejected (this may lead to negotiations anong the agents in order

to reformulate the communication appropriately). À more extensive
discussion of communication protocols can be found
in IBurkoriski 88] , Inuo 81I,
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3.5,3

I

nteractíon Throuoh Con¡nunication

Interactions among agenls are based on the conceptual nodels of

each

and the current state of the problem solving environment, both
locally and 9!.obaIly. Consequently, the meaning embodied in a

agent

conmunication is

determined by how it
affects its
recipients lgewitt ll].
À recipient interprets the contents of a

conmunication based

on its

conceptual modeJ-,

and determines lhe local

processing that must be performed and any addilional communicalions thaÈ

be required. Consider an example in which an agent X sends a
communication to an agent Y. Às a result of lhe initial conmunication,
the recipient (agent Y) nay perform some local processing and determine
that i! must send communications to additional agents in order to have
may

other required processing performed. These agents would perform the
requested processing (which may
and communicate the

result,s

also invol.ve subsequent communications)

back

to

agen!

Y

which would combine the

results and communicate a final result back to agent

This

X,

illuslrates that the .meaning of a communicaLion is
determined by the conceptual models of each agent involved in the
communication or any subsequent communications spawned fron the initiat
communication. Meaning unfolds dynamically as conmunications are
scenario

interpreted and processed. Moreover, the meaning of a communication is
not necessarily determined by a single agent, often it is the composite
interactions of severaL agents that deterrnines the ultimale meaning of
commun

icat

a

ion lHerritt 77].

Àn agent initiating an interaction does not bave to knot¡ how a
communication is processed by its recipienls, it need only know the
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of the communication that will initiate the desired
processing. An agent need only have abstract knowLedge of the olher
agenLs in the system, enough to enable it to communicate effectively
content and format

with those agents to request that they assist in performing given tasks.
Consequently, communication often occurs a! arms length and in

an

form. Nevertheless, in some circumstances the sender of a
communication may diclate some control over hol¿ a comnunication is
processed. For example an agent which is denoted as the manager of one
or more subordinate agents may exercise greater control over a
subordinate, but not to the point where a naster-slave relationship is
created. Such control of processing through interaciion nust, hot,'ever,
onJ.y be used for the benefit of the global environnent, not soJ.ely for
the benefit of a single agent. Therefore, interactions mus! still be
based on negotiation and decentralízed decision making, although the
abstracted

form and

level of negotiaLion

and decisÍon naking may vary.

3.6 FÀCToRS TNFTUENCING INTEnåCTroN
3.6.1 Overvier
The

ÀtfoNc

ågEllg

model used to co-ordinate interactions among several co-operating

is a central issue in distribut.ed probLem solving. This section
examines sone of the other the factors influencing dÍstribut.ed problem
solving (besides negotiation, task distribution, openness, etc.). It Ís
a discussion of several issues that influence interactions anong agents
in a co-operatÍve problem-soLving environment. The factors, however,
are not independent; inslead, one must balance the effects of the
factors in order to construct a model of distributed problem solving
that facilitates effective interactions among âgents in a distributed
agents

envi ronmen t .
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?.6.2 Grain Si ze
The grain size of the agents in a distributed system influences the
amount and type of communication that is required to enable the agents
to interact effecLively. A fine grain system is comprised of numerous
agents which are capable of very Iinited processing. As a resul!,, these
agents must communicate frequently to achieve the desired global
effects. The agents operate in a tightly coupLed environment in which
they communicate small amounLs of low-level information frequently. The
information is considered lor+-level because for the most part it is raw
data. No single agent is capable of signÍficant processing, but when
numerous agents tlork together closely on severaL srnall parts of a
probLem they are able to produce the desired synergistic
results [Her.¡i tt 73] .
A coarse grain system, on the other
agents which embody large amounts

hand, is conprised of only a

of processing resources.

few

These agents

result, are able to
contribute more towards the gLobal results than lheir fine grain
are capable of more autonornous behavior, and, as a

counterparts.

The

agents operate in a Ìoosely coupled environment in

which the agent,s communicate less frequently than in a fine grain
system. Communication

among agents

is still a vital part of producing

a

synergislic effect, but communications generally deal with higher-level

infornation,

summary

Furthernore, the
between

or

packaged

agenLs are able

information rather than raw

to perforn

more

significanl

daLa.

processing

interactions and are capable of understanding and interpreling

communications containing

high-level informa!ion IDurfee

85] .
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Àn

alternate approach uses both fine grain and coarse grain agents to

system. In thÍs scenario, the grain sizes
of the agents are mixed, r¡ith each agent playing a particular role
represent various parts of a

within the environment, horlever large or smalL lhat role

be. The
agents are able to interact wiLh any other agent in the system
regardless of their grain size (unless restrictions are imposed on which
agents can interact with which olher agents). Consequently, the amount
of interaction and the level at which interactions occur varies
may

throughou! the system depending on the agents involved.

3.6.3

ExoI ic

itness

The method used

to facilitaLe

communications among agents

can

have

a

significanl impact on lhe effectiveness of a distributed problem-solving
system. There are a variety of communication mechanisms available, but
they may be grouped into two basic categories: explicit and impJ.icit
communication. An explicit conmunicaLion mechanism requires agents to
communicate by exchanging
messages IHofstadter 79]

communication

agenls

or

explicit

.

A

communícaLion

message

that is to be sent fron

(destination).

The source

packages, often called

is an object containing

one agent

(source) to

one

must indicate explicitly the

or

a

more

address

of the destinalion. The arrival of a nessage at a
destination is an explicit indication that ã communication has been
receíved, and the sending of a message by a source is an explicit
addresses

indication that an external communication has been initiated.

In contrasl, an irnplicit

communicaLion mechanism employs a much 1ess

lucid approach. For example, agents which communicate using a shared
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data structure utilize an implicit communica!ion mechanism.
CommunicaLion is carried out by agents posting or modifying informaLion
in the data structure and other agents recognizing when posted or
modífied information requíres their altention INii 86]. Consequently,
communication in this scenario relies on the agents' recognizing that a
communication has taken place. In other words, the source initíates a
communication and thus expJ.icitLy knor+s that an interaction has begun,
but the destinatíon must implicitly recognize the presence of a
conmunication by periodíca1Iy examining the contenLs of lhe shared data
structure. Furthermore, the posted conmunications can normally be
examined by any of the agents tha! have access to the data structure.
This is often unacceptable because communications nay contain sensitive
informat ion.
Comrnunication

carried out using procedure

caJ.J.s among agenls may aLso

implicil form of communica!ion, although someuhat more
explicit than the previous example. In this case, the agents nust be
part of a shared environnen! in r+hich they may directly invoke one
another using procedural calIs [Moulin 8?]. This can be vier¡ed as a
forn of explicit conmunica!ion if we consider lhat the destination
explicitly receives indication tha! a conmunication is present
(procedural call). Nevertheless, it may also be viewed as a form of
implicit conmunica!ion because the source may not be aware that an
external communication occurred; it is difficult to differenliate
beÈr¡een an external call which represents an inter-agent conmunication
and a proceduraL call to a Local. subroutine within the source agent
be vierled as an

which represents

local

computation.
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Employing

an explicit

communication mechanism

greâ!ly

enhances the

of interaction capabilities
of the agents, and it also increases the anount of gJ.obaI knowledge
embodied in each agent. Maintaining an underslandable and modifiable
means of faci).itating inter-agent communication significantly reduces
the difficulty involved in controlling the compJ.exity surrounding the
creation and tracking of Ínteractions among agents. Connunications that
may occur are represented explicitly as SENDS to external agents rather
bhan determined implicitly by the actions of the various agents.
Furthermore, the colLection of external SENDS forns an explicit body of
gl.obaJ. knowledge making the agent ar,rare of the various interactions it
may perform. This is particularly important in a dislributed
environment because it
enables the agents to reason about the
interaclions they can perform and thus plan interactions
effectively ICorkili 83]. Furthermore, employing an implicit nechanisn
such as the shared data structure method may subject the agents to
inconsistent or incomplete information r,rhile the information is in
preparation. Explicit communication solves such problens by ensuring
understandability and ease of modification

that

nessages are generated only when preparation

of a communication is

complete.

3.6.1

Focus

The focus

of

communication deals

be cornmunicated among

agents.

with the type of information that

The three basic categories

of

nay

information

are: objecls, operations, and control informaEion. 0bjects generally
represent data that are transferred between agents, possibly as the
result of sorne operation, operations represent requests from an agent
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for the execution of a given operation (i.e.
perform a task or soLve a problem). Operations may be generic or
agent-specific depending on the type of operation requested ând the
agents involved. Àgents may also exchange control information such as
priorities, interrupts, aborts, routing information, and general status
to

one

or

more other agents

information (an agent
An agent

is

busy, disabted, etc.).

should be capable of sending and receiving all three types

of comnunications, although the focus of communication may vary across
agents; one agent may focus primarily on data transfers while another
focuses on

operaLions,

that an agent uses

More imporLantJ.y,

does not have

determined dynamicalLy based

on

to

be

the focus of communication

prespecified, rather it

may be

incoming communications, the current

status of the agent., and the agent's conceptua]. model. Therefore,

when

a communication is received by an agent, that agent can exanÍne the

conlents of the communication and apply its concept.ual model to
determine the required actions.

or foster conposile interactions in llhich
several homogeneous or heterogeneous types of information are
communicated. Consider an agent X sending an agent Y lhe message:
This message
'Perform operation A and send lhe results to agent Z'.
reguests an operalion be performed, but it also sends control
information indicating that the resuLts of the operation should be
rouled to agent Z. Initially,
agent Y must focus on receiving and
interpreting the designated operatÍon, bul once the operation has been
À communication may embody

received, interpreted, and executed, agent Y must focus on communicatíng
objects that represent the resulls of the operation. Hence, the focus

of

communÍcalion

often is a producl of lhe interacti.ons betneen agents.

't4

3.6.5

Structurino

of

I

nteractions

In order to create a distributed

environment

one nust organize several

individual agents inlo a topology and enable the agents to interact.

So

far, however, I have assumed lhat interactions among agents in the
environment are unstructured; there are no stipulations or protocols
Ímposed on how interaclions may be carríed oul. Thus, any âgent can
communicate direclly or indirectly wiLh any other agent in the system.
0ften, however, it is advantageous to use protocols which govern the
r'ays in which agents can interact ISmith 79] . Enforcing protocols
provídes increased explicitness and greater controL over interactions

!he understandability and maintainabiJ.ity of
the system. one must be careful that the prolocoLs are not too
stringent as to overLy constrain the decentralized decision-making
process. Some bureaucracy is required to manage a large collection of
which serves

to

increase

interacling agents, but too much bureaucracy can defeat the purpose of
di

stributed

probLem soLving.

in Figure 3.1 which illustrates a hierarchicat
environment. Àgents are organized within ths hierarchy based on lheir
roles and functions and their relationships with other agents. Agents
at the top of the hierarchy embody high-level functions and act as
co-ordinators for their subordinate agents (but not controllers). Às
Consider the exanple

we move down

the hierarchy the agents have more specific functions

and

less responsibiLity for co-ordinat.ing the actions of other agents in the

system. Hence, the hierarchy is actually a composiLe agenl which
consists of several nested environments often caIIed agencies. Àgencies
consist of a co-ordinator and one or more subordinate agents or
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agencies. In this example, agenl À acts as the co-ordinator of the
overall enúironment. i! hâs two agencies as its subordínaLes: one
agency

co-ordinated by agent

agents D and

its

E;

B

which has

two individual

and another agency co-ordinated by agent

subordinales

subordinates,

c which has as

an individual agent, agent F, and an agency

co-ordinated by agent G consisLing of two individual agents, H and

Fiqure

3.1:

I.

Hierarchy of ÀgenLs and Agencies

with this topology is
restrict interaction to the explicit Iínks among lhe agents created

A

possible protocol

that can be

the hierarchica] topology.

Hence,

used

conmunicatÍons

must t.raverse

by

the
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appropriate paths in the hierarchy, possibJ.y being forwarded
intermediate agents responsible

by

for co-ordinating various portions of

the environment. For example, agent C nust pass aLl communications

des!ined for agent B through the co-ordinating agent, agent
Furthermore, any subordinates of agent

A.

C that l¡ish !o communicate rlith

or any of the agents in the agencies that agent B co-ordinates,
must route communications lhrough the paths created by the lopology.
agent B,

This lype of protocol enables the system developer to create an explicit

distribute lhe task of co-ordinating the
paLhs to specific agents rlíthin the environment. This does not,
however, impose any restrictions on the contents or frequency of
set of

communication paths and

interactions that
Employing ä

may be perforned.

structured protocol increases the explicitness

surrounding the riays in which interactions may be performed. This
serves

to

ease

the task of maintaining

and extending the distributed

environment because agents cannot communicate

would increase the complexity invoJ.ved

in

in

an ad hoc manner which

understanding the interactions

lhat occur among the agents. Furthermore, agents which share comnon
tasks and capabilities can be grouped into agencies, and greater control
can be exercised over holl other agent.s can interact with the menbers of

the agency.

3.6.5 Flexibilitv
The flexibiLity inherent in a model of distributed problem solving is
another imporlant factor to consider. Inflexible nodeLs constrain lhe
type of ínformation that may be communicated and lhe ways in which

7't

interactions

perforned.

Às

a

result,

the scope of interactions

is limited Hhich often drasticaJ.Iy reduces the
synergy of "rhe agents' abilities that can be achieved. Therefore, it is
imperative that a modeL provide a flexible means of facilitaÈing the
various forms of interaction tha! are required wiLhin each subset of a
that

may

be

may be

performed

di str ibuted environment,

Providing the availability of both impticit and explicit
conmunication accounts for one aspect of flexibility which rnay be
embodied in a model of distribuled problem solving. Thus, although
explicit conmunication is more desirable in the long run, there may be
instances in which implicit communication is benefíciaL. This form of
flexibility enables lhe agents to interact using the conmunication
paradigm lhat is nost appropriate for the interactions that must be
car r ied out .

Structured protocols

like lhe one exanineC in the previous section
are designed Lo provide increased explicitness, but they aLso provide
added flexibility,
Once again consider the example in Figure 3.1 .
Using a structured hierarchicaL proLocol , a comnunication fron agent

D

to agent F must be routed through the topology appropriately (O to B to
À to C to F) because a direct link between the agents does not exist.

this irnposes restrictions on the ways in which communications
may be routed, it does increase the robustness of the system. For
instance, the agents actíng as co-ordinators of each subset of the
environment that the communication must traverse can examine the
Àlthough

communication and determine an

alternate route or destination when agent

F is disabled. Agent D on the other hand probably would nol contain
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information. This information would most probably be contained in
agent C which co-ordinates the agency in which agent F resídes.
Consequenlly, if agent D Here to directly communicale !¡ith agent F and
it found agent F lo be disabled, then agent D would be required to wait
for agent t' to be repaired or abandon the processing that requires
assistance from agent F. Both aLternatíves are undesirable. Therefore,
the structured protocol provides the basis for increasing lhe robustness
of the system by providing methods for creating alternate routes for
interactions which incur difficulties that would otherrlise prevent
such

complet i ng them successfully.

of distributed

also provide flexibility
by enabling inLeractions among agents to occur at more abstract levels
in which an agent initiaLes an abstract communication that is
subsequently refined as it moves through the environrnent. For example,
agent D could initiate a communication to agent B requesting some Lask
Sorne

nodels

be performed rlithout
Àgent B would apply

problem solving

specifying which agent should perform the task.

its

conceptual model

to determine

the request; i! nay perforrn the task itself,

it

may

distribute

can satisfy
the

it knows is capable of perforning the
specified task (or distributing it appropriately). This process would
continue until the requesl r,¡as distributed to an agent whÍch performs
the task and communicates the results back along the communication path
un!iI the source of the request receives it.
This planning oÍ.
interactions provides a very flexible method of incorporating additional
agents or extensions to existing agents because interactions occur
indirectly. Hence, agents responsible for co-ordinaling portions of the
environment assume responsibility for knowing the capabilities of their
request

to

or it

how

another agent

whom
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this knowl.edge to route conmunications through
the lopology appropriately, possibly transforming an initial
cornmunication into severaL appropriate communications and managing the
integralion of the results which are produced,
subordinates and can use

It is alsô often advantageous to aì.1ow agents from different agencies
to conmunicate directly. Such interactions are usefuL r+hen agents from
different agencies inleract frequently because the time and effort
required to route the cornmunications lhrough the topology would be
reduced significantly.
À truly flexible model enables direct
interaction among agents when i! is beneficial, but also provides the
ability to route lhe interactions indirectJ.y to alternate destinations
when the desired destinalion agents are disabled. Hence,
cost-effectiveness is achieved and robusÈness is maintained.
3,7 SI'RVEY OF DISTRIBWED
3,7,1 Overviev

PROBTEM-SOTVING PÀRÀDIGI.IS

Distributed problem-solving research has

deveLoped

several

paradigms

lo facilitate the creation of co-operative problem-solving
environments. Four such paradigms are presented in thís seclion.
AÌlhough the paradigms share a common goaL, the methods ernployed in each
vary significantly. The effectiveness and applicabitity of each
paradigm i s dictated by the amount and nature of distributed
problem-solving lechniques that each embodies. I examine the general
principles of each paradigm and discuss the types of co-operative
problenr solving lhat each permits. This is by no neans a complete
survey of alL avail.able dístributed problem-soiving paradigms, nor is iÈ
an exhausLive examinalion of lhe paradigms presented.
designed
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3,7,2

Transactional Blackboards

is a very powerful problem-solving model that is
widely use in ÀI systems [Nii 86] . In the bJ.ackboard model, knowledge
is organized into one or more knowledge hierarchies with each Level in
the hierarchy representing increasingly detaí1ed knowledge about a
specific subset of the underlying domain. The result is a set of
knowledge sources that are capable of contributing information lo the
overal-l problem solution. Each knowledge source represents a particuJ.ar
subset of the domain knowledge. The knowledge sources are organized
around a g]obal blackboard that stores the current state of the
problen-solving process. The knowledge sources are self-activating
The blackboard paradigm

components

that monitor the blackboard conlents and reac! appropriateLy

when changes

to the

blackboard

occur that require lheir attent.ion.

and interaction among the knowledge sources take place
through the blackboard, imposing an organized protocol on lhe overall

Communication

nodel.

The performance and flexibilily

of a blackboard system may

be

significantly by enabling the knowledge sources to operate
concurrently. The transactional blackboard model is designed to provide
enhanced

facilities supporting the paralleL execution of
sources in a blackboard system Innsor 85] . The model extends

transaction-based
knowledge

the basic bLackboard system by providing lhe blackboard
transaction nanager. À11 accesses to

transaction,

the

bLackboard mus! be

is

with

a

part of

a

component

for

scheduling

and synchronizing transaclions requesting access to the

bLackboard

contents.

and the transaction manager

responsible

The transaclÍon manager controls access

to the blackboard

by
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using a

data locking

mechanism

consisting of two basic

locks: a read

Iock which enables concurrent reading of data but which prevents

any

writes, and a write lock which provides a knowJ-edge source r¡ith
exclusive access lo a bLackboard data slructure enabling the locked dala
structure to be modified. The transaction nanager schedules Ehe
execuLion of transactions and determines data locks based on pending
transactions and transacLions currently in progress. Consequently, the
transact

ion manager preserves data consistency by

serializeability
The

IEswaran 76]

preserving

.

transaclion blackboard model provides a distributed

envÍronmen!

in which agents (knowledge sources) communicate by modifying or readíng
the contents of a shared data structure (blackboard) in separate
transactions. The transaction-based mechanism provides an explicit
means of initiating communicaticn, but the actual communications are
implicit because they rely on agents knowing when and how to rnodify the
blackboard to "send" a communication and knowing when and horl to read
the blackboard contents to recognize that a communícaLion is present.
Therefore, the explicitness is misleading, it is required to ensure data
consistency, not to achieve greater expJ.icitness in modeJ.ing
interact ions among the agents.
Another aspect

to be considered is that interactions are co-ordinated

by a singJ.e agent, the blackboard. Consequent,ly, the

flexibility of

the

is Iimited and the co-ordination of co-operative problem solving
becomes inefficient as the number of agents and amount of interaction

model

increases.

The decentralized decision-making

the nodel are limited

by

capabiLities provided

by

the bureaucracy imposed by the cenlral
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controller. The effects of this bureaucracy increase dramatically as
the number of agents (knowledge sources) increases. The model is
designed for creating environments consisLing of coarse-grained agents
which are capable of highly autonomous actions and Ìrhich need to
interact infrequently ICorkil1 ?9] . Moreover, interactions anong agents
focus primarily on dala representing intermedia!e results or hypotheses.
Àlthough the model's synergistic

a slructured

mechanism

abilities are limíted, it

for creating distributed

does provide

problem-solving systems

in which semi-autonomous agents may operate concurrenÈIy, yet are able
to inleract and work co-operatively to solve problems.
3

,7.3

Contract Nets

contract net framework is a model of distributed problem solving
which emphasizes !ask-sharing as a means of facilitating co-operative
The

problem solving ISmith 78]

,

The

model distributes the computational

Ioad across several agents operating concurrently and provides a task

distribution

mechanism which enables

the agents to contract the services

a result, the agents are able to interact and
distribute tasks to other idle agents when necessary or advantageous.
Task distribution is viewed as a nutual selection process, a discussion
carried on between an agent liith a task to be executed and a group of
agents that are capable of executing lhe task [Smith 79] .
The
colleclion of agents is referred to as a contract net and task execution
is viewed as a contract bet!,een tlro or nore agents,
of other agents.

Às

The model facÍlitates interaction among agents using contracl

negotiation in which an agent requiring the execulion of a

task
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to: #

From:25
Type: TASK

Contract:

<nanagers make announcements

of this

form>

ANNOUNCEMENT

22-3-1

Message:

Task Abstraction:
TÀSK TYPE
NoDE NÀME

Eligibility

'signal
'25 PoSITIoN 'p

Specif ication

:

MUST-HÀVE ÐEVICE TYPE 'sensor
MUST-HAVE NoDE NÀME rSELF PoSITIoN

Bid Specification:
NODE NÀME

'SEtF

From:42
Type: BID

'A

POSI TI ON

EVERY DEVICE TYPE

To: 25

area

'sensor

TYPE

NUMBER

<sensors nodes respond

to

manager>

is

transmitted>

Contract: 22-3-1
Message:
Node abstraction:
NoDE NAME '42 PoSrTroN 'q
sensor TYPE 'S NIJMBER 13
sensor TYPE 'T NIJMBER '1

Toi 42
Fron: 25
Type:

<award message

ÀWÀRD

Contract: 22-3-l
Message:

Task Specification;
sensor NAME ' S'1
sensor NÀME '52

Figure

3.2:

Contract Net Announcement, Bid, and Àward

Messages Ismi

ih

78]

that is broadcast on the contract
net (figure 3.2). Àn agent initiating a task-announcement is called a
task manager. A task manager is responsible for co-ordinatíng the
generates a task-announcement message

negotiation of a cont.ract to execute a specified task and processing the

results of its execution.
announcements and may

Àgents

in the nettrork listen for

subnil bids to the corresponding !ask

!ask

rnanager when
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an announcement

that interests

them

is detected.

An agent submits

a bid

for the announced task. A lask manager
may receive several bids and must select a contractor or a set of
to try to

become â contractor

contractors based on the information in the various
bids Ishapiro 87, p, 2481. The selection process represents the awarding
of a conlract.
The contract net nodel provides a structured task distribution
nechanism which enables decentralized

bids,

interactions

among

agents via

awards. Àgents take on the roLe of
task mânager or contract.or dynamically according Eo their local needs

coÍtract

announcements,

and

the task announcements propagating throughout the net!¡ork. This
provides greater flexibility in the organization of agents and in the
ways they may interact. Furthermore, the contracting process provides a
powerfuJ. vehicle for enabLing agents to negotiate; task managers and
bidders can exchange information in order to determine mut ua l Ly
acceptable contracts. The modeì., however, is still somewhat
restrictive in lhat more advanced structured protocols such as
and

nulti-level protocols have not yet

been addressed and

restricted !o broadcasting task announcements -

interactions are

mechanisms

for direct

are not part of lhe modeL (particularly direct
communication based on knowJ.edge of the other agents). The model is
communication

geared towards loosely

coupled, coarse-grained applications which Iimit

the amount of communication that must occur and the number of agents

that are involved in communicalions. This ensures Èhat the potential
bottlenecks that may occur from broadcasting alL communications are kept
under

control.

Àgenls are assumed

to be highly

autonomous and

the

modeL
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provides the agents t{ith the
mechanism

ability to interact

in order to facilitate co-operative

using

an explicit

probJ.en solvinq.

3,7,4 Àctors
The actor model of concurrent programming was developed by Hewitt lo
facilitate the deveJ.opment and analysis of open systems [He!ritt 84] . An
actor system is comprised of a collection of actors representing active
agents which play roles on cue according to finite length
scripLs IAgha 86] . Each actor's script contains a behaviour definilion
lhat defines the actions that the actor may perform. These actions are
based on the communications received from other actors in the system.
Thus, actors may be viewed as computational agents which map each
inconing comrnunication !o a 3-tuple consisting of: a finite set of
conmunications sent to other actors; a ner¡ behavior (which will govern
the next computational behaviour); and a finite set of new act.ors that
are created lAgha 86].
computalion in an actor system ís driven by
c ornrnun i c a t Í on s ämong lhe various actors using a nessage passing
protocol . Sending messages among actors results in computation which
causes the actor systen to evolve !o include new computatÍons and new
actors. À computatÍon may involve communication among two actors or
comrnunicatÍon among a set of actors. The behaviours of the participating
actors interact to create a synergistíc effect which achieves the
necessary global compulat i on.

actor formalisn provides a decentralized model of distributed
processing in which the programmer is able to concentrate on the
concurrency required in an application rather than on how and rihen to
The

86

force concurrency legha

861

.

Each

actor contains its

processing which specifies the actions ii
communication

it

may

receive.

Àn

]ocal model of

must perform for

each

actor also contains a partial model of

the g]obal system stipulaling the computation it
new actors

own

that must be created

rnay

initiate

and the

specific communications are
received. Consequently, control does not have to be defined a priori;
instead control mechanisms and strätegies are created dynamicaLly
when

lhrough communicalions arrong the actors.

vital role in determining the actions and control
characteristics that the actor system wilI exhibit IHe!ritt 84].
Furthermore, the topology of the community of the actors within the
actor system is not restricted to any predefined scheme. In fact, the
topology of the actors may be dynamically deternined based on the
Negotialion plays a

communicaLions propagating among the

The actor rnodel represents a
distributed environments of

actors

IAgha 86].

poÌrerful formalism for creating

numerous fine-grained agents

(actors).

Each

actor is capable of Linited processing and of initiating Limited global

effects

(new actors and

addítional communications). Nevertheless, using

an explicit message passÍng mechanism, the compulational resources
embodied in the actors may be combined to produce effective high-Ievel
processing. This fine-grained, tightly coupled environment results in
extensive amounts of communication during program execution. As a
result, archiLecturaL considerations

such as load balancing,

locatity of

reference, process nigration, et cetera musl be examined in order !o

an efficienü implementation hgha A6J. Furthermore, resource
allocation must be carefuJ.ly controlLed as actors nust have dynamic
ensure
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atnounts

of

compulational resources

initiate further

commun

3.?.5 Functionallv

in order to create netl actors

and

icat ions.

Àccurate, Co-opêrat,ive Distributed Svstens

The distríbuted vehicle monitoring system
Lesser enbodies a generic model

deveJ.oped

of disLributed

by Corkill

and

problem solving based

on

functionally accurate, co-operative computational agents ILesser 81].

nodel faciiitales the construction of distributed problem-solving
nett,torks for applications in which there is a natural spatial
distribution of information and processing requiremenLs, but
The

insufficient informalion for each agent to make completely accurate
controL and processing decisions rlithout exlensive inter-agent
communications Itesser 83].
À9ents are organized as members of a
network in which each agent is an independent problem solver with
specifíc responsibilities within the overall environmen!.

The agents

to produce intermediate par!iaL solu!ions and
comnunication lo revise and exlend their partial

r+ork concurrently

co-operate through

solutions in order to converge towards a cornplete solution.

The agents are considered functionally accurate

they are
capable of generating accurate solutions r+ithout requiring all
intermediate solutÍons to be consisLent and compLele. Hence, âgents are
able to work on specific subsets of the overall problem from different
local perspectives and co-operate by exchanging high-Level tenlative
results. Each agent contains knowledge describing its general functions
and interests and those of other agents that it rìay interact
rrÍth ICorki]I 831 .
This knowJ.edge is used to co-ordinate effective
because
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inleractions

and

among

exchange

the agents. The agents are abl.e to plan activíties

such plans with other agents to dè!ernine

co-operate. This enables the agents
coherence lDurfee
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The modeL provides

how

bes!

!o interact r]hile maintaining

to

global

.

a formalism for creating distributed

environmenLs

of semi-autonomous, coarse-grained agents and for co-ordinating
communications among the agents to enabLe resuLt'sharing Ìrithou!
flooding the conmunication bandrlidth with partia). solutions or
ltithhoLding partial results lhat may hinder the evolution of globaJ.
solutions Ilesser 83]. Embodying meta-level knowledge in each agent
ensures that cornmunicalions are well planned and that the computational
resources of each agent and the system as a whole are used effectively.
Each agent contributes partial solutions but also contributes to the
inteqration of parLial solutions into a final resuLl.
Àlthough the model provides a

powerful lestbed for

examining

it is geared primarily torlards
appJ.ications. in such applications it is assumed !hat

disLribuLed problern-solving semantics,
coarsed-grained

lhe agents

embody

significant processing resources

and are abLe

to

plan

inter-agent comnunications effectiveJ.y. Consequently, lhe majority of
inter-agent communicalions represent sumnary information rather than

data. The agents must be capable of inlerpreting
conrnunications and, more

imporLantly, they

rnust be able

raw

hÍgh-leve1

to determine at

whal IeveI interactions should take place. Therefore, the onus of
co-ordinating interactions is placed squarely on each agent r+hich
increases the understandability, maintainability, and robustness
systern lshapiro 87,

p, 247],

Ho!,ever,

this

approach

of

the

is oflen infeasible
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in applicatíons which require fíne-grained agents that for the most part
must communicate with significantly less awareness of the communications
being performed,

Iet

alone the level.

of information

conLained

in

such

communications.

3

.8

srr{r,rÀRY

This chapter began with a discussion of the drawbacks inherent in the

closed-worId methodology employed by many current AI methodologies
which invariabJ.y renders these techniques inadequate for constructing

ínteIJ.igent systems. As an alternative, distributed
problem-soLving systems were examined in which several closed-world
systems are integrated and provided with the means to co-operate t.lith
one another to significantly increase their computational abilities and
those of the environment in which they reside. Àfter presenting the
requirenents of an ideal distributed system (open sysEems), I examined
several characteristics and factors tha! influence interaction among
agents in distributedproblem-solving environments. This discussion
underscored the importance of a porlerful and flexible mechanisn !o
co-ordinate interact ions effectiveLy.
Several distributed
problem-solving paradigns nere presented which facilitate the
construction of distributed problem-solving environments, and, nore
imporLanlly, provide a powerful testbed for examining the sernantics of
probLen solving in such environments. Note: there are several formal
approaches !orepresenting distributed problem-solving systems using
model logics, but these approaches cannot be impLemented because of the
lack of appropriate tools. FormaI approaches do, however, provide
invaluable research in lhe rnodeling of distributed problern sol-vinq

truly
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systems. Examples of formal approaches lo

in

IRosenschein 85]

,

Icinsberg 87]

ÐÀI

can

be

f ound

.

Underlying this discussion is the fundamen!al principle of
distributing problem-solving:
through the co-operative

many complex problems can

only be solved

efforts of several, diversely qualified

agents.

is the key to the success of such systems, it enables
multiple agents !rith differing goals and abilities lo l,lork together to
Co-operation

soLve complex probLems ef fect

ively.

Chapber IV

À

MODEL OF DISTRIBUTED PROBLEI{ SOIVING

4,1 OVERVIEW
In this chapter i present a conceptual model of distributed problem
solving. The chapler begins rrith a summary of the fundamental
requirements such a model nust enbody in order to faciLilate the
construction of co-operative problen-solving environments. I emphasize
the importance of an explicit distributed problem-solving mechanism, and
I describe a model that facilitates the construction of intelligent
agents capable of planning and co-ordinating co-operative
probLem-solving aclivilies.
The goal in this chapter is !o define a
conceptual model that provides an agent tiith explicit mechanisms for
co-ordinating both autonomous and co-operative problem solving in a
distributed environment. The reader can refer to Àppendix A for a
detailed examination of the engineering issues surrounding the
implemenEat ion of the model.
4,2

REOUIREITÍENTS

0F DISTRiBUTED PR0BLEI.Í

SOIVING

Àt the core of distributed ÀI research is the belief that intelligence

is formed from creating effective connections among individual agenLs
and allowing the agents to communicate using these connections. This
connectionist Èheme is based largely on the neural mechanisms embodied
in the human brain [Hi1].is 851 . Minsky summarizes the role of
connectionism in the brain as follows:
91
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"thinking in the human sense is facilitated by the well-connected
neaning structures (neurons and neLs of neurons) that let you turn
ideas around in your nind, to consider alternatives, and envision
things from many perspectives until you find one that
works" IMinsky 86].

refers to as meaning-structures may be viewed as
individual agents or collections of agents (agencíes). His enphasis on
What Minsky

weII-connected agents represents the importance
neuraJ. agents and
He

of connections

among the

the interactions that occur across these connections,

also emphasizes the importance of perspectives and the manipulation

of various perspectives,
must co-operate

brain as a

As

a result,

the neural agents and agencies

to achieve the leveLs of intelJ.igence achieved by

the

whoLe.

In the remainder of this

section,

requirenents that a model of distributed

order to facilitate the creation

of

I

examine

the three

basic

problem solving must embody in
co-operat i ve problen-soJ.ving

systems.

L.2,1

RequirenenÈ

1t Àbilitv to

ConsÈruet Individual ÀoenÈs

À distributed problem-solving system consists
embody

of individual

agents which

the problem-solving capabi).ities of the environment. The tasks

to each agent and lhe Level of intelligence embodied in each
may vary substantially, but each agent is capable of making some
contributíon to the overall envÍronment. For example, consider lhe
variety of employees that constitute a company. The intellectual
responsibilities of the president of the company and of a janitor may
assigned

vary trernendously, but the cornpany cannot function effectively without
each perforrning

his

assígned

!asks. If the janitor

stopped performing
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his task of cleaning up the environmen!, then at
environment would become

point

the

overrun wilh garbage l¡hich would hinder

the

sonre

effectiveness of the other employees. The role of the janitor could

be

distributed to the other employees, but this riould lead to a reduction

in their etfecLiveness because they would have to carry out their own
tasks and those of the janitor.
Therefore, although the roles of the
employees may vary significantJ.y, each makes a contribution to the
overalL environnen! wilhouÈ which the company could no! function
ef fecli vely and efficiently.
The

knowledge-based programming techniques

discussed in Chapter

provide the means for creating individuaL computerized

is, however,

agents.

2

There

aIl or some of the
techniques. Thus, it is possible

nothing preventing the construction of

agents using conventional programning

to create a distributed probì.ern-solving environnent using a combination
of knowledge-based agents and procedure-based agents which may embody
diverse

abilities.

which enables the processing

a

of flexibility
embodied in each agent to be dictated by

This provides

trenendous amount

the abiliLies that it must possess. Às a result, a developer can focus

on

programming

the

required problem-solving abiLities

Ínto a set

of

individual agents and then concentrale on iniegrating the agenls into

a

di str i buted problem-solving environment.

4,2.2

a; Àrbitrarv Tooolooy
The next step is to connect individual agents to create a distributed
Reouirênent

environnentl the connections anong the agents wilL uLtimately be used to
enable the agents

to interact.

The topology

of

bhe environment must be
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based

on the aLlributes of

among

the agents. 0flen the topology should incorporate infrastructures

each

agent

and

the relationships

inherent

that represent collectÍons of computationalJ.y related agents which
function as agencies, These agencies represent composite agents that
embody structured reLationships among lhe processing resources and
conceptuaJ. models of a set of indivídual agents (and possibJ.y other
agencies).

Il is imperative that the topology of the environment of agents and
agencies be adaptable. This enables the developer to !ailor the
organizalion of the agents to the specific characteristics of an
application in order to facilitate effective inleractions among the
agents. In fact, various subsets of a distribuled environment may be
constructed using distinctly different topologies of agents and
agencies. This flexibility enables the environment to be organized
arbilrarily based on the agents it embodies and lhe connections required
among the agents, Flexibility of this sort facilitates a natural
in!egraLion of the â9ents and is essential in achieving the desired
synergist ic ef fect,
In

many cases

the nost appropriate organization of the agents must

determined lhrough empirical studies

of the environnent. Às a resul!,

the organization of the agents and agencies must be easily modified

adjustments are required.

be

rlhen

Moreover, because a distributed
problem-solvin9 systen must remaín open-ended, it is important that the
environment be easy to extend. It must be possibJ.e to incorporate
additionaL agents or agencies into lhe environment in a smooth and
effective manner without unnecessary burden to any single portion of the
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environment. The burden of nrodifying and extending the environment

musl

be dislributed !o the various agents and agencies. Distributing
responsibililies

in this manner enabLes the agents to

co-ordinate the

rnodification and extension of the environment co-operatively.

4,2,3

Reouirenent

3:

Àn

ExpIicit,

Rnoyledqe-Based plannino Mechanism

of a distributed problem-solving system is
a planning mechanism thal can plan and co-ordinate co-operative
problem-solving activities among the agents in !he system. Individual
The most important component

agents represent the processing resources

of the

of the

sysLem and

the topology

the agents, but a
pJ.anning mechanism completes the integration of the agents by enahting
them to utilize inter-agent connections to interact with one another and
perform co-operative problem solving. Interactions are carried out
using communicalions among the agents, but it Ís the ability to plan and
co-ordinate the interactionsthat facilitates effective distributed
environment

defines the connections

among

probl ern solving.

ÀIthough several communication paradigms have been developed to

facilitate interactions among agents in distribuled environments, none
of these paradigms provides sufficient facilities for pLanning and
nanagingdislributed problem-solvingactivities effectively. I,thatwe
require is a model that enables each agent to enbody an explicit
planning component which co-ordinates the agent's distributed
problen-solving activitíes by manipuLating meta-leveL knowledge. This
meta-level knowledge can be divided into t.wo calegories: plan-centred
knowledge describing

the tasks that shouLd be performed to

solve
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problems; and resource-centred knowledge describing the

abilities

probJ.em-soJ.ving

in the agenl and in some of the other agents in the
environment that can be used to perform the specifíed lasks. Thus, the
planning cornponent of an agent determines lhe problem-solving !asks lhat
must be executed to solve given problems and the agenls that can be used
to perform these tasks (an agent can solve a particular problen by
itself or in co-operation with one or more other agents).

4.3

embodied

À r'fopEr 0F prsTRrBIrTEp

4.3.1

overvier of thè

PRoBLET.{

sorvrNc

lilodèI

In this section I present a model of distributed problem solving. I
assume that faciLities exist to construct individual problem-solving
agents and to organize the agents into a distributed envÍronment of
arbitrary topology. The model contains an explicit planning mechanism
that enables lhe agents to perform co-operalive problem solving
effectively. Às a result, lhe model represents the core of the
distributed problem-solving methodology thal I have developed to
facilitate the construction of. co-operative problem-solving
environments fron coLlections of individual agents.

the basic organization of the model in which
each agent consists ot a problem-solving component and ð planning
component. The problem-solving component is a knowledge systen
constructed using either knowledge-based or procedure-based lechniques
(as described in Chapter 2). It embodies problem-solving abililies that
enable it to perforrn a set of tasks. The planning component is a
Figure 4.1 illustrates

knowledge-based system

that plans

and

co-ordinates the prob).en-solving

91

functions that

its

problem-so1ving component

should perform and

the

func!ions !haÈ should be distributed to other agents in the environment,
Some

agents

may

not participale in

the planning process and so

contain only a problem-solving component. These agents

will

have

llilI

their

co-operative problem-solving functions co-ordinated for them by a shared
plann i ng component.

Figure

4.1:

À Basic Àgent

in a Dislributed Problem-Solving

Planning components are programmed with

knowLedge

that

System

describes

meta-level problem-solving plans and the agents (resources) in
envÍronment
knowledge

t.he

tha! can perform the lasks specified by these plans. This

describes the problems an agent

knor+s how

!o solve, either

its probLem-solving component, other agents, or some combination
of the tr,|o. EssentialIy, a planning component performs meta-problem
solving to plan and co-ordinate the execution of basic problem-solving
tasks by distributing the tasks to the appropriaLe agents (1ocal. and/or
using
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flGENT

RGENT B

ßGENT

C

Figure 4.21 Àn Àqency of Agents

external).

distributed environment is a colleclíon of planning and
problern-solving component pairs that function in parallel (figure 4.2).
The

The agents r,rithin the environment communicate through
components

using a message passing protocol; aIl interactions

agents are perforrned through communications

between

pLanning components. À planning component may

either

from

(through

their planning

its

problem-solving component,

their planning components).

Hhen

act

or

their

among

respective

on messages received

from

a planning

external

agents

component receives
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a message containing a problem-solving request,

it

uses

its

knowledge

to plan and co-ordinale interactions with approþriate agents to
initiate the necessary problenr-solving activities. AJ.1 responsibility

base

for

is

managing

interactions and co-ordinating distributed problern solving

removed from lhe problem-solving components and distributed to the

in the environment. This distribution
of responsibilitíes represents the fundamental principle of the model:
in addition to a basic problem-soJ.ving component, each agent must have
an explicit component responsible for alI distributed problern-solving
functions. Àn agent is therefore able to reason about several aspects
of its operation: how it can perform basic problem-solving functions
(problem-solving component); and when it should perform problem solving
for other agents as Ìrell as when it should have other agents perform
problem solving for it (ptanning component.). The ptanning components
appropriate planning componenls

enabLe

t,he agents to reason abou! their own problem-solving abiJ.ities

and those

of

some

of the other

agents

in order to perform co-operative

problem solving ef f ectively.

4,3.2 Phvsical-Leve1 Àssumptions
Several assumptions are made regarding the implementation
characteristics of the distributed environments in which lhe modeJ. may
be enployed, This enables the rnodel to focus on more abstract features
required to perform distributed problem solving, rather than being
bogged down dealing

with

individuaL agents may

implementation-dependent communication details.

all reside r+ithin the same physicat

system where

they operate as concurrent processes in a time-sharing environment, or

the

agents may

be disÈributed among tt,lo or

more

distinct

physical
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systems where one or more agents

are assigned to a

processor

in

nulti-processor environment (the processors nay be located at the

a

same

location or at different locations). In the case of a multi-tasking
environment

the agents are

connected

by logical links within

the

In a mu).ti-processor setting, the agenls are interconnected
using physical links (wires) when the connections span processors and
environmen!.

using logical Iinks when the connections are betlleen agents in a shared

processor, EiLher scenario is feasible and it is assumed tha! the
details required to create suitable connections can be implenented
accordingly. The specific characteristics of a parLicular applica!íon

will dictate the degree of coupling lhal should be implemented; sone
applications wiLl be better suited to loosely coupled environrnents (to
avoid polentiaJ. thrashing), while others will require a tightly coupled
environment.

Finally, lhe

that a basic nessage passing mechanisrn
exists and that a suilable communications link is available to enable
each agent to send and receive rnessages (figure 4.3). The acLual
construction of the nessages to be sent and the deciphering of messages
received are the responsibilities of the planning components and, to a
lesser degree, the problem-solving components (a problem-solving
component must be

model assumes

able to send and receive basic messages between itself

its planning component). The responsibilities of the communications
link incLude: sending and receiving messages containing data,
operation, or control information via a nessage passing mechanism;
and

nranaging a gueue where messages are placed

by

an agent; handling priorities

while waiting to be processed

assigned

to messages and interrupts
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Fígure

that

may

attention;
ensure deI

4,4
The

4.3:

Communications

be sen! in the form of
and

ivery

PLANNING

Link in the
rnessages

Components

which require speciâl

co-ordinating the transfer of messages

among

agents !o

(handshaking tasks).

COI,TPONENTS

central element in the rnodel of distributed problem soi.ving outlined

in this chapter is the planning

component

which enables an agent to

ils problem-solving activities r'ithin a distributed environment.
Figure 4.4 illustrales lhe structure of a planning component. À
planning component consists of several parts including: an
implementation-dependent communications link thal handles lhe sending

manage

and receiving

of basic messages; an activÍty blackboard that

represents

a working menory structure containing the processing activities that are
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in progress or are

scheduled

to

base describing problem-solvíng

be processed;

a

meta-level knowledge

plans and the agents that can cârry out

lhe tasks specified by these plans; and a control sLrategy that monitors
the communications link

for

problem-solving requests and then plans and

co-ordinates appropriate problem-solving

activities for each

request

recei ved.

Control
Funcl¡ons

Control
Strotegg

Mete-[euel
Knouledge Ease

Figure

4.4:

structure of a PIanníng Component

flctiu¡tU
Blockb osrd
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An important
Each

characteristic of !he model is i¡s adaptable nature.

planning component's knowledge base wiIl initially describe

the

abilities (embodied in its corresponding
problen-solving component(s)). In addition, a developer can add
agent's

own

knowJ.edge

problem-solving

describing tbe external problem-solving abiLities of which

agen! should be

meta-level

aware.

knowJ.edge

Às problems are sol-ved

co-operatively,

an

lhe

base will expand to incLude more extensive

of the capabilities of olher agents. Thus, although each
planning component shares the sa,ne organizational structure and
processing mechanisms, it is the knowledge conlained in a planning
component's knowledge base that ultimately dictates the meta-problem
solving that it can perform.
knowledge

The knowledge contained in each planning

component

will

vary,

of lhe problem-solving environment. These
models will- be inconplete and often will be inconsistent or in conflict
with one another. This is due to discrepancies in the belÍefs and
capabilities that the agents possess and the fact that an agent can
never have a complete modeL of the problem-solving environment because
of the size,
complexity, and open-endedness of the
environnent Ismittr Zg] . Therefore, each agent uLiLizes its own partial
modeÌ of the environment to reason about the problems it can solve using
its problem-solving component, other agents, or a combinaLion of the
tr,,o. When conflicts arise, the agents rnust negotiate trith one another
in order to formulat,e probLem-solving activities that are acceptable lo
reflecting

each agent's model

each agent

i

n

vol ved.
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In the remainder of !his chapter, I
principles of !he model, including the
facilities provided to pLan and co-ordinate

discuss

the

organizaLional

representat i on

and control

co-operat i ve probLem-solving

activities.

4.5 I.ÍETÀ-LEVEI KNOI{LEDGE
4.5.1 Overvier

BÀSE

À pLanning component's knowJ-edge base represents an agent's model

of its

abilities and those of some of the other agents in
the environment. This meta-level knowledge can be divided into three
categories: plan knowledge, !ask knonledge, and agent knowledge, each
of which is represented as a hierarchy of frame structures called
scripts (nigure 4.5). PLan knowledge represents neta-pLans that specify
abstract problem-solving steps (sets of tasks), whíIe task and agent
own problern-solving

knowJ.edge,

collectively referred to as resource knowledge, describe lhe

abiliLies of the agent's problem-solving component and
some of the other agents in the environment. As a result, each agen!
can apply an explicit knowledge-based description of lhe problem-solving
abilities availabLe in the environment in order lo co-ordinate
problem-solving

co-operat i ve problem solving

effectively.

initiate dist,ribuled problem solving by sending another
agent a communication containing a description of the problem solving
lhal is to be performed. The planning component of the recipíent of lhe
problem-solving request nust search its neta-level knowledge base for
Àn agent can

plan and resource knowledge which specifies lhe tasks Èo be performed to

fulfill lhe request and the agents that

can carry ou! !hese

!asks. It

PLRNS

TRSKS

Problem

fl GENTS

Problem
Descr¡plion

0escriptidn

Class

Problem
Descrlpt¡on

Clsss

Clôss

lnformotlon

lnformallon

lnformation

Problem
Descr¡pt¡on

Problem
Descr¡pt¡on

Problem
DescriDtlon

Subclass

Subcloss

Subcloss

lnformôtion

lnformat¡on

lnformation

Problem
0escr¡ption

Problem
Description

0escript¡on

T0s k

Plô n

lnformotlon

Problem

lnformôt¡on
¡dl ogent clô

noenl
lnfoÈmation

Problem
Descr¡pt¡on

Rgent-Specific

lnformat¡on

Figure

4.5:

Types

of

Knowledge

in a Planning

Component
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then uses this knowledge
problem-solving

actívities

to

that

plan and co-ordinate co-operalive
wi lI carry out the problem-solving

request.

t,5,2

Probhn Daecr iot ions

Problem Description
I DESCRIPTION CONSISTS OF SEVERAL SLOTS ]
SL OT:

FECETS.

Uûlues=
IlsfËull=

ualue speclîlcatlon,
ualue speclîlcatlons

Con$tra¡nls= crlterla I llnls¡¡ crlterla

lf-neededlf-õddédlnhsrltance.

demon speclflcatlone
demon speclllcatlons
RPPENII

/

0UERBlllE

I s0LUE0-UTHEN: production rulet
I f,PPtICRBLE-IUHEN: production rulet

Fígure

4.6:

Frane Structure

for

control lnlo
control lnfo

Representing Problem Descriptions

À problen description is a frame structure which describes
problem-solving reguests or problens and tasks to which plan and
resource scripts are applicable (see Figure 4.6). À problem descriplion
consists of a set of slots which describe operations to be performed,
objects to be manipulated, and any other problem attribu!es to be
considered. Each slot consists of a set of facets which describe
various charact.eristics of the problen attribute represenLed by the
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sLot.

facets include: required or specified values, default
vaLues, constraints, and IF-NEEDED and IF-ÀDDED slot demons. VaIues
specified in a slot represent facts about problems or tasks (a singIe
value, a list of vaLues, or arbitrarily complex expressions). Default
values provide value specifications lhat are to be used when the value
facet of the slot is empty. This enables a problem description to
These

it describes.
Value and default value specifications are used to describe
characteristics of problems, both of problems to be solved and of
represent default facts about the problems or tasks which

problems and lasks to which plan and resource knowledge scripts are
appL

icable

.

Constraints specify criteria which the values assigned to a sLot

satisfy (situations in whicb constraints

must

can be relaxed are represented

using the UNLESS option). À set of legal values and logical or
relational expressions (e.9. predicates) are examples of possib).e

slot vaLue. Constraints are
specified in problem-soLving requests to restrict the values that
probten attributes can be assigned during problem so}ving. In order to
fulfitl a problem-solving requesL, acceptable vaLues must be delermined
for each problem attribute. In addition, constraints can be specified
in lhe problem description components of plan and resource scripts to
constraints that can be imposed on a

constrain the types of problems and tasks to which the scripLs
app).icabLe

(e.9.

manipulated, etc.

are

operations that can be performed, objects that can
)

.

Plans and resources are only

applicable

if

be

the

constraints associated with each problem attribute are satisfied. Values

for

each problem

attribute are obtained from corresponding attributes in
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problem-solving requests, by interrogating other agents, or by invoking
associaled lF-NEEDED or IF-ÀDDED demons.
IF-NEEDED demons

thal

)

to determine a value when a slot's value and
default f.acets are empty. IF-ADDED demons, on lhe other hand, are
invoked when values are added to a slot. These demons can calcuLate and
assign values to other slots based on the specifÍed values (or perform
other appropriate actions). This enables a problem description to
function as an event-driven data structure Isobrow 75], As a result,
when a prob).em description is only partially instantialed, IF-ADDED
demons in the slots for l¡hich values were specified can be invoked !o
infer or generate values for other problem attributes (generated values
can

be

are procedures (expressions, rules, functions, etc.

invoked

usually must be verified by lhe agents involved),
À problem descripLion structure

control

knowledge

also

contains a

slot

Hhich specifies

(rules and procedures) that can be used to

determine

how to instantiate the structure; this incLudes information for

is considered instantiated and methods
that can be used to reformuLate initially incompatible inslantiations
through co-operative negotiaLions r{ith other agents. The SoLVED-}¡HEN
slot is used for this purpose in problem-solving requesls and the
APPLICÀBLE-WHEN slo! specifies control information in the problem
description component of knowledge scripts. These slots may specify
heurislic rules which represen! criteria that suggest with some
certainty whether a problem-solving request is solved or a knowledge
script is app!.icable. These heuristic rules specify partial
inslantiations of problem descripÈions nhich suggest that a problem is
deternining when the structure
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potentially solved or a knor,¡Ledge script is potentially appJ.icabIe.
Rules may also specify criteria that can be used to determine when a
knowledge script is not applicable, as well as r+ays to negotiate
reformulations of the problem attributes that will result in a knowledge
script becoming applicable or a problem-soJ.ving request becoming
fuLfilled. Additional processing is normally required lo verify that
the problem has in fact been solved or that the knowledge script is in
fact applicable. The rules specified in these slots can be chained
together so that the inferences made by some rules can be used to enable
other rules to be applicable.

conlrol facet of these slots specifies the control strategy to
use in appLying the control knowledge appropriately, This enables
arbitrarily complex criteria and control information to be specified in
problem-solving requests and knowledge scripts. Às a result, each
knowì.edge scrip! specifies information describing co-operative
problem-solving functions and control information for co-ordinating the
application of those functions. Simlarily, each problem-solving request
The

solving !o be performed
and control infornation for co-ordinating the execulion of that problem
can specify information describing the problem

solving. Control information is therefore disLributed throughout the
knowledge scripts (and problem-solving requests) ralher than grouped
into a single control algorithm. A general-purpose control strategy is
still required to co-ordinate the processing involved in instantiating
knowledge scripts and fulfilling prcblem-solving requests. This control
strat,egy is discussed in subsequent sections of this chapter.
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PI¡n ßnorlcdoa

PtßN
TUps:
Rppllcãbls-to: problem dercrlptlon
plan-lltt
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plan-tlrt
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{

00 (step-llst)
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narametbr uJhibh inaficates urhether subord¡nale
blons should inherit or ouerride the step ¡nformElion

Figure

The plan

4.7:

Frame

definition

Slructure for Representing Plan Scripts

component

defines the meta-plan designed to solve

the problems to which the script applies. À plan script specifies a set
of tasks that are associated with a problem-solving request (or class of

requests). The number and complexÍ!y of the tasks specified by a plan
scrípt wilI vary according to the complexiÈy of the problem-solving
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request(s) to which it corresponds (and the characteristics of the
problem domain). Figure 4.7 illustrates the basic structure of a plan

script. The APPLICABLE-To slot specifies a

problem description

structure which defines the problems (classes or instances) to which the
plan infornation contained in the script is applicable. The PLÀN-CtASS

slot links a script to its ancestors and enables the script to inherit
information (problem descriptions and generaJ. pLan informatíon). The
SUB-PLÀNS slot links a script representing a cLass of plans to one or
more subclasses or instances of more specific pLan scripts (i.e,
subordinate plans that are applicable
problems

to

which the

!o specific subsets of the general

script is appticable). The MORE-spEcIFIc slot

specifies criteria (e.9. production rules) that can be used to deternine

of the subclasses or instances of the script are most app).icable
based on a given problem-solving request (possibly in conjunction wilh

which

subordinate and ancesLor plan

definitions).

A plan

defini!ion consists

of a set of steps which can be grouped using control specificalions into
sequential blocks (00), concurrent bLocks (Do-CONCURRENTLY),
special-purpose btocks (Do-aHy-on, Do-ÀNy-N-oF, BEST-N-oF), conditionals

(¡r-runH-prSn), and iteration structures (no-wHILE, Do-uNTIL,

DO-TIMES)

to be executed. À step
specifies a task or set of tasks that fulfil.ls part of a problem
solution. These tasks are soLved by distributing them in the forn of
that specify the order ín which the steps are

problem-solving requests to appropriate agents using resource knowledge.

ln

some

cases, a task

may have

to be refined using other plan

until a set of more specific tasks is

generated

knowledge

which can then

be

distributed appropriately. Tasks that can be distributed directly using
resource knowledge

to

other agents are referred

to

as

prinitive lasks,
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that can be further refined using other plan knowledge are
referred to as conposite tasks. When a task is distributed to an
externâ1 agent, that agent's planning component uses its own plan and
while tasks

resource knowledge

are ultimately

!o plan and distribute the tasks appropriately.

executed

by appropriate problem-soLving

Tasks

components

(possibly after being refined and distributed by several agents).
Each

slep

in

defines

the

type

employ:

APPEND

a

pJ.an

of

script can specify an inherilance elenent

which

scripts are

to

indicates that the specified task information should

be

inheritance that subordinaLe plan

to corresponding information in subordinates plans, white
OVERRIDE indicates that corresponding information in a subordinate p).an
appended

script should supersede ancestor infornaLion (a subordinate scrip! can
override these inheritance specifications if necessary). This
inheritance mechanisn enables general plan information

in

ancestor

scripts to be combined wiLh specific information in subordinate scripts
in order to create appropriate problem-solving plans (or specific plan
Ínformation to override general plan informaLion).

of severaL steps which in
turn can consisl of several substeps. The abiJ-ity to manipulate
meta-pIans faciLitates co-operative problern solving because no single
agent has to know holi to solve an entire problem. Instead, agents can
represent problem- soJ. v i ng plans at various leve]s of detail and
co-operate to refine !he plan steps until basic problem-solving tasks
are determined and subsequently executed by appropriate agents. The
plans are nol intended to represent a conventional prograrnming language.
The steps specified by plans are actually problem-solving requests. À
Plan scripts specify meLa-plans consisting
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lhal can be used
request by dividing it into a set

plan therefore represents a divide-and-conquer neLhod

to solve a particular problen-solving

of simpler requesls, distributing these requests appropriately,

and

integrat ing the results.

scripts r,¡hich describe classes of problems need not contain a
plan definition. These scripts can be used to classify problem-solving
Plan

requesls so that appropriaLe subordinat.e plan scripts can be selected.

4.5.

{

Task Knorledoe

Task knowledge represents a pJ.anning component's model of lhe

abililies that are contained in its probì.em-solving
component(s) and some of the other agents in the environrnent. Task
problem-solving

scripts are used to deternine hor¡ the tasks specified by plan
can be performed using the problern-solving

knowJ.edge

abilities of various agenls

in the environment (i.e. which agents (or cLasses of agents) can perform
specified tasks). Figure 4.8 illustrates the basic structure of a task
script. The ÀPPLICÀBLE-To slot specifies a probJ.em description
structure which describes the tasks to which the script is appLicable.
The task information specified by the steps in a plan script is used to
search the task knowledge hierarchy in order to select task knowledge
that describes the agents or cLass of agents that can perform the
specified tasks. In addition, probJ.ern-soJ.vin9 requests which correspond
to prímitive tasks can be processed by selecting the appropriate task
knowledge (plan knowledge in lhese cases is not applicable or
necessary).
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TRSK
Tgpe:
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I RgEnl-lIt: agent-llsl I

Figure

4.8:

Frame

Structure for Representing Task Scripts

slot Iinks â task script to its ancestors' enabling it
to inheri! all or some of the task infornalion. The SUB-TASKS slot ]inks
a scrip! to one or more subordinate scripts representing task subclasses
or specific instances of a task class. The I'íORE-SPECIFIC slot specifies
criteria (e.9. production rules) lhat can be used to determÍne which
subordinates of the script are most applicable to lhe given lask.
The TÀSK-CLÀSS

slot specifíes the class of agents (possibly severaL)
t.hat are capable of perforning the lasks described by the script. This
information enables a task script to be linked with specific agenl
The ÀGENT-CLÀSS

classes in the agent hierarchy which can perforn the tasks described

the script (an actual agent in the specified agent classes may,
only be able to perforn a subset of

the tasks).

by

however,

The TÀsK-DEscRI PTIoN

slot specifies a problen description structure which stipulates problem
attributes tha! describe lhe tasks to be perforned. These descriplion
struclures act as templates which can be used to specify or generate
specific task information. The task ínformation specified in these task

11s

descriptions is

combined

with that of the script's ancestors and of

the

(a1l or sone of the descriptions can be
inherited, refined, or overridden) in order to describe lhe tasks that
are to be perforned (i.e. a detailed problem-solving request that can be
associaLed plan knowledge

sent to an appropriate agen!). This enables plan definitions !o specify
general task ínformation r¡hich

ís

then extended appropriately using the

infornation contained in !he corresponding lask scripts.
The AGENT-ID sLot

is

an optional

slot which can specify

one or more

specific agents (or agent subclasses) lhat are capable of performing the

specified tasks or class of tasks. This slot is used to specify
particular agenLs that can perform given tasks (or these agenls should

first).
when none of these agents can perform the lask
(busy, disabled, probtem constraints cannot be fnet), then the
AGENT-CLASS slot can be used (the general method of setecting an agent)
be approached

to !raverse the agent hierarchy and determine al-ternate agents that
be able to perform the specified !asks.

4.5.5
Àgen!

may

ÀoenÈ Rnowledoe

scripts represent a planning

component's knowJ.edge

of the agents

in the environment, both of specific agents and of classes of agents.
These scripts are used in conjunction with task scripLs to describe the
problem-solving resources thal can be used !o perform the tasks
specified by plan knowledge. Figure 4.9 illustrates the basic structure
of an agent script. The ÀGENT slot specifies the cLass of agents or a
specific agent thât the information in the script describes. The
ÀPPTICABLE-To slo! specifies a problem description structure which
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provides a general description of the lasks tha! the agent or class of
âqents can
and task

or

perform.

agents

one

or classes of agents that can perform specified tasks.

À

to

mây

be considered. The problem description

of

natch lhe description

(wilt)

plan

stipulate specific â9ents or â9ent classes that can
a task, in irhich case lhis information is used to categorize the

script

perform

in

scripts is used to search the agent hierarchy !o determine

more agents

task

The task description infornation specÍfied

perform the

the tasks to be perforrned before an agent

tasks. In

some

The planning component would then

lhe problem

descr ipt

of a chosen agent must

cases, a partial match

is sufficient.

interact f{ith the agent to formulate

ion appropriately.

TgPe:

RGENT

agent or agent

RgEnt:

cla''

MorE-SDeclflc:
Communlc0tl0n:

problem de scrlptlon
agent-IIst
I lf-needed demons
agenl-IIst
crlterta
protocol specltlcatlont

Con-Dsrform:

agen t-spe

fippllcEbls-to:
RgEnt-Elsss:
Su[-RgEnts:

Figure

4.9t

Frâme

The ÀGENT-CLÀSS

enabling

can

I

cltl c - t a tR - t c rlP t t

Structure for Representing Àgen! Scripts

slot links

an

it to inherit aLl or

agent script

sone

of the

to its anceslors thus

problem

description

and

slot links a script to one or
rnore subclasses or specific agent instances. IF-NEEDED slot demons can
be attached !o this slot in order to specify ways of deLernining actual
general agenl information. The

SUB-AGENTS
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agents

that belong to a specified agent cLass. This

mechanísn

is

used

specific agents belonging to a class are not knovrn, or known agents
cannot perform specified tasks (busy, disabled, problem constrainls
when

met, etc. ), The MoRE-SPECIFIc slot specifies criteria (e.g.
production rules) that can be used to determine the agenls (subclasses
or specific agents) that are best suited to performing a given task
based on specified and inherited task characteristics. The
CoMMUNICÀTI0N slot specifies conmunication protocols such as rouling and
packaging information that can be used to interact with an agent or
class of agents effectively. Once again, a subordinate agent script can
inherit all or some of this information fron its ancestors, overriding
and supp].ementing general communication protocols with agen!-specific
cannot be

informat ion when
Each agen!
more

n

ec es sa

ry.

script is ]ínked, using the CÀN-PERFoRM slot, to

one or

âgent-specific task scripLs r+hich define the lask descripLion

communicalion protocols

and

that are associated rJith eâch specific task that

the agent (or class of agents) can perform (see Figure 4.5).

The

inforrnaLion in these scripLs is conbined r¡ith that of the agent's

general script,

its ancestor

agent

scripts, and any plan

and task

scrípts that have been used to specify the task and agent. As a result,
problem and task descriptions are propagated through

lhe plan

knowledge,

the task knowledge, and the agent knowledge hierarchies in order to
deterrnine the tasks required

to solve a given problem and lhe agents in

the environment that can perform these tasks (as weIl as agent-specific

information that these agents require !o perform the
successfully

).

Lasks
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{.5.6

Reasonino

tlhen an

agent's

l{ith

The Knorledae

pLanning component receives

it rnust select plan and resource

a

problem-soJ.ving request,

knowledge that specifies how to

go

about solving the given problem. The selection process consists of

lhe problem-soLving request to the problem description
components of the agentr s plan and resource scripts in order to
malching

instanliate applicabì.e scripts.
are organized

into

hierarchies so that problem descriptions of scripts

representing classes
and subordinate

The plan and resource knowledge scripts

of

plans or resources specify general information

scripts specify nore deLailed infornation.

As a

result,

scripts near lhe lop of the hierarchies siIl match several different,
ye! related problem-solving requests cr task specifications (related by
one

or more problem attribules), while subordinate scripts wiLl

specific

probJ.ems

descriptions

in

or subclasses of problems (alI or

general

problem descriptions
INHERITÀNCE

face!

of

scripts

of

can be

subordinate

each sLot

)

.

some

match

of the problem

inherited or overríden by the

scripts as specífied by

Consequently,

the

the

planning process

ínvolves matching a given problem-solving request (specified by another

agent) to the problem descriptions of the pJ.an and resource scripts,
starting at lhe lop of the hierarchies (lo classify probì.ens and
resources) and gradually converging on specific scripts (plans, tasks,

agents). This selection process is
subsequent sections of this chapter.

and

Consider the problem descripÈion

exanined

in further detail

in Figure 4.10, this is

in

an example

of a problem-solving request that a real-estate agent might receive from
a house buyer, describing particular atLributes of the type of house
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4.10:

)

Problem-Solving Request

Èhe buyer wishes

to

purchase

for a House Purchase

(the real-estate agent and house buyer

in this case are artificial agents,

each consisling

of

a planning

and

problem-solving component). This reguest includes consLrainls on the

location and price lhat are acceptable !o lhe buyer as well as the slyle

of

house

that is desired (e.g. three

bedroom

bungalow). The real-estate

agent's plannÍng component $ould search its knoeledge base for plan
scripts that describe how to find an appropriate house (based on the
description given by the house buyer). Figure 4.11 iLlustrates that, in

this exarnple, the real-estate agent's planning
plan

script

corresponding

to

purchasing

real

component has

a general

estate property and two

plan scripts specifying lhe lasks to perform in order to
co-ordinate the purchase o! each lype of real estate (residential and
conmercial). In thÍs case, the planning component would select the
subordinate

scrípt for purchasing residential property.
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Figure

4.'1

1: Partial Description of the Real-Estate Àgent's Plan
Knowledge

The planning conponent co-ordinates t,he execution of lhe plan

searching its knowledge

base

for

by

resource knowledge scripts that

describe how each specified task can be carried out (deternine specífic

task). Tasks could
include searching home Iistings, contäcting sellers and other

lask information and the agents

who can perform each
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real-estate agents, negotiating a deal, and arranging for financing

and

transfer of ownership. Resource

the

knowledge might

specify that

real-estate agentrs problem-solving component should perforn

(e.g.

some

of

the

Iistings, negotiate a deal), and other tasks
should be performed by other agents (e.S. the company's Financial
tasks

Manager

search home

is responsible for

arranging financing,

while a lawyer shouì.cl

iir transferíng ownership). The pJ.anning
component 14ould then distribute these tasks !o the appropriate agents
who would carry out the required problem-so1ving, while the planning
componen! supervises and co-ordinâtes the integration of the results
perform the J.egaI work involved

returned by these agents.

of the co-operative problen solving that
planning components are capable of co-ordinating is presented in
À more extensive example

the
the

next chapter.

{.5

ÀCTIVITY

BI,ÀCKBOÀRD

acfivity bLackboard is a composite data structure that acts as the
norking ¡nemory area for a planning component. The blackboard is divided
The

into

severaL parLitions each representing information about a particular

of the problem-solving activities that a planning component is
currently managinq. Figure 4.'12 illustrales the basic organization of
an activity blackboard. The data structures in each partition contain
inforrnation describing planned activities (tasks) and the
problem-solving requests that. have been sent to the agents which can
perform each actÍvity.
In addition, related entries in or among the
partitions are Ìinked explicitly. As a result, an activity blackboard
aspect
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functions as

a

composite agenda

which

a

planning

represent í!s problem-solving activities,
those pending

activation,

and

those

those

component

currently

uses to

undert,lay,

which have been completed !ogether

wilh their results,

PROBLEMS

PARTI TI ON
ÀGENT

ÀcTivI Ty
PARTI TION
PLAN

PÀRTI TION
GENERÀL
PARTI TI ON

Fígure

4,12:

The next sections

Organization of an Activity Blackboard

briefly describe the processing information that is

stored in each part i t ion.

4,6,1

Problems Part

entries

are

ition
The probJ.ems partilion is used to store descriptions of problems thâl a
planning component has been reguested to so1ve, Each entry in this
partition is a problem description structure (see Figure 4.6). The
used

to describe attributes of the problems

for

which the

planning component must plan and co-ordinate appropriate problem-solving

activities.

The entries are

created from the information

that

conLained in

the communications Iink.
The enlries can aLso include justifications for each reques!.
problem-solving requests

are received on
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JustificaLions can be obtained from a problem-solving request or lhey
can be obtained by interacting with

planning cornponent can use

should be processed
information

the

agent t{ho sent the

justifications to determine

next. Entries

is obtained, either

request.

which requests

are modifíed accordingly

from

the results of

À

as

nerl

problem-solving

activilies or from interactions wilh other agents. Results of completed
tâsks are stored !ogelher with their corresponding entries in the
problems

partition, including relations

among

the resuLts (".g.

dependencies).

ù.6,2

Plan Partítion

The plan

partition serves as a working area where information

during the planning process can be st.ored.

generated

This plan information is

data structures that describe the problem-soLving plans
associated with each problem in the problems partition. These data
structures consist of pLan information and association links. Plan
represented as

information represents the probLem-solving plans which have been created

to fulfi11 given problem-solving requests. This infornation includes: a
list of tasks to be performed, dependencies among tasks, alternative
tasks that may be scheduLed when any or all of the prirnary tasks fail,
and any other detaiLs regarding the execution of a plan. Such
informatíon is obtaiDed by manipulating the appropriate plan and
resource scripts in the knowledge base. Links to lhese scripts are
represented in each plan partition entry to enable direct access to the
plan and resource knowledge associated with a plan. This is useful when
all or part of a plan must be regenerated or alternate plans, tasks, or
agents nust be used.
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Associalion links also are used to reLate the encoded
informatíon t,'ifh the corresponding entry or entries in the

plan

problems

parLition. A plan partition entry can have multiple links when several
enlries in the problems parLition share comnon plan information. In
addition, other links can associale the entry \,rith the corresponding
agent activity partítion entries rlhich represent the problem-solving
requests that have been sent to the agents r¡ho are to perform the tasks
specified by the plan. If trlo or more entries in the plan partiLion
share common problem-solving tasks, then they may share the
corresponding entries in the agent activity partition. This avoids
scheduling duplicate activities when it is unnecessary. The controL
straLegy ís responsible for deterrniníng lrhen shared activities occur and
for settíng up the Iínks amohg the plan partition entries appropriaLely
(results of shared !asks are distributed to the appropriate problerns
partition entries as necessary).

4.6.3 Àqent Àctivitv Partit ion
The agent aclivily partition represents inforrnation about lhe
problem-solving aclivities that the planning conponent has scheduled.
The entries are problem description structures which represent the
problem-solving requests that the planning component has sent to its
problem-solving conponent, other agents, or both, requesting lhat tasks
be performed in order to fulfill the computation specified by the plan
partition entrÍes,
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4.5.4 GeneralPårtilion
0ften it is useful to keep track of general processing information that
an agent has accumul-ated. The general partition of the activity
blackboard is used for this purpose. Entries may be posted on lhis
partition to describe information about !he general characteristics of
the agent's operation such as information describing the processing

work

load of other agents in the environment and infornation regarding
previous processing that the agent has performed (successfully or
unsuccessfutty). This informatÍon represents dynamic knowledge that
been

collected during the agen!'s operation which

rnay

be

used

to

has

guÍde

lhe application of plans and selection of agents that can perform
planned tasks, Information about disabled or busy agents in the
environnent enabl.es the planning component to consider alternatives

when

prinary processing involves these ägents. Furthermore, information
about previousJ.y successful and unsuccessful operations

can be used to

generate the most effective scheduling of processing activities for

that match or âre simiLar to
previously processed requests. Às well, the entries in lhe partition
may serve as a dynamic audit trail that is useful when modifications and
extensions !o the agent's processing abilities are required.
subsequent problem-solving requests

tha! is actually collected

in the general
parLition depends largely on the processing functions that the agent
performs and the informaLion that would be mos! useful in co-ordinating
The information

the

agent ' s

actions effectively.

and stored
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4.13:

Components

So far I have examined lhe

of the Control Strategy

knowledge-based conponent (meta-level

knowledge base), the working memory cornponent

the input/outpu!

cTtu tTY

BLE CKBO RRO

componen! (conmunications

(activity blackboard),

Iink).

and

À planning component
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also contains a control slrategy which controLs Lhe meta-problem solving

required !o pJ.an and co-ordinate co-operalive problem-solving
activities. The functions performed by the control strategy are
illustrated in

Fi

gure 4,13.

The controL strategy monilors the communications link for

any

problen-soLving requests that

the agent may receive. When
problem-soLving requesls are received, the control strategy represents
them as entries in the problems partition of the activity blackboard.
Àn entry is then selected from the problems partition to become the
active problem, The control stralegy then performs introspection lo
select plan knowledge corresponding to the active problem. The selected
plan knowledge is used to construct a plan specifying a set of tasks !o
be performed in order to solve the problem. The control strategy
interpret.s lhe plan informaLion and performs introspection to select
resource knowledge describing horl each task specified in the plan can be
executed (the agents

that

that can perforn

each task and the problem-soJ.vin9

sent to these agents). The selection of plan
knowledge may not be necessary if the active problem represents a
prinitive task; in !his case, the control strategy will create a special
plan by selecting lhe appropriate resource knowledge. The control
strategy may have to interrogate agents to determine whether or not they
can perform specified tasks, or it may have to co-ordinate negoliations
r,¡ith agents in order to reformulate parts of probì.em-solving requests
or planned tasks that initiaLLy are incompatible. The objective of the
planning process is to determine the necessary problem-solving
activities (autonomous and/or co-operative) and to initiate interactions
requests

rnust be
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!rith agents

riho can perform

these activiLies (by sending these

problem-solving requests corresponding

agents

to lhe activity they are

to

perform).

After lhe specified tasks have been distribubed to appropriaLe
agents, the control strategy returns to monitoring the communications
link in order to supervise the execution of the planned activities.
This invoLves waiting for responses to scheduled activities, starting
negotiations when difficulties occur, and processing pending plan steps
when scheduled aclivities are completed successfully.
of a plan

also require performing
integration functions that take knowledge generated by the aqents and
integrates it r,rith existing knowledge. In!egration rnay be required
during the execution of a plan lo fJenerate information that is required
in subsequent pJ.an steps. InÈegration may aJ.so be required to generate a
final solution to a probLem from the resulls produced by the agents that
Co-ordinating

the

executíon

may

performed the planned tasks.

In the renainder of !his section I exanine each of the control
functions discussed above. These are the basic functions tha! the
control strategy can apply to plan and co-ordinate probl.em-solving
âctivities.

4,7,2
The

I

ntrosoection

control

slraLegy performs inurospecLion to search the meta-level

knor+Ledge base

in

order to select plan knowledge

given problem-solving

requests. This processing

that is applicable

to

causes applicable plan
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to be selected by matching the information in a given
problem-solving request to the problem description component of the plan
scripts in the plan knowledge hierarchy. Plan scripls which are
instantiated successfully represent plan knowledge that is applicable to
the problem-solving request. This instantiation process begins at the
top (root) of the plan knowledge hierarchy where one or more general
plan scripls are selected, resulting in the classification of lhe
problern-solving request. The process continues using the criteria in
the MoRE-SPECIFIC slot of these general plan scripLs Eo deternine which
of their subordinates are applicable to the given request. In some
instances, inLrospec!ion may identify plan scripts llhich are only
potentía11y applicabLe; their probJ-em description structures are only
partially instantiated and the informaLion in the APPTI CÀBtE-WHEN slot
of their problem description structure suggests, with some certaintyt
that lhey are applicable. In order to confirm lhe applicability of
these plan scripts, the control strategy must perform additional
knowledge

processing such as interrogating the agent vho sent the problem-solving
requesL

for additional-

probJ-em

information or negotiating !,ilh the agent

lo resolve conflicts betr,¡een its problem-solvíng request and
polentially applicable pJ-an scripts (control information in
SotvED-wHEN slot of the problem-solving request and in
ÀPPLICABLE-WHEN slot of the plan scripts is used to co-ordinate
instantiat ion process

the
the

lhe
lhe

).

The control slrategy also uses introspection

!o select resource

that is applicabLe to the tasks specified by a problem-solving
plan. In this case, introspection uses the information specified in a
knowledge
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in conjuction with the task descriptions
specified by plan step5 in order lo search lhe task and agent knowledge
hierarchies for applicabJ.e resources. The search may begin at the root
of the resource hierarchies or al a specific branch (class of tasks or
problem-solving request

agents) within the hierarchy depending on the information specified in

the pLan steps. The search conlinues using the criteria in the
MoRE-SPECIFIC slot of these scripts lo determine which of their
subordinates are applicable. 0nce again, introspection may identify
severaL potentially applicable resources, in which case the controL
slrategy must perforn additional processing to confirm their
appJ.icabiJ-ity and to determine which resources are mos! applicab3.e.
Preferences may be represented in the knowledge scripts (i.e.
in !he
criteria specified in the MoRE-SPECIFIC slots) or the control strategy
nay select a resource at random. In either case, if the primary resource
cannot perform lhe task, then lhe control strategy can arrange to have
one of the other resources attempt to perform it.
Therefore, introspection enables the control straLegy to search
meta-Ievet knowledge base

for

knowledge describing

the

the tasks required to

solve given problems, the agents tlho can perform these tasks, and the

to interact r¡Íth t.hese agents effectiveJ.y. It is
essential lhat control knowledge necessary to deterrnine when a plan,
task, or agent is applicable be distributed to the knowledge scripts
rather than hardcoded in a large and cumbersorne control algorithm;
protocols necessary

control

becomes more understandable and thus

easier to modify and extend

the contro] knowledge is represented explicitly as is
context in phich the knowledge is applicable.
because

the
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4,7.3

I

nterrooat

Interrogation Ís

i on

rrhen an agent

asks another specific agent., group of

for more information about a problern-solvlng
request or a planned task. An agent interrogates other agents in order
lo determine whether or not the â9ents can (witt) perform specified

agents, or all

ägents

wilL result in responses from the
interrogated agents indicating t,rhether they can or cannot perform the
tasks. These responses may incJ.ude a description of problem atlributes
that are required in order for ¡he agenls to perform the lasks. This
infornatÍon is used lo refornulale probLem-solving requests or task
descriptions so that they can be fulfilled successfully. Àn âgent tha!
tasks. A

successful interrogation

sent a problem-solving request can aLso be interrogated when additional

problem attributes omitted

in the original request are required

instantiate plan and resource
When

knowledge.

an agent interrogates other agents,

inquiries. A general inquiry

to

would

it

may make

several lypes of

entail asking other agents rthether

nol they can perform specified tasks. This type of inquiry is

or

used when

the pJ.anning component does not have resource knowledge describing the

that can perform a specified task (it may know the class of
agents tha! can perform the task but not a specific agent). À more
specific inquiry might involve questioning specific agents for tnore
detaiLed informa!ion about given tasks. This type of inquiry would be
used when the planning component has partiaL knowledge of another
agent's ability to perform tasks and requires additional information to
formulate an appropriaLe interaction r+ith lhe agenl, The information
received from the interrogaLed agents can be added to the appropriate
agents
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knowledge

script to alleviate the need to interrogate the agenls during

subsequent processÍng

requires

that

or similar tasks (tnis
Iearning mechanism that can determine

involves

an appJ.ication-specific

!he

same

llhen and how the knowLedge shoutd be updated).

Therefore, the interrogalion operator enables the control strategy to

obtaín additional information aboub problem-solving requests that it
receives and provides it r¡ith the ability to ask other agents for more
information about their problem-solving abilitíes and the protocols that
must be used

to

have them perform various

tasks.

This funclion enables

lo expand its plan and resource knowledge
dynamically durÍng co-operative problem-solving activilies. Information
lhat is acquired through experience normally must be verified before it
is used in subsequent processing (by interrogating the agenls involved
a

pJ.anning conponent

or by applying an applicalion-specific learning

4,7,4

nechanism).

Neqot iaÈion

by which agents altempt to reformulate
co-operatively problem-solving activities that initially are

Negotiation

is

the process

incompatible. inconpaLibilities occur when constraints

inposed by the

all be satisfied (i.e. one or more problem
altributes are incompatible wíth the plans and resources that the
control strategy can ernp).oy). À9ents negotiate by communicating with
agents involved cannot

one another

in order to

exchange information

that can be used to relax

constraints or reformulate problem-solving requests or task descriptions

to sati sfy the constraints.
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Neqotiation can occur in two waysi a planning component can ask the
agent which sent a probLem-soJ.ving request whether
can be modified so

part of lhe

request

that incompatibilities r¡ith partially applicable

and resource knowledge are

and a

planning

cornponent can ask

of solving a portion of a problem-solving
request whether the task description that it requires can be nodified so
that it natches the attributes of the given problen-solvin9 request.
Knowledge describing appJ.icable reformulaLions is typically represenLed
in requests and in the preconditions of the knowtedge scripts (typically
lhe UNLESS oplion of a constraint facet r¡ill specify one or more
relaxation methods that can be used to satisfy the constraint). In
either case, the control strategy can send lhe agent.s a reformulated
problem-solving request or task descriplion and ask that lhey verify
thal the reformuLated description is acceptable or reply rlirh an
indicaLion of the information that is or is not acceptable so that
further negotiations may be performed. Negotiation is carried out until
all parties involved are satisfied with the description of lhe
pr oblern-sol v i ng that they are to perform. The amount of negoLiation
required will vary according to the capabilities of lhe agents involved.
in addition, the agenls involved in negotiation must be abLe to detect
when further negotiations will be unfruitfuL in order to avoid
unnecessary expenditures of resources and to avoid deadlocks during
another agent that

negotiations.

is

resolved;

plan

capable

Knolrledge describing

lhe situations. in which

should be terminated should be maintained

to drive the negotiations,

in the

knor¡Ledge

negoLiaLions

scripts

used
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ability to negotiate prevents problem solving from being
restricted lo all-or-nothing scenarios. The agents can negotiate rlith
one another to determine acceptable or muLually benefícial
problem-soLving aclivities so that problen-solving can be performed
successfully. Àfter successful negotiations, the control strä!egy tiill
modify the pLan and resource know).edge scripts appropriately so lhat
subsequent problen solving can take in!o account any potentially
negotiable attributes (e.9. create nerl slots in the problem descriplion
structure of a script describing additionaL problem attribules or add
new information lo the ÀPPLICABLE-WHEN slot that can be used to
deterrnine r¡hen a script is applicable). This enables an agent to
increase its knowledge of the abilities of the olher agents in the
environment by represen!ing explicitly any and all plausible means of
The agents'

negotiatÍon thal

may be used when

inconpatibiLities occur. As a result,

the robustness of !he agents is increased significantly.

4.7.5

Plan Erecution

Plan execution involves applying plan information in

order

to

co-ordinate lhe co-operative problem-so1vÍng activiLies associated rlith
given problem-solving

strategy

may

knowledge

requests.

Before applying a

pJ.an, lhe controL

have to perform introspection lo retrieve additional

plan

that can be used to refine composite steps of the plan inlo

a

set of primitive tasks. This refinement process can be applied
repealedJ.y to any or all of the sLeps in the plan. Composite plans are
continually refined, nol necessarily alJ. at once, unlil executable plans
are produced (plans that consist of primitive plan steps) or the
planning component deternines that the request cannot be satisfied.
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Executable

plans are stored as entries in the plan partition of

activity blackboard, If several execulable plans are applicable,
lhe control strategy must select lhe most appropriate
plans are used as alternatives which can be applied

pJ.an and

the

then

the other

if the primary plan

fails. The most appLicable plan may be the pJ.an which was selected r¡íth
the greatest certainty during introspection or it may be identified
explicitì.y by knowledge in the plan hierarchy (".9. criteria in !he
MORE-SPECIt'IC slot of lhe plan scripts),
The

next

phase

of

pJ.an execution

requires the control strategy to

perform introspection to select resource

knowledge

describing

agents

tha! can perform each slep of an executable plan. À step can

be

either by dístributing it to the agent's own problem-solving
If the resource knowledqe does not
component or to another agent.
specify agents riho can perform a task (it may specify a class of
executed

agents), then the control slralegy wiLl have ho perform interrogations
of agents to determine which agents are capable of performing the task.

If

more than one agent can

must delernine

perform the task, then the control strategy

which agent is the nost appropriaLe.

rnay require dealing llith
negotiat ions
Tasks are

Choosing ân agent

constraints and possibly

performing

l¡ith the agents.
distributed by sending messages conlaining problem-solving

requests to

the appropriate

agents.

Entries

representing

lo agents are stored on the
agent activity partition of the activity blackboard. Tasks which are
distribuled to lhe problem-soLving component will be executed using
problern-solving requests that have been sent

appropriate problem-solving knowledge, while tasks which are distributed
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to other agenls are processed by the planning components of these agenls
r.¡hich can apply any of the control functions to refine, distribute, or
execuLe (using their problem-solving components) aIl or some of the

tasks, This

process

is

repeated

for

each step

that can initiaJ.Iy

be

execuled. Further planning will be performed as subsequent steps in the
execulabLe plans

are processed (some steps may be contingent on
preceding steps). Steps which are not applicable may, using the FÀIt
element, trigger a plan to be aborted, in which case aLternate plans
can be used

or negotiation can be initiated.

Therefore, plan execuLion consists of applying plans and
co-ordinating the execution of lhe tasks specified by the plans. This
may involve reasoning about alternative plans and resources

conflicts or other difficuLties arise. The ability to

when

reason about

alternative plans that can be used lo carry out problem-solving requests
and

about alternative resources that can be used to execute the

tasks

specified by plans is of the utmost importance because it increases the
robustness

4.7.6

I

of an agen!' s problerì-solving capabilities signif icantly.

nteorat ion

InLegration involves taking knowledge generated by agents
integrating it with existing knowledge. This process enables

and

the

activities to be combined and used by
subsequent plan sleps or to produce f inal solu!ions to problems.
Integration typically wilL involve ensuring consistency among the
results of

pJ.anned problem-so1víng

results of plans steps to delermine tiheLher these parLial solutions

be

combined into

can

a final solution or whether the plan should

be
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terminated. The types of integration functions that the control
strategy can perform wiJ.l vary and can include: merging, summarizing,
pruníng, and augmenting intermediate or finaL results. FurEhermore, the
melhods used to perform the integratíon functions can also vary. À
pJ-anning conponent may be able to perform some basic integration
functions itself and can distribute more complex integration functions
to its problem-solving component or to other agents.
1.7,7
The

Co-ordinaÈino Control

control strategy must process severa] types of

mãy be received on

lhe

communication

link.

comrnunications that

When

a

problem-solving

is received, the control strategy must decipher the message,
create an entry in the problems partition of the acÈivity blackboard,
and co-ordinate several operations including: introspection to
determine lrhether the problem can be solved, and, if so, which plan and
resource knowledge should be used to solve i!; creation and execution of
executable plans that specify the tasks to be performed; negotiation
!rith or interrogation of agenLs to deternine how to distribute lhe
reguest

planned tasks; and integration

of the results

produced by these agents.

In addition, subsequent communications may arrive that represent
responses to tasks which have been distributed to other agents.
Responses rnay indicate failed tasks, in which case the control strategy
may have to initiate nego!Íations to attempt to reformulate the tasks,
or it nay have to invoke the p]-an executÍon function to determine if
allernate resources can be used to perform the task. 0n the other hand,
a response may represent results produced by another agent. In lhis
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case, the conlrol strategy may have to integrale the results with
existing information, or it may initiate additional plan execuLion to
plan and scheduLe the next steps of a plan which were waiting for the
given results (i.e. results which satisfy preconditions of pending plan
steps

).

The control stralegy therefore handles aIl aspècts involved in
supervising the construction of meta-problem-solving plans and

the

of the tasks specified by these plans. This may involve
co-ordinating activities for several problem-solvíng requests that the
agent has received. In this case, the control strategy wiLL have to
supervise several active plans and must co-ordinate the processing
associated with each (e,g. processing of responses and scheduling steps
associateC with each plan). In additÍon, the control strategy may have
to supersede the execution of cne plan in favour of another when
probJ.ern-soJ-ving requests with higher priority are received (e.9.
execution

emergency reques!s

).

¿.8 SIJI.IMÀRY
1n this chapter I presentâd a conceptual model of distributed problem
solving. The fundamental principle in lhe nodel is the separation of
basic problem solving from dislributed problem solving, The model
acconplishes this by dividing basic agents into teo components: a
probLem-solving component anda planning component. Problem-solving
conponents perform problem-solving functions that carry out basic
computation, while planning components perf orm problem-solving f unctions

thal plan
the agents.

and co-ordinate

distributed problem-solving acLivities

among
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Each planning component ernbodies

that it

lo
(1ocal/external) tha! it
knows how

a

knowledge-based model.

of

problems

solve and the problem-solving resources
can use to soLve each problem. Emptoying a

knowledge-based approach provídes a nore underslandable, exlendabLe, and

robusl representation of an agenl's distributed

probì.en-solvíng

funclions than a procedure-based approach would because the knowledge is

explicit and the application of the knowledge is not predefined (the
control strategy determines dynamically the knowledge that can be used

to co-ordinate co-operative problem solving). Each agen! in the
environmen! is able to perform a set of assigned tasks using its
problem-solving component, and can reason using its planning component
about hor+ it can contribute to the problem-solving activities of olher
agents and hor,r other agents can contribute to its own problem-solving
activities.
Appendix À provides a deLailed examination

of the engineering issues

involved in creating an irnplemenlation of the concepLuaL model of
distributed problem soLving outlined in this Chapter.

Chapter

V

ÀPPIYING THE UODET

5,1

ovERvrEI{

the application of the model of distribut.ed
problem solving presented in the previous chap!er to problem soJ.ving in
the medical dornain of cancer diagnosis and treatment. The complexity
inherent in the domain prevents any single agent (health-care
professional ) from performing or controlling aIl of the required
problem-solving activities.
Instead, the agenls must co-operaLe to
perform distributed problem solving which enables lhem to distribute
tâsks and subsets of lasks !o other agents in order to overcome local
probLen-solving Lirnitations (i.e Iack of skill, knowledge, and time).
The examples presented in this chapter iLLustrate tha! in order to
perform distribubed problem solving, the agents must, have an explicit,
meta-Level modeL of the environnent and lhe abilily !o reason about how
they can co-operate wilh one another based on this model. The goal of
the chapter is to demonstrate that it is the embodiment of an explicit
distributed problem-solving mechanisn in each agent that enables the
This chapter illustrates

agents

to perform co-operative problem solving effectively.
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5,2 IltE DouÀIN
0ncology is generally referred to as the 'cancer problem' Inubin A:]:
the study of the diagnosis and treatment of malignant tumors that can
arise in various areas of the human body. In our society, deaths from
cancer are exceeded only by those resulting from cardiovascu!ar disease.

Àlrìost one in every four Anericans now Iiving wilI be diagnosed

as

having cancer within his/her tifetime IRubin 83]. Furthermore, at
current rates almost lwo thirds of cancer patients wilI probably die of

their

disease lRubin 83]

.

Although there is no known cure for all

cancers, there have been, and contínues to

be,

considerable advances in

the areas of early diagnosis and effective treatment lold 88]. This

has

led to an increase in the effectiveness with t{hich the disease can be

battled, and pronounced decreases in the lethaLity rate of many cancers
(uterus cancer, stomach cancer, and liver cancer) lRubin 83] .
Nevertheless, the dealh rates associated nith many cancers continue to
rise (lung cancer, prostate cancer, pancreatic cancer) [Rubin 83]. Much
research
cancer

has

been

directed toward deternining the nechanisms by

cells proliferaLe

and spread and

finding

irnproved

which

diagnoslic

and

treatment nethods ISeck 85] .
The

the

complexily inherent in cancer diagnosis and treatment dictates

for co-operative problem solving. The

types of
cancers, multiple occurrences of cancers (possibly different types) in
several areas of the body, and the extensive set of testing ând therapy
procedures required to diagnose and treat patients necessitates
need

numerous

co-operation among several specially-trained health-care professionals

(agents).

No

single agent, not even lhe most knowledgeable oncologis!
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(a physician who speciaJ.izes in
can

the

diagnosis and treatment of cancer),

effectively perform alÌ of the tasks associated with the diagnosis

of cancer patients. This wouLd require an enorJnous amount
of knowledge, far more than is humanly possible to retain and apply
effectively. As a result, problem-solving responsibilities must be

and treatment

divided among several agents, each of r+hom possesses skills and
knowLedge that are applicable to some subset of the domain lasks. The
skills embodied in the agents will vary and lhe tasks t.o which each can
contribute will vary accordingly. For

exampLe, an

oncologis! is capable

of diagnosing cancer, selecting an appropriate treatnent plan,

and

the patientrs progress during treatment. À lab technician

does

managing

not have lhe knowledge and traini.ng to diagnose a patient, plan
treatment, or manage treatment, bu! is capable of performing a specific
sel of laboratory tests (blood, urine, tissue, etc. ) that contIibute
viLaI infornation so that the oncologist can make diagnosis and
treatment decisions.

in having lhe agents perform disEribuLed problen
solving is that it enables the agents to co-operâte in order to utilize
the resources in !he environment effeclively. This is often
advantageous even when an agent is capable of perforrning a task because
Another advantage

it

to concentrate on more important tasks which
require his advanced skills. For example, an oncologist can distribute
the task of adminisLering a patient's treatment to a oncology nurse or
clinician so that he can concentrate on diagnosÍng ând planning the
treatrflent for other patienLs. This enables high-1eve1 skills which are
normally very scarce and expensive to be ulilized to their fullest,
enables

that

agent
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llhile less demanding tasks are carried out by less skilled agents.

The

agents may be Less skilled but are stiIl

vital to the overaLl
environment - they reduce the burden on skilled agents. Similarly, the
agents can co-operate to ensure that available equipmenl (e.g. CTscan
machines) is used effectively. Àgents can schedule tests and treatments
that requíre scarce and expensive equipment co-operatively in order to
resolve conflicts and, more importantly, avoid periods of
unde r

-ut i I i za t i on .

The following sections describe a model of the basic acLivilies
involved in diagrrosing and treâting cancer patients and the agents

!¡ho

co-operate to perforrn these activities.

the

A general overview

of

domain, the agents involved, and the tasks that each performs, is

presented.

The model

illustrates the complexity involved in

diagnosing

and treating cancer patienLs and t.he co-operative probLem solving that

the

agenLs

utilize in order to

extensive description of oncology

5.3

with this complexity. A
can be found in Ipevita 85] .
cope

more

ÀGENTS

Figure 5.1 illustrates the coLlection of agents rlho participate directly

(administrators, secretaries, etc.
have not been included). The agents are organized into structured groups
(agencies) according to their skills and retationships with other

in cancer diagnosis

and treatment

agents. The agents have wel.L-defined roles that are

based

on their

abiliLies. In addition, each agent is capable of
interacLing ['ith some of ihe oLher agents in its own agency or in other
agencies either directly or índirectly. Interactions are also
problem-solving
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:

Organization of Àgents Involved
Trea tmen

well-defined
contributions

Initially,

based

lhat

t

Cancer Diagnosis and

on the tasks that must be carried out and the
each

agent can make to performing those tasks.

only a small subset

more specialized

in

of

lhe agents

will participate'

but

as

skills are required, additional specially trained

Y
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agenls

r,till

be brought

work co-operativeJ.y
diagnose and

lo

into the process.

treat cancer patients.

cancer patients

and usually

a result, the agents must

perform the numerous complex tasks necessâry to

The three basic types

institutes.

Às

of agencies involved in diagnosing and trealing

arei general medical clinics, cancer centres,

General cLinics are designed

consist of

one

or

and cancer

to provide primary health

more physicians

and several nurses.

care
The

are classified as fanily practice specialists because they
are trained to provide comprehensive family health care. Nurses perform
basic health care functions that aid the family practice specialists
(e.g. manage pabient histories, perform basic tests, administer
injections). These clinics use laboratories to analyze test samples and
perform speciat tests (e.g. x-rays, blood tests). The laboratories are
often autonomous entities that are shared by severaL clinics; paLients
are sent to lhe labs to have various tests adminisÈered and analyzed,
and test samples laken by clinic personneJ. are sent to the lab for
physicians

analysis.
À cancer centre

is a special-purpose

medical agency t+hich speciaJ.izes

in cancer diagnosis, treatment, and research. Within each cancer centre
is an agency referred to as a cancer clinic which is responsible for
diagnosis and treatment of cancer patients. Cancer clinics may also
reside outside of a cancer centre (e.g. rural regíons), but they
normally are affiliated wi!h a cancer centre. The majority of the
diagnostic and treatment tasks can be performed in these c).inics, but
some tests (crscans) and therapies (radiotherapy) must be performed at a
cancer

centre.

À câncer

centre consists of several specially

trained
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agents,

many

of

tlhom

reside in the

cancer

clinic

component

of

the

centre, incJ.uding: oncoLogists, oncology nurses, lab technicians, and a

protocol t.echnician ISinger 86J. OncologÍsLs are physicians who
specialize in cancer diagnosis and treatment, while oncology nurses are
specialLy trained in the administration and nanagement of

cancer

!reatment. oncologists frequently specialize in a particular type of
cancer such äs breast cancer, lung cancer,

or Ieukemia. Each centre

a protocol technician who co-ordinates the lreatment plans used

has

lo treat

cancer. In addition, each cancer centre usually
has its own laboratory rlhere tests can be performed and analyzed (basic
heaLth and cancer-specific lesls) and special therapies can be
the different types of

administered (e.9. radiotherapy),
À

cancer insLitute is a nalional agency responsible for creating,

dislributing,

and nonitoring treatment

plans. Clinical trials

compare

the effectiveness of treatnent plans (standard plans and newly deveJ.oped
plans) in order to deternine the treatment plans that are most effeclive
in treating a par!icular type of cancer (a specificaLion of doses and

a lherapy that is accepted as being applicable to a
particular type of cancer is referred to as a standard treatment pLan),
The formal definition of a clinical trial, the eligibility criteria for
participatín9 in the triaL, the treatment plans used in the trial, and
the data collection requirements are referred to as a
protocol IScuse 88] . Cancer inst,iLutes monitor the treatment of cancer
patients participating in the clinical trials in order to analyze the
successfulness of the treatment plans and to create improved plans. The
sLaff of a cancer institute include highly qualified oncoLogists !¡ho
frequency of

14"1

supervise lhe developnent and administraLion of standard treatment

plans, protocol adrninistrators who register patients in cLinical triaLs
and collecl clinical data, and researchers who analyze the data
collecled from clinical trials. These institutes can be consuLted to
deterrnine whether or nol a patient is eligible to participate in a
clinical trial and to verify any !reatment modifications that may be
necessary when a patient experiences adverse reactions to the therapies
prescribed by a trealment plan of a clinicaL triaL.

5.4 ACTIVITIES
5.4.1 Overvier
Figure 5.2 illustrates the basic activities that are performed during
cancer diagnosis and treatment IRosentha] 871. The process normally
begins with a famiJ.y physician examining the patient. When a potential
cancer problem is detected, the physician wiJ.l normally order special
tesls (such as a biopsy). if a diagnosis of cancer is deterrnined or
suspected, the physician will refer the patient to a cancer centre. The
patient's first visit to the cancer centre consists of several tests and
consultation wilh an oncoJ-ogist. If the oncologist confirms the
diagnosis, then appropriate therapies are determined. The therapies for

cancer include surgical removal of some or all
radiotherapy, and/or chemotherapy. The therapies

of the

may be

lumor,

curative (to

the lumor), prophylactic (as a preventative measure), or
palJ.ialive (to reduce the suffering but rrithout curing) lRosentha] 871 .
Establishmen! of a treatment plan (appropriate therapies) is carried out
by the oncologist, after which initial therapies may be administered.
The patíent is then scheduled for future visits at which Èime the
remove

Gsnerol EHômlnotlon

consral
Test¡

Patlont
HlstorU

Cancer 0lagnosls

Establlsh Treatment
Plon

rotocols

Treotment
M6nôge.ment
and
Rdmln¡strollon

Figure

5.2t

administration

of

Basic Cancer Diagnosis and Treatrnent ÀcLivities

the prescribed therapies

wiÌ1 occur. During lhese

visits, the palien!rs status is nonitored and the treatment plan is
rnodified when problems arise. Treatment administration and management
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conlinue for the duration of
determines

the

treatment plan or unt.il the oncologist

that the treatment is no Longer

necessary

or useful.

of lhe activities described above is examined in more detail in
the remainder of this section, the goal being to define a rudimentary
model of cancer diagnosis and treatment. Many of the tasks involved in
each of the basic activities have been simplified for the reader who is
Each

unacqua

inted with oncology.

5,4,2

General Examination

of cancer is typically detected during a clinical
by a family physician. Early warning signs such

The potenLial presence

examination performed

as dizziness, headaches, abnormal

pain,

shortness

of breath, or

the

of ).umps may prompt a patien! to visit a physician (potential
problens are also often detected during annual checkups). The doctor
performs a general examination of the patient using the synptoms the
patient is experiencing to guide the initial diagnosis process. À
appearance

family physician, however,

may

not be able to make a firm diagnosis;

instead, the physician interprets the resuLts of the examination to
determine whether or not cancer is potentially present. If necessary,
the physician arranges for special tests to be to be administered (e.9.

biopsy).

Signs such as abnormal lumps, shadows on x-rays, and

symptoms

that cannot be explained can prompt the physician to refer the paLient

lo a cancer centre (assuming that the signs indicate a potential cancer
problern). In order to refer a patient, the physician must contact a
cancer centre (possibly a specific oncologist

the patient's history (test

results,

at a cenlre) and forrrârd

symptons, etc.

).

The

patient is
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lhen given an appointment

a! the cancer centre which t.akes over the
rliagnosis and treatment tasks. The pätien!'s physician receives regular
reports delailing the treatment because the family physician remains
respons ible for lhe patient.

5,4,3 Diaqnosis at Ê Cancer Cèntre
À patient's first visit to the cancer centre consists of a clinical
examination followed by a consultation with an oncologist. The
oncologist uses the patient's heal!h history and consul!ations with the

patient's farnily physician to acquire an initial summary of the
patien!'s status. The oncoLogist uses this information and
interpreLations of the clinicaì exanination results to make a diagnosis.
Selecting a diagnosis may require consul.tations tiilh ot,her oncologists
(in the centre, other cancer centres, or cancer institutes), or indicate
the need for further !esls that can provide additional ínformation. For
example, a female patient with a lump in her breast may initially have a
mammogram performed (breast x-ray) and then a breast aspiration
(extraction of liquid from the tumor) or possibly a biopsy (surgical
removal of a porlion of lhe tumor) in order !o make a complete and
accurate diagnosis. A diagnosis t+il1 normally categorize a patient
according to the type of cancer that is present and possibLy the stage
to which the cancer has progressed (based on the size of the tumor,
spread of the disease, etc. ) [Scuse 88] .

'1
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5,4.{ Establishino g TreatnenÈ Plan
À suitable treatment plan mus! be selecbed once a patient has been
diagnosed. NormaLly, an oncologist r¡il1 first try to estabJ.ish a patient
in a clínical trial based on the patient's diagnosis. The oncologist
selects an appropriate protocol and instructs the protocol technician to

regíster the patient with the cancér instilute sponsoring the protocol

.

the palient's eligibility to
parLicipate in the clinical trial according to the eligibility criteria
specifíed by the protocol (e.9. a9e resLrictions, tumor size and
location, stage of cancer, and the general health status of the
patient). If the patient is eligible, the cancer institute wilt
randomize the palient into one of the treatment plans specified by the
protocol. The cancer institute will inform the prolocol technician of
the results of this process and the protocol technicÍan wiIl then in
The cancer institute will verify

turn i nform the oncologis!.

is not eligible to participate in a particular clinicaL
trial may still be treated using a treatment plan used rlithin lhe trial,
although the patient Hill not be par! of lhe trial.
Àn oncologist may
À patient who

also decide to treat a patient using a treatmen! plan from a previously
completed
may

cLinical trial (a standard treatment plan), or the oncologíst

decide to create a special-purpose trealment plan or to apply

modified version of a standard treatment plan (plans

of this sort

a

are

referred t.o as non-standard treatnent plans).
Once a treatment plan

lherapies

tests

is generated.

and

is established, the
The

prescribed regimen of

treatment plan dictates

therapies that are

to

be

the

schedule of

adminislered, the frequency

of

1s2

therapy,
can be

and any constraints

administered.

that must be satisfied before each therapy

The oncologist explains the treatnen! plan

to

the

patien!, including the treatment meLhods and goals and the schedule of
future visits to the centre when lherapies wilL be administered.
5.4,5
The

Treatment Àdlrninistration and l¡lanaqenent

administration of a patient's treatment plan is performed during

regular visits to the cancer centre. The patient undergoes a series of
prescribed Lests (blood, urine, etc. ) before therapy is adminisLered.

are used to assess lhe patient's status and deLermine
whether the palient is having any adverse reacLions to therapy. Many of
These tests

the therapies (especially chemoLherapy) in cancer treatment must

be

administered in doses that are almost intolerable to lhe paLient and the

of toxicity in the patient. Às a
result, the status of the patient must be monitored closely in order to
ensure that the patient is not seriously compromised by the lherapy, but
that the therapy lhe patient is receiving is effecLive. The patient's
treatnent plan may have to be modified if the results of the toxicity
tests indica!e that toxicity problems have occurred. Treatment
modifications can include reducing dosages of lherapies, delaying a
therapies may lead to varying degrees

therapy, or omitting a scheduled applicalion of a therapy untiL toxicity

levels return to acceptable levels (in severe cases lreaLnent

may be

!erminated).

of therapy is supervised by an oncologis! and the
administration of therapies is normally perforrned by an oncoLogy nurse
based on the plan managenent and modificaLion criteria prescribed by the
The management
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patientrs treatrnent plan. If toxicity problems arise, the oncoLogy
nurse consults l¡ilh the oncoLogist to determine whether treatment
modifications are necessary,

appropriate. In

extreme

and, if so, the modifications that are

cases, the oncologisl

may have

to consult llith

the modifications that can be made if
a patÍen! develops severe reactions to therapy. This ensures that
patienLs parficipating in a clinical lrial are treated using acceptable
modifications so that the data collected wilL not bias the cLinical
trial.
the cancer insLitute to determine

Àfter the patient's slatus has been

the treatment for
lhat day has been determined, the nurse adninisters the prescribed
therapies using any modified dosages that are required (possibLy
onitting or delaying one or more therapies). Chemolherâpy is normalty
administered by an oncology nurse, while radiolherapy Ís adminÍstered by
a radiotherapist. After alL therapies have been adninistered, the
patient is informed of lhe next visit and the patient's chart is updated
accordingly. If severe toxicity problems were detecled, then special
visits are scheduled at which tíme toxicity IeveIs are tested and
delayed lherapies are administered (if appropriate).
5.5

assessed and

SNÀPSHOTS OF DISTRIBUTED PROBLEI.Í SOIVING

IN

TIIE DOMÀIN

I Overvier
This section examines the application of the model of distributed
problem solving to co-operative problem solving in oncoLogy. Each agent
in the donain is viewed as embodying a planning conponent and a
5.5.

problern-solving cornponent. An agenl's pJ.anning component co-ordinates
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the

problem-solving tasks

perform and those tasks

discussion

ís no!

that its

tha! should

intended

to

problem-solving component should

be performed by other

impLy

agenls.

This

that the human agents discussed

in

of a planning component and a
problem-solving component. Instead, it attempts to illustrate how the
the previous

section

are

comprised

co-operative problem soLving that hunan agents perform can be achieved

in ChapLer 4.
Therefore, references made to agents t¡ithin this section such as
patients, family physicians, and oncologisLs refer lo the arlificiaL
agents created using the nodel; these agents carry out the lasks
assigned to their human counterparts. The goal is to demonstrate that
these agents must possess plan and resource knowledge ând the ability to
manipulate this knowledge in order to determine when and how they can
co-operate to perform the various tasks involved in diagnosing and
using the mode). of distributed problen solving presented

treat ing cancer pâtients.
Examples

are taken from each of the basic domain

activities:

general

examination, cancer diagnosis, treatrnent plan establishment,
treatment administration and managenent. Each example

illustrate

some

of

is

and

intended to

the plan knowì.edge used to determine the tasks that

must be performed, and sone

of the

resource knowledge (tasks and agents)

that describes how these tasks can be carried out (either

itseLf or in co-operation wilh one or

more other

agents).

by

an agent

The process

of refining an agent's composite plan steps to one or more primitive
tasks is exanined, as is the process of applying resource knowledge to
determine how (by whorn) each primitive Lask can be performed. The
examples

also iLLusÈrate that a primilive task

a composite lask by the agent to which

may

actually be viewed

it is distributed.

as
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Snapshols

of plan, task,

and agent knowledge are presented

in

several

this section. The examples are not intended to be
exhaustive, nor is the knowledge and reasoning illustrated in the
examples intended lo be complete; however, it serves to illustrate the
basic structure, content, and application of the knowledge that enables
the agents to perform co-operative problem solving (in practice, each
knowledge script would contain significantJ.y ¡nore extensive
information). For instance, lhe problem description elements of the
knowledge scripts provide a summary description of the types of
problems, tasks, and agents lo which a script is applicable (this
informalion would normally be represented in an extensive frame
strucLure as outlined in Chapter 4).
The conLrol infornation for
delermining when the knowledge scripts are applicable and how to
negotiate refornulations of the probLem descriptions so that
incompatibiJ.ities !hat preven! a knowledge script from being applied can
be resolved, have been omitted from the scripts, The steps of each plan
script are represented in a task and attribuLe-Iist form, the plan steps
would in fac! be represented using problem descrip!ion structures. The
!ask descrip!ion slot in the task scripts has also been omittetl, but
agaÍn wouJ.d be represented using a problem description struclure which
riould be instantiated using the problen attributes from the appropriate
plan steps (!his enables the task knowledge lo specify additional
information about the tasks to be performed).
diagrams throughou!

The problem-solving componenls of lhe various agents are
examined,

it is

assumed

lhal

not

each problem-solving component possesses

appropriate knowledge and reasoning

mechanisms

to perforn lhe

lasks
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that are distributed to it by its p).anning component. In addition,

the

activity blackboards that each agent's planning component uses to
maintain an agenda of the probJ.em-solving activities currentLy underway
are not discussed: it is assumed that the planning components will
naintain and manipulate theír activity blackboards appropriately. The
goal of !hís section is to demonstrate, using snapshots of distribuLed
problem solving, that it is the agents' ability to embody and manipulate
explicit meta-leveI knowledge (plans, tasks, and agents) that enables
them

to perforrn co-operative

5,5,2

problem solving

effectively.

General Exanination

Figure 5.3 illustrates a snapshot

of the plan knowledge that a patien!'s
planning component typically uses to plan the diagnosis and treatnent
of heallh problems (autonomous treatment methods and co-operative
treatment methods). The hierarchy of plan scripts represents the
patient's knowledge of ways to treat health problems. llhen health
problems develop, t,he patient's planning conponent seLects the
appropriate plan knowledge based on the description (symptoms) of

t.he

heallh problems that are present. The patient's problem-soJ.ving
component wilJ. normally ínitiate this process by reporting the presence
of health problems to the planning conponent. The planning component
may have to interrogate its prob).em-solving component to obtain a
sufficient description of problems in order to deternine the appropriate
plan knowledge. If the health problems are minor, then one of the
special-purpose plans designed to treat ninor health problems would be
seJ.ected (e.9. colds, minor culs, etc. ). The plan information in these
scripts (not shown)

would describe self-treaLment !asks such as bedrest

Treat Health Problems
- any health problems

Treat Minor
Health Problems
colds, minor cuts, flu,

Treat Severe
Health Problems
- Severe

head.aches.

rumps, cnest patnS, ...

Treat

Minor
Colds
Figure 5.31 Snapshot of Patient's PIan Knoeledge Hierarchy

Treat Severe Health Problems
Applicable-to:

Operation:

Object:

health care
(?a patient)

symptoms: constraints = ANY-oF (IHBB?.
f;âåBå¿¡Bir:.
Plan

class:

Plan:
rigure

treat health problems

(

DO ( obtain-professional-health-care
symptoms
( apply-prescribed-care
therapy ) )

5.4:

I

(

snapshot of a Pa!ient's Plan
Health Problens

)

script for Treating severe
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drugs. 0n the other hand, if the patient
experiencing severe health problems then lhe plan script designed
and non-prescription

treat severe problems

is
to

would be selected.

5.4 illustrates a more detailed description of the plan
information for treating severe health problems. The scrípt is
applicable if the symptoms that the patient is experiencing (obtained
Figure

from the

patient's problem-solving component)

match those specified in

slof (e.9. lumps, severe headaches, chest pains,
etc.). The plàn knowledge in this exarnple specifies one lask - obtain
treatment from a health-care professional, The symptoms stored in the
problem description conponent of the script are used as arguments for
the task (i.e. information to be passed on to the health-care
professional). This plan knowledge illustrates that !he paLienl's
planning component is aware that the patien! is no! capable of treating
severe health problems itself, but that treatment can be received from
Therefore, the planning
health-care professionals (other agents) .
the

ÀPPLICÀBLE-To

component must arrange

to obLaÍn the necessary care from other

agents.

5.6 iLlustrate the task and agent knowledge
describing the classes of professional health-care that the patient is
aware of and the agents who belong to each class. The task knowledge is
used to determine the type of health care required and the class of
agents that can provide the chosen care based on the health problems
that the patienE is experiencing. This !ask knowLedge indicates that
generâl care can be provided by a family physician or walk-in clinic,
while emergency clinics are capable of providing emergency health care
(e.g. treating heart attacks, broken bones, etc.). In addition, the
Figures 5,5 and
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Obtain

Prof

essional

Health Care
t-re atme nt ho n o ro le s s io n als
Ìot healn prcþlëms
.

(obtaìn

'
More-Specif

¡c:

Obtain Emergency
Health Care

Applicable to: general health problems
o

Agent Class:

eneral-health -care,

if emeroencv then
first-chõice'= emê19êncy-care

Obtain General
Health Care
Task Class:

-g

obta¡n--e m e roencv-he allh -care,
obta i n -sp e cíal i zéd - h e alth - c arc)

bta¡ n -prcÍ e s s¡o n al - he

to:
Task Class:
Applicable

alth-carc

lÍamilv 'Dhvsician.

Agent

walk-in clinic)

Class:

emergency health problems

obtain-professional-heatth-care
emergency ct¡n¡c

first-choice = lamily phys¡c¡an

Obtain Specialized
Health Care
Applicable

to:

(gynecology,.dematology,
oncology,...)

TaskClass: obta¡n-protess¡onal-health-care
AgentClass: health-cate-specialists

Figure

5.5:

of a Patient's Task Knowledge For 0btaining
Professional HeaIth Care
Snapshot

patient's planning corìponent may have scripts describÍn9

hor¡

to obtain

specialized health care (gynecology, oncology, dermatology, etc.

).

The
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planning component nornal.ly acquires

(builds) !hese ssripts after

earlier referals to speóialists from general healLh-care professional.s

(i.e.

acquire nerr knowledge lhrough experience).

Health-Care
AgentCLåss:
Sub-Agents:

Emergency Clinic

Prof essíonals

Med¡calagents

(lanily.physic¡an,

walN-tn cltntc,
energency clinic )

Walk-ln Clinic

Family Physician

Can-perform: Itesfs,

Can-perform: l{ests,

Can-perform:

AgentClass:

AoentClass:
-

AgentClass:

otagnosts,,,)

health-carc
professional

(Clinicl
Sub-Aoents:
'

.

Cl¡nic2)

dÊgnosts,.,)

Sub-Aoenls:

'

More-Specific: select the

health-carc
profess¡onal

ll-Needed
(search lhe

þhone book)

l{.esfs,

oêgnosts,,,)
health-carc
professional

SuÞAoents:
lDt'Dr.

X.
Y)

Communication: appointment

More-Spec¡fic: f irst(Dr. X)

Clin ic1
Agenl class: emergency

lin ic2
Agent class: emergency

Agent

Communication:

Communicalion:

Communication:

cltnrc

(

address = main st

phone = 555-8976 )

Figure

5.5:

Dr. X

C

cltntc

(' address = lon st
phone = 555-7700 )

class:

lam¡ly.
pnystctan

('phone
address = lirst st

=

555-1235)

Snapshot of a Patient's Àgent Knot{ledge Describing HealthCare Professionals
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The

agent

knowledge

hierarchy in Figure 5.6 is used to select

an

in the case of health-care clinics, belonging to the
agent class specified by the chosen lask script (the agent knowledge
describing health-care speciaJ.ist such as gynecologists, oncologists,
and dernatologists is not shown). The subordinates of the specified
agent class represent actual agents that can perform heal¡h-care tasks
(e.9. CIinicl and CLinic2 are emergencies clinics, and Ðr. X is a family
physician). The MORE-SPECIFIc slot specifies criteria that can be used
to delermine which of several applicable alternatives should be used.
For exanple, the criteria defined in the general health care scrípt
specifies that the patient norrnally prefers to obtain general care from
a faniJ.y physician. The cornmunicalion information specified in the
agent scripts (e,9. address and telephone number) is used to plan and
co-ordinate interactions wit!¡ the selected agent to request health care.
This rnay require the patien!'s planning cornponent to negotiate 14ith the
health-care professional to set up an appointment for a clinical
examination. Constraints such as the severity of the pa!ient's problems
and the physician's work load can be laken into consideration in order
to schedule an acceptab).e appoinlment.
agent, or

agency

lrhen the patienb arrives for hÍs fÍrst appoinLment, he wiII

be

int,errogated by a recepLionist (possibly

a nurse) tlho nust gather sone
basic socio-demographic informalion such as the patient's name, âgêr
health care number, and previous physician where applicable. The
receplionist's planning

component employs

plan and resource knowledge !o

co-ordinate this interrogation process (not shown). The patient
examined by

is

then

a physician. Figure 5.7 illustrates the plan knowledge that
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Manage Pat¡ent Care
App licable-to:

Operation:

patient care
(?a Patient)

Object:

Symptoms: constraints = general health problems

Planclass:

health-care management

Plan: Do ( perform-tests

(

symptoms);

interpret-test-results (lest'results);
select-diagnosis ( symptoms' fest-an alysis)

lF

diagnosis indicates special care THEN

refer-to-specialist ( patient-data );

ELSE DO

(select-treatment-plan ( diagnosis );
manage-therapy

Figure

a

5.7r

Snapshot

(treatment-plan

))

;

of a Physician's Plan Script for Co-ordina!Íng

Health Care

farnily physícian's planning component uses

to

nanage

patient

care

(this is a plan script f rorn the physician's plan knowledge hierarchy).
This plan information specifies that a se! of general tests should be
performed and interpreted, followed by the selection of a diagnosis. À!
lhis point the plan sLipulates a choice based on the selected or
suspecLed diagnosis (represented in the plan by an IF-THEN-ELSE

construct). If the diagnosis indicates the need for specialized health
care (e.g. presence of cancer signs), lhen the plan specifies tha! the
patient should be referred to an appropríaLe health-care specialisb.

0n
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lhe other hand,
probLem

that

if

the diagnosis

the physician

is

complete and represents a health

is capable of treating,

plan can be selected, followed
administration of the prescribed lherapies.
treatment

The physician's planning component
knowledge (r'igure

5.8) to

by the task

t.hen

of

a

suitable

managing the

interprets this plan and uses task

determine how each plan

step

can be carried

out, eíther by the physician's problem-solving component (SELF) or by
one or more other agents (nurses, surgeons, etc.). The planning
component

co-ordinates interactions with the appropriate agents in order

to have the specified tasks carried out successfuJ-Iy. This may involve
interrogating agenls !o obtain additional infornation about test resul!s

and interpretations, and negoliating tlÍth agents

difficulties arise during task execution
misinterpretations of test results, etc. ).

In addition, the

conflicts or
(scheduling tests, resolving

agents who are asked

when

to perform the tasks

may

interact with the physician's planning conponent and request additional

information. Consider the task of selecting a diagnosis. The task
knowledge in this case indicates that the physician's problem-soLving
conponent (Sprr) can perform t,he diagnosis. I,lhile attempting !o
determine

an

appropriate diagnosis, the problem-solving component

may

perforned. The physician's planning
component must co-ordinate such requests . by planning further
co-operative activilies such as distributing tasks of performing lhe
request that additional tests be

requested

its

tests

to

pr obl ern-solv i

appropriate agents and communicating the results !o

ng comþonent. For

example, while t.rying lo select

diagnosis, the physícian's problem-solving

component may request

a
a

Perform Tests
Applicable-to: heatth tests
Sub Tasks: (De tlotm-basic-te sts.
iie orm -special,te sté.
perrorm-atopsy)
More-Specif

Perf

orm

Basic

ic:

Perf

orm

Tests

loi

Appl¡cable

if emeroencv then
perforrñ imÍnediately

Special

orm Biopsy
Applicable to: surgical tests
Task Class: perform-tests
Perf

Tests

(blood pressurc,

Applicable

DUISS tAle.

to:

\eflex,..J

EKG:..]

TaskClass: perform-tests
AgentClass: (physician,

Task
Agent

nurse)

lnterpret

(blood tests,
x-râvs-

Class: pe otm-tests
Class:

Agent

Task

to:

Test

Select Diagnosis

(blood pressure,
pulse rate,
'rellex,
X-ray...)

Class:

Agent

lD:

Applicable
Task

inte ryret-patie nt-d at

AgentClass:

(physician,specíatist)

SE¿F

Figure

biopsy be

5.8:

surgeon

tab

Results
Applicable

Class:

Snapshot

perforned.

bas¡c health problems

Class:

interpret-pat¡e nt-data

Agent

Class:

Agent

lD:

of a PhysicÍan's

Knowledge describing

lo:

lamily phys¡c¡an

SELF

Task Knowledge

how to arrange for a biopsy

to be carried oul is nraintained by the planning component ehich

would
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distribute this task to a surgeon; the planning
co-ordinate scheduling

the

component would

surgery with the surgeon and then route the

results of the biopsy back to the problem-solving

component once surgery

was completed.

Once the

task of selectÍng a

diagnosis has been completed, the

pLanning conponent must determine

its next actions. I f a

complete

diagnosis rras generated, then the planning component must co-ordinate

the selection of an appropriate treatment plan and the
prescribed

of

the

planning componen! r,rould

to determine hoH to perform these tasks. The t.ask
knowledge describing these tasks is not shown; however, these tasks

use

task

therapies. À9ain, the physician's

management

knowledge

normally are performed by the physician's problem-solving component.

If, however, the diagnosis indicates that specialized health-care is
required, lhen the planning component must co-ordinate the referal of
patient care to an appropriate health-care specialist. This step is
necessary if lhe problem-solving component is unable to make a firm
diagnosis or detects lhe presence of severe health problems that require
specialized care (e.g. cancer problems, cardiac problems, etc.). The
planning component must select !ask knowledge describing ho!¡ to refer a
patient to an appropriaLe heaILh-care specialist

based on

or suspected diagnosis (see Figure 5.9). For

exampJ.e,

of the palient's

the

deLermined

a spol on an

in the patient's breast would
prompt the physician to refer the patient to a cancer specialist, while
prolonged chest pains may necessitate a referal !o a heart specialist.
In sone instances, lhe planning conponent may have to interrogate
several different specialists to deterrnine which one is best suited to
the healLh probl-ems that the patienl is experiencing.

X-ray

J.ung

or a

lump
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Refer

to:
Task Class:
Sub Tasks:
Applicabfe

to

Special¡st

severe heallh problems
heatth-care-management

lcardiac-trcatme nt.
bancerlreatment, ...)
AgentClass: specialist

Cardiac Treatment

Cancer Treatment

to: cardiac symptoms
Task Class: trcat-pat¡ent
Agent Class: card¡olog¡st
Applicable

Figure

5.9:

Snapshot

to:
Task Class:

cancer symptoms

AgentClass:

oncotogist

Appf

icable

treat-patient

of a Physician's Task Know)-edge

The patien!'s health stalus cân be used to delermine
appointment

a

suilable

with the specialist. For example' lhe prelÍrninary diagnosis

indicate that the patienl is in a potentially dangerous state of
health and requíres the earliest possible t.reatment. In such cases, the
specialist may be able to ju991e his schedule to accommodate the patient

rnay

imrnediately. The physician's planning

specialist's planning
referal

component

in

conponent must

order

to

interact rrith

the

plan and co-ordinate lhe

and negotiate an acceptable appointment.
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Health-Care
Agenl

Class:

Prof

essionals

ned¡cal agents

Sub-Agents:

(physician,
nurse.

specíalist)

Communication: appointment

Physician
Can oerform: þiagnosis,

Canoerform:
'

AoentClass:
health-care
'

AoentClass:
heallh-care
-

'

trcatment, ..)

prolessionals

Sub-Agents:

Fr?,rV,orí;.\,

Can ¡erform: lfesfs,

@iagnosis,

'

trcatmenl, ..)

AoentClass:
health-care
-

prclessionals
Sub-Agenls: (NurseA'...)

ptofessionals

Sub-Aoenls:
lcardiolaoisl..
'
' oncologtít, .i)

.

More-specif

Figure

5.10:

Snapshot

The agent informaLion

classes of agents

(ÀGENT

).

in

ic:

f

irsl¡choic6t

Knowledge

the task knowledge scripts specifies

ctÀss) or specific agents (lcnHr Io) that

execute each task (perform

etc.

of a Physician's Àgent

stored

lrealment, ,,)

tests, interpret test,

can

sel.ect diagnosis,

Figure 5.10 represents the agent knowledge maintained by the

physician's planning component describing the health-care professÍonals

in the environment. The planning conponenl uses this agent knowLedge to
determine specific agents belonging lo specified agent classes and to
determine hoH to interact with the agents
nunbers,

etc.) to request that they perforn

(e.9.
lasks.

addresses, telephone
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5.5.3 Cancer
An oncologist

D

Íaqnos i

E

responsibilily for diagnosing and !reating a
patien! after the patient is referred to a cancer cenlre, Figure 5.11
ilLustrates a snapshot of !he plan knowJ-edge that lhe oncologis!'s
planning component uses to plan and co-ordinate patient care. The plan
steps in this example correspond to those used by a family physician,
the activities that are performed rlithin each step r,lill, however,
reflect the oncologist's special expertise and abilities and those of
the agents that the oncologis! may co-operate !,ith. In addition, the
oncologist's problem-solving component will contain specialized
assumes

knowLedge and reasoning

strategies that are designed to deaL with cancer

problems. Thus, the structure of an oncologist's plan

and resource

is similar to that of a family physician's; it ís the
activities and resources described by the knowledge that rlif f er, thus
representing the different skills and abilities of each.
knowledge

Consider the

oncologist's task of selecting a diagnosis.

in Figure 5,11

The plan

the tasks that an oncologist's
planning component must co-ordinate Lo provide cancer care for a
paLient. The first part of lhis plan specifies that a set of standard
knowledge

describes

tests should be performed and interpreted, folLowed by the selection of

a diagnosis. The planning component must plan and co-ordinate lhe
execution of these tasks using the appropriate task and agent knor,lledge
(see Figures 5.12 and 5.13). The planning component must arrange for
the necessary tests to be performed by qualified agents (oncology
nurses, surgeons, technicians, etc.) and to have the test results
interpreted, again by qualified agents (the oncologist's problern-soI
component,

palhologisls,

et,c. ) .

v

i ng
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Manage Care For Gancer Patients
Applicable-to:

Operation:

Object:

cancer care
(?a patient)

Symptoms: constraints

Planclass:
Plan:

=

cancer problems

health-care management

(

symptoms);
interpret-test-results ( fest-resurts);
select-diagnosis ( symptoms, fest-a nalysÍ s)

Do ( perform-tests

lF

diagnosis indicates special care THEN

setect-diasnosis

( Fp"lpjî/i:å.t, I

select-treatment-plan (diagnosis );
manage-therapy

rigure 5.11:

( treatment-plan

Snapshot of an Oncologíst's Plan
Cancer Care

Planning and co-ordinating the execuÈion

));

Script for Co-ordinating

o! lhese

tasks may require

the planning conponent to inlerrogate and negotiate trith other agenls in
order to
other

overcome

constraintsr anbiguities ín inlerpreLalions,

difficulties tha! nay arise. In adCition,

the agents

asked to perform the various tasks may interrogate

lhe

and any
who are

oncologisl's

planning component to request that additional tasks be performed or that

additional

informaLion

be

!orwarded

(e.9.

perform

additional tests'
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forward additional patient
conponent must

plan

out such requests
hi

story,

eLc.

history,

etc.

).

The oncoJ.ogist's planning

and co-ordinate co-operative

(e.9.

schedule additional

actívities that

carry

tests, retrieve patient

),

task of selecting a diagnosis is normally carried out by the
oncologist's problem-solving component (SEtF) as indicaLed in the task
knowledge in Figure 5.'12. However, in some cases the oncologist may not
be able to make a firm diagnosis, in which case the planning component
must plan and co-ordinate interactions with one or more other
oncologist.s in order lo construcl a complete diagnosis co-operatively.
The planning component uses the agent knowledge in Figure 5.13 to
The

determine the oncologists who should be consulted based on the partial

diagnosis provided by its problem-solving component. The partial.
diagnosis wil). normatly specify lhe lype of cancer (breast, lung, bone,

etc,) that is present. The planning component uses this information to
select an oncologist who specializes in the care of the specified or
suspected cancer. This agent knowledge represents the oncoJ.ogist's
parLial knowledge of the abilities of some of the other agents in lhe
centre (and possibly agents in other cancer centres or cancer
institutes) .and enables the planning

component

to plan and co-ordinate

interactions with other oncologists in ordsr to utilize their expertise
when dealing

with

problems

!hat stretch past the

boundaries

of

the

oncologist' s olrn expert i se.

is a good example of multiple agents (two
or nore oncologists) collaboraling to atlain a solution (compleÈe a
diagnosis). The oncologists' planning components must plan and
This consultation process

Perform Tests
Applicable-to: heatth tests
Sub Tasks: lDe tlot m-bas¡c-tests.
þe ilo rn - spec¡a l- te sÉ)
More-Specif ic: if emeroencv then
perforñ ¡mÍnediately

orm

Perf

Basic

Perf

"

to:

lblood Dressurc.
lood t:ests, X-rays,

ultra sound.
Bone Scan, ....)

b

Task

Class:

..)
pe orm-tests

Task

Class:

Class:

oncology nurse

Agent

Chss:

Agent

lnterpret

Test

Task

to:

AgentClass:
Agent

lD:

Applicable

x-rays, ..)

¡nte

lab

to:
Task Class:

(tox¡cty tests,

Class:

petÍorm-tests

Select Diagnosis

Results
Applicable

Speciai

Tests
Aoolicableto: (CTscan,

Tests
Aoolícable

orm

Asentclass:

rpret-patie nt-dal

(oncotog¡st,speciat¡st)

Agent

SE¿F

lD:

cancer problems
inte rpret-p at¡e

nt-data

(offflà1ßift¿ncotog¡su
SELF

Figure 5.121 Snapshot of an Oncologist's Task Xnotrledge

another in order to exchange
infornation describing lhe problem context (patient's status' symptoms'

co-ordinate interactions among

one

poÈential diagnoses) and negotiate an accepLable diagnosis based on !his

Cancer-Care Professionals
Agent

Class:

med¡cal spec¡alisß

Sub-Agents:

Oncology Nurse
Can oerform:

'

(oncologist,
onæloov nurse,
protoú1 technic¡an, ...)

Protocol Tech

Oncologist

(toxicily tests,
admtntslet
tteatments.
.. .)

Can oerform: øiAg7o.s¡s,.
Seleêt treatment,
manage theßpy

...)

AgentClass: cançer-carc.

AoentClass:
cancerûare
-

Sub-Agents: (NurseA,...)
More-Spec¡fic: tllll

sub-Asents:

prolessional

proresstonal

Can

oerform:
Drotocol
'
'rcgistrat¡on

Class:

cancercare
proless¡onal
Sub-Agents: (Mr. x' Ms. Y)

Ê,?,þ,oi;.h,..1

Specialist Oncologist
AgentClass:
Sub-Aoents:

Lung Specialist
Appl¡cable

to:

oncologist
llu no -sDecialist.

brdasl-soecialiét.
bone spécialist, ...)

Breast Specialist

to:

lung cancers

Appl¡cable

AgentClass:

special¡st
oncologtst

AoentClass:
-

Sub-Agents:

(Self

'

Figure

Dr.4,..)

5.13:

of

to:

breast canceß

Applicable

s?ec¡alist

AgentClass:

cincologist

Sub-Agenls: Dr' F

Snapshot

Bone Specialist
bone cancers

s?ecialist
oncologtst

Sub-Agents: (Dr. x' Dr'

an oncologist's Àgent Knowledge

M)
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informaLion and their expertise and experience (contained

in their

respective problem-solving components). The oncologists must co:operate

to integrale their prelirninary diagnoses into a final diagnosis,
process

which may

a

require several interactions and refinements to

intermediaLe diagnoses. The negotiaLion and ÍnLegration processes

result in a synergy of the expertise of several oncologists t{hich is

often essential in solving the complex task of diagnosíng cancer
probJ.ens. The planning component of each oncologist acls a liaison
belween its corresponding problem-solving conponent and the
problem-solving components of the other oncologists invol.ved in the
consultation in order to co-ordinate co-operative diagnosis activities
ef fect

ively.

5,5.4 Establishíno e TreaÈtnenÈ Plan
The next step in the patient nanagenent plan (figure 5.11) is to
an appropriate treatment pJ-an based on lhe diagnosis. Às

select

illustrated in

the snapshot of the plan knowledge hierarchy in Figure 5.14, seLecting a

of tr{o waysi the patient can
be placed in a slandard treatment plan (and may or may not participate
in a clinícal trial), or the oncologis! can seLect a suitable
non-standard plan to treat the patienl. Standard plans are normallv
used to treal patients; hcwever, there may be some characteristics of
the patient (age, heal-th history, or progression of the disease) that
dictate lhe need for a non-standard plan (i.e. a treatment pLan that can
trealmen! plan can be carried out

in

one

!reat a pâtient's special needs effectively)

.
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Select Trealmenl
Plan

lo:
Plan Class:
Sub Plans:

Applicable

cancer problems
manage lrealnenls

ßtandârd
Dlan,.
'non-standàrd

þlan)

Select

lect

Non-Standard
Treatment Plan

Standard

Treatment Plan
Aool¡cable loi blin¡cal t als,
''
àtandañ Plans)
Plân

Class:

Applicable lol. sPecial Problems
Plan

selecl trcatment

Class:

select lreatment

Plan:

Figure 5. 14: Snapshot of an Oncologist's Plan Xnowledge Hierarchy

Select Standard Plan
Applicable-to:

Operation:

select treatment Plan
Object: (?a Patient)
Symptoms: constraints = standard cancer treatment

Plan class: select-treatment-plan
Plan:
oo ( select-treatment-plan ( diagnosis \;
lF undetermined-Plan Then
select-protocol (specialist, diagnosis);
Fail then abort this Plan

lF clinical trial

then

register-Patient

(

Protocol )\

Figure 5.15: Snapshot of an Oncologist's Plan Script for Selecling
Standard Treatment Plan

a

1'15

The

oncologist's planning component uses the diagnosis information

of the agents who partícipated in !he diagnosis task
in order to determine which category of trea¡ment plan is appropriale
(sLandard or non-standard treatmen!). In order to selecL a treatment
plan, the oncologist's planning component nust interpret and apply the
chosen plan knowledge, (Nole lhat the criteria in the MoRE-SPECIFIc
slot of the general treatment selection plan script indicates that the
oncologis! shouLd attempt to establish a standard treatment plan before
and interrogations

using a non-slandard treatment plan).

illustrates an expanded version of lhe plan scrip! for
placing a patient in a standard treatment plan. Firs!, the planning
conponent must co-ordinate the selection of an appropriate protoco].
Task knowledge in Figure 5.15 corresponding to this step indicates thaÈ
the oncologist's problen-solving component (SELF) cân perform this task
(or anolher oncologist can perform the task). The oncologist selects a
protocol based on the diagnosis and various eligibility requirements
stipulated by lhe protocols such as patient age, health history, and
diagnosis (type and extent of cancer to be treated). The second plan
step specifies that the planning component can plan and co-ordinate
consultations with other oncologists to determine an appropriate
protocol. This is an optional srep which would only be used when lhe
oncologist's problem-solving component indicates that it requires help
in selecting a treâtment plan (lack of confidence or experience,
incomplete information, etc.). Àgen! knowledge in Figure 5.13 would
again be used to delermine an appropriate specialist for lhe type of
cancer to be lreated. If a slandard treatmen! plan is not applicable,
Figure 5.15
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then

the

planning conponent can apply the plan and resource knotlledge

for selecting a non-standard plan (not shown) in order to co-ordinate
the activities required to selecl an appropriate non-standard treatnent
plan.

Register Palient in

Select Prolocol
Aool¡cable

"

Task

to:

Class:

AgentClass:
Agent

lD:

Clinical Trial

to:

ADolicable

select \reatment Plan

Task

Class:

manage treatment

oncologist

Agent

Class:

protoæl techn¡c¡an

"

SELF

Figure 5.161 Snapshot of an 0ncologist's Task

If

standad cancer
treelment

standard cancer
lreatment

Know).edge

a protocol is selecled, then the oncologist arranges to have the

trial of the cancer institute that
sponsors lhe protocol (third step of the p).an script in Figure 5.15).
The task knowledge in Figure 5.15 specifies lhat this task can be
distributed to the protocol technician al lhe cancer centre. The
protocol technician's planning component uses its own pJ'an and resource
knowletlge (not shown) to plan and co-ordinaÈe the execution of this
Eask. During the execution of this task, the protocol technician can

patient registered in the clinical

interrogate the oncologist

and

possibly the patient through their

in order to obtain necessary patien!
inforrnation (e.9. â9er eligibility information, protocol' patíent id
number). Next, the protocol technician must plan and co-ordinate
respective planning components

1't'l

interactions with a representative of the cancer institute that sponsors

the protocol in order to register the patien! in the appropriaüe
clinical trial, The protocol technician wilI reJ-ay the results of !he
registration process bo the patient's oncologist. I f the sponsoring
institute rejects the patient, then a treatment pLan from the protocol
may still be used, but the patient Hon't be part of the clinical triaL.

5.5.5

Àtlministerino TreatnenÈ

illustrates a snapshot of lhe plan knowledge used by the
oncologíst to co-ordinate the tasks involved in managing lhe

Figure 5.17

administration of cancer therapies. The plan inforrnation specifies tha!

the

oncologis! can co-ordinate

the

admínistration

of

three types of

therapy: surgical therapy, chemotherapy, and radiotherapy (a trealrnent
plan may specify all or some of these therapies). The oncologist
selects the appropriate plan knowledge script corresponding to lhe type

of therapy to

be adminislered. The plan

of four tasks:
toxicity tests, interpreling tes! results' determining

that managing the administration
performing

script in Figure 5.18 specifies

of

therapies consists

plan modifications, and administering prescribed treatnents
(taking any modifications into consideration). The planning component
must select and apply the task knowledge in Figures 5.19 and 5.20 to
deternine how each task in the plan can be carried out. The task
treatment

in this exanple indicates that an oncology nurse can perform
the toxicity tests. The nurse would have to co-ordinate sending to the
lab any test samples that have to be analyzed. The results would then
be integrated and relurned to oncologist (by updating the patient's
chart) for ínterpretation (the task and agent kno!¡Iedge that the nurse
would use to co-ordinate interactions wilh a lab is not shown).
knowledge
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Manage Therapy
Applicable
Sub

lo:

Plans:

cancer theraq¡es
thercpies,
þurgical.
'chémolheraDies,
radiothercPies)

Manage
Radiotherapies

Manage

Surgical Therapies
Applicable
Plan

lo: surgical

Class:

Applicable

therapies

Plan

nanage theßpy

lo:

Class:

rad¡otheraq¡es
manage therapy

Pla n:

Plan:

Manage

Chemotherapies

lo:

chemolhera?¡es

Class:

manage lherapy

Applicable
Plan

Plan:

Figure 5.171 Snapshot of an Oncologist's PIan Knowledge Hierarchy for
Àdministering The raP i es

The

oncoJ.ogist

wiII

reviev

!he palient's chart

and

interprel

the

in order to determine whether modifications to lhe treatment plan
are necessary. Task knowledge in Pigure 5.19 indicates lhat the
oncologist is capable of determining plan modifications when toxicity
tesLs

problems

arise.

The

oncologist's planning

component would co-ordinale
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Manage

ChemotheraPies

Applicable-to:

Operation:

Object:

administer theraPY
(?a Patient)

Symptoms: (?a symPtom-list)
Treatment Plan: (?a treatment-plan)
Therapy Type: constraints = chemotherapies
Planclass: health-care management

Plan: Do (perform-toxicity-tests (

toxicity-tesfs ):
interpret-test- resu lts (lesi'resurf s );
modify-treatment (test'results, treatment'plan
administer-treatment

rigure 5.18t

( treatment'plan, modifications

Snapshot of an Oncologist's Plan
chemotherapy

ínterrogations of

its

)i

Script for Co-ordinating

problen-solving component or other oncologists in

order to determine the necessary modifications. The lask knowledge in
Figure 5,19 also indicates that minor toxicity problems may be handled
by the oncology nurse

if

necessary

(..g,

the oncologist

is

very busy),

while more severe problems may require consultalions $iLh experls (i.e.
co-operat i ve problem solving).

After delermining any applicable
arranges

or

pLan

modifications' the oncologist

to have treatments administered, reducing

de).aying doses when

necessary.

again uses task knowledge
be adrninistered

by

to

The

dosages and omitting

oncologist's planning

component

deternine that chemotherapy treatments

an oncology nurse

(see Figure

5.20).

can

The oncology
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Perf

lnterpret Test

orm

Toxicity
Tests

Results

''

Aoolicable

loi loxicity tests
Task Class: Pe otm-lests
Agent Class: Oncology nurse
Applicable

Task

to: /óas,c

tests.

cancer-speöilic tests)

Class:

interyret- patie n t-d ata

AgentClass: oncologisl
Agent

ld:

SELF

Modify Treatment
Applicable-to: treatment modif¡cal¡ons
sub

Tasks:

(minor-treatment- mod s
'seve relre am e n t- mods
)

Severe Treatment

Minor Treatment

Modifications

Modif ications
Appl¡cable to: m¡not toxicity

Applicable

proþlems

to:

severc tox¡city
proDlems

Class:

Class:

mod¡ly treatment

Task

AgentClass:

(97çelegy_nurse,
Þncologtsu

AoentClass:

Task

modiÍy trcatment
(Oncoloaist.

piotocol -chairman)

More-Specific: f¡rst-choice = SELF

'¡f

standard treatment plan

More-Specific: first-choice = SELF

Fí9ure 5.'191 Snapshot of an 0ncologist's Task

KnoHIedge

nurse's planning component will contain plan knowledge for co-ordinating

the tasks involved in adninistering chemotherapy treatmenls.
addition, the nurse's planning

component

wiIl

possess

a task

In

knowledge

scripl indicating that anolher oncology nurse is capable

of
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Adm

inister

Treatments

to: cancet therup¡es
Task Class: treatment-methods
Sub Tasks: 5utg¡cAl thelapies,
Applicable

chemolhetaD¡es,
rcdiotheraP¡es)

Administer

Administer
Surgical Therapy

Radiotherapy

Applicable lo, sutgical lherap¡es

Applicable lo:. radiotheraPies

Task Class: administer trcatments

Task Class:

Agent

Clåss:

Agent

surgeon

adninister trcalments

Class: oncology nurse

Administer
Chemotherapy
Appl¡cable

loi

chemolherap¡es

Task Class: adminìster lrcatments
Agent

Figure

5.20:

Class: oncology

SnapshoÈ

of

nurse

an oncologist's Task KnoHledge

administering chemotherapy treatments (see Figure

5'21)'

This enables

that any qualified oncology
chernotherapy lreatnents (i.e. parlial knowledge of

the oncology nurse to represen! explicitly
nurse can administer

the general capabilities of lhe agent class to which nurse belongs).

Às

to administer a patient's therapy
because of illness or schedule conflicls, then the nurse can negotiaLe

a

result, if the

nurse

is

unable

tó¿

Administer
Treatment
Applicabf e

to:

chemotherapies

Agenl

Class:

oncology nurse

Agent

id:

SE¿.F

Figure 5.21: Snapshot of an Oncology Nurse's Task Knotlledge

with other oncology nurses to have one or nore of them take over all or
sone of the treatment tasks. (For exanple, an oncoloqy nurse eho is
pregnant could perform the initial consultation, but would nol
administer the chernotherapy). The nurse would have !o fornard
treatnen! plan' plan modifications, and any other information that

the
the

other nurse(s) need to administer treatment appropriately. À nursing
supervisor would co-ordinale the rescheduling of the nursesr tasks to
ensure

that

typically

the overall schedule renains balanced.

rnust

either negotiate directly 1{ith

Èhe nursing

would adjusl lhe schedule and inform the other nurses

another nurse

as

described above and then

Thus, the nurse
supervior

who

affected, or with

obtain verification

from the

nursing supervisor who would update the schedule accordingly.

Àfter administeríng treatments for the current treatnent period' the
nurse wili update the pa!ient's chart and schedule the next lreatment

visit,

interacLing wiLh other agents

as required (i.e.

patientt

loxicity tests'
then the nurse may arrange special visits at which time toxicity levels

oncologist,

etc.). If

problenrs rrere detecled during the
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r¡iI1 be checked

and delayed therapies

administered.

The

nurse

can

negotiate with the patient to determine an acceptable time and date for

special

visits r¡ithin the boundaries of the constraints

prescribed

by

the treatment plan.

5.6 CONTROL OF DISTRIBIJTED
5.6.1 Overvíev

PROBLEM SOLVING

The previous section exanined horl the model of distribuled problen

solving presented in

Chapter

4

can

be applied to create artificial

of performing the co-operative problem-solving activiLies
necessary in diagnosinq and treating cancer problems. The focus of this
discussion was the pLan, task, and agent knowledge that the planning
agents capable

of each ãgenl used to plan and co-ordinate problem-solving
activities, many of llhich require co-operaLion amone several agents.
This knowledge enables the planning components to reason about lhe
component

problem-

soJ- v

i

ng tasks that musl be performed

to solve given

problems and

to determine how the tasks can be distributed to agents who are capable
of performing Ehen (tasks can be carried out by an agent itself or in
co-operat i on
The

with other agents).

control strategy.employed by the planning

components uses several

controL functions to co-ordinate co-operative problem solving:
introspection, interrogation, negotiation, integration, and plan
execution. The remainder of this section discusses each of these
control functions and illustrates hol{ they are used to plan and
co-ordinate some of the co-operative problern-solving activities
discussed in the previous section.
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5,6,2
Àn

IntrospecÈion

agent's planning component perforrns introspection to select plán,

task, and agent knowledge. Given a problem-soLving request, a planning

to determine the plan knowledge
specífying the tasks required to fulfill the request. This selection
process is based on various aspects of the given problem-solving requesl
and the precondilions specified in the ÀPPLICÀBtE-TO sLot of the
knowledge scripls; this includes descriptions of the problems to which
each scrip! (plan, task, agent) is applicable as weLl as control
infornation for determining when a script is, in fact, applicabJ.e and
llays to reformulate initially inapplicable problern descriplions so that

conponent perforns introspection

plans, tasks, and agents

become

develops health problems,

its

applicable. For example,

when

a pa!Íent

planning component performs introspection

to select pLan knowledge describing various ways of treating lhe given
problems. In this case, introspection is based on the symploms that the
patient is experiencing.

These symptoms are used

to select

one or more

scripts that are applicable to solving (treating) lhe patien!'s
health probLems (e.9. self-treatment methods or obLaíning professional
plan

health care ).

to select task and
agent knowledge. Selecting task knowledge is based on the task
descriptions specified by lhe plan knowledge (type of task, task
attríbutes, etc.). For exanple, if a patienl is attempting to obtain
professional health care, Ehen its planning conponent must perform
inlrospection to determine the type of care that is required based on
the health probJ.ems (symptons) uhat the patient is experiencing (i.e.
A planning componen! also performs introspection
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câre), Thus, a search of
task knowledge describing professional health care is performed
determine the type of care that is required.
general care, emergency care, speciaLized

to

selected, a planning
component performs introspection to selec! lhe agent knowledge
describing one or more agents that can perforn lhe specified tasks, In
the exampJ.e above, the patient's planning component would perform
inLrospecbion to determine the agents lhat can provide the chosen
category of professional health care (e.9. family physician, emergency
Once

the appropriate task

clinic, specialÍsts, etc.).

knowledge has been

This information is used to co-ordinate

Ínteractions t,,ith one or more agents to request that the necessary tasks
be carried

out (i.e. obtain treatment from an appropriate

professi

onaJ- ) .

5.6.3

I

nterroqat

health-care

i on

interrogation operation is

a planning component to make
inquires of agents .in order to obtain information relevant to
co-ordinating problem-solving activities. À planning component can also
interrogate its problem-solving conponent, in which case it is actually
performing a form of introspection I it is requesting additíonal
ínfornation about its own problem-solving capabilities or needs. For
example, a pâ!ient's planning component may interrogate its
problem-solving component to oblain additional information about the
health problems that it is experiencing in order to determine the type
of health care that is required (i.e. selec! the appropriate plan
knowledge for treating the heaJ.th problems). 0n lhe other hand, a
The

used by
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to interrogate other agenls. Àn example of
this type of interrogation is an oncologist's planning component
interrogating lhe pJ.anning component of a fanily physician in order to
obtain additional informalion about a patient's health history. À
planning conponent can also perform interrogations !o deLermine whether
one or more agents can or will perform a given task. This form of
interrogation is used to reques! that agents perform tasks specified by
plan and task knowledge (i.e, send one or rnore agents a problern-solving

planning conponent nay have

request and have

the

r eque

st

the

agents indicate whether or not

they

can carry out

).

Thus, a planning
agents, either it.s

componenÈ performs

interrogation to interact tiith

own problern-solving component

or other

agenEs

in

the

environmen!, to obtain additional information and !o distribute tasks.
The information represented

in the agenl

knowledge

is

used

to

determine

to inleract with a given agent, For example, if a patient deternines
that he needs to visit an emergency clinic, then the agent knowledge
corresponding to this type of health-care agency is used to determine
the address of an appropriate clinic.
how

5.6.4

Neootiation

Planning components performnegotialion to co-ordinate co-operatÍve
interrogations in order to resoLve conflicts and clear up discrepancies

and rnisunderstandings surrounding distributed problem-solving
activities. The planning components of agents engaged in or altempting
to engage in co-operative problen solving nust negotiaLe with one
another !o overcome constrain¡s and differences in opinions that prevenl

.
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tasks from being conpleted successfully. For example, if an oncologist

a patient requires immediate surgery !o alleviate a
Iife-threatening problem (e.9. brain tumor), its planning component must
co-ordinate negotiations rtith one or more surgeons to have the surgery

determines lhat

scheduled as soon as

possible,

The

oncologist's planning

component must

co-ordinate interrogations of the surgeons (via their planning

to determine the available times and dates that surgery
be performed. It must then determine if the times and dates

components)

acceptable, possibly by interrogating

its

can

are

problem-solving conponent.

the oncologist is not salisfied Ì{ith the scheduling, then the

If

pLanning

will co-ordinate further interactions with the surgeons,
passing on any information that is important lo the decision, until a
mutually acceplable time and date is agreed upon. For exanple, the
oncologist may inforn the surgeon that surgery must be performed within
lwo weeks, olherr+ise the patient's health will be compromised. The
surgeon can then use lhis information to deternine if be can rearrange
his schedule to accommodate the patient, or reconmend another surgeon
componenl

who nay be

able to perform the surgery wit.hin the requested tirne period.

This process nay require several iterations and the planning conponents

of the agents must co-ordinate lhe exchange of
(justifications

information

and explanations) among the respective problem-solving

components.

In

its

sone

cases a planning

component may

have sufficient

knowledge of

of its

to

problem-solving component's capabilíties or

r¡ork load

make

negotiaLion decisions. For exanple, a surgeon's planning component
use the surgeon'

s schedule (i.e. surgeries) to deLernine if a

can

requesled
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If the surgeon's schedule is full,
then the surgeon's planning component may have to interrogate its
problem-solving component to determine if Ehe schedule can be rearranged
to accommodate the oncologist's requesl. Ideally, the planning
components r¡i1l possess sufficient knowledge to make effective
negotiation decísions (however, in practice, the planning component may
have to interrogate its problem-solving components to evaluale what-if
situations). Much of this knowì.edge wilL be gathered over time as the
planning components obtain knowledge (constraints, ways to relax
constraints, etc. ) through experience (knowledge describing negoliable
aspects of an agent's own problem-solving abilities and those of olher
agents is represented in lhe appropriate task and agent knowledge
date of surgery can be accommodated.

scripls).

5.6.5

I

nÈeorat Íon

À planning component performs integration

to take knowledge

generated by

it rlith existing knowledge, This enables the results
of executed tasks to be integrated and used in rhe execution of
agents and combine

subsequent tasks

or to

physician's planning

produce

solutions to problems. For exanple,

component nust

a

integrate the test resul!s it

receives before interpretation and diagnosis can be performed. In other

words, as agents lhat perform the required tests respond I.lith results,
t,he

planning

examined

In

in

some

component must

subsequent steps

integrate the results so that they

(i.e. interpreLation

instances, a planning

knowledge to enable

it to

component

perform

the

may be

and diagnosis).

may not possess sufficient

inLegration functions

itself.
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Instead, it
i

must

distribute the task of integrating lhe informalion to

ts problem-solving

component

or another agent. For example,

oncologist's planning component wilL

manage

an

the inLegration of the

diagnoses receíved during a co-operative diagnosis session

rlith

oLher

oncologists. The actual integration functions are performed by the
oncologisl's problem-solving conponent which possesses knowledge
enabling it to summarize, merge, or augment the various diagnoses
appropriately.

5.6.6 FIan ErecuÈ ion
À planning component performs plan execution !o carry out
problem-solving plans specified by plan knowledge. Executing plans
involves planning and co-ordinat,ing several other operations including:

introspections, interrogations, negotiations, and integrations.
Introspections are used to refine composite plan steps using additional
plan knowledge, and to determine how and by whom each specified task can
be performed. Interrogations are used to ask agents whether they wiIl
perform specified. tasks and to request additional information about
problern-sol v i ng requests that lhe planning component has received.
Negotiations rìay be necessary to resolve conflicLs or reformulate task
descriptions so that required activities can be performed, and
inLegrations may be needed to combine results received from one or more
agents after lhe compJ.etion of ínternediate tasks.
Consider the plan knowledge used by an oncologist to manage the

plan specifies
toxicity test,s, int.erpret Èoxicíty tests, modify

adninistration of chemotherapies (Figure 5.18).

four tasks: perform

This
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treatments,

and

administer treatments. Each of these plan sleps

a primitive task and !hêrefore does nol require refinement
using other plan knowledge (recall lhat a primitive task may be
decomposed into several other tasks by the agent !o which it is
distributed). The plan is executed by perforrning introspection to
select appropriate task and agenl knowledge describing how and by whom
each specified task can be performed. This resource knowledge is
interpreted and applied in order to perforn interrogations of agents who
can execute each !ask (e.g. SELF, other oncoLogists, oncology nurses,
represents

etc.

)

.

These

interrogations reques! that the agents carry ou!

lhe

specified tasks.
Responses from these

one

or

more

interroga!íons may necessiLate negoliations with

of the agents in order to

resolve

conflicts (".g,

conflicts, missing information, misinterpretations) or reformulate

time
task

descriptÍons co-operatively. The execution of this plan requires

of the results of planned tasks. The results
of the toxicity tests nust be integrated and passed on lo the agents
(possibly several) who wilÌ perf or¡n the ínterpret.ations. The
interpretations must then be inLegrated and used to delermine any
intermediate integrations

necessary treatment nodif ications,

In addition, plan execution may involve reasoning about alternative

lasks. For exampLe, an
oncologisl has plan knowledge describing tt4o rrays lo select a treatment
plan, either by using a plan that describes hon to seLect a sLandard
treatrnent plan or by using a plan that specifies how to select a
spec i a -purpose treatment plan. Using !he criteria specified in the
plans or alternative rlays of executing planned

J.
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slot of the plan scripts, the plan knowledge indicates
thar the primary method of selecting a treatment plan is to choose an
appropriate slandard treatment plan, but if standard treatnent plans are
not applicable, lhen the alternative meLhod of selecting a treatment
plan can be used. In addition to alternative plans, a planning

MoRE-SPECIFIc

componenl can

also reason about alternaLive ways of executing the tasks

specified by a plan. For exanple, if the oncology nurse becomes ill and
cannot perform specified tasks (perform toxicity tests, adminisLer
treatmenl,

etc.),

then plan execution must determine an alternative

way

of having these tasks performed (e.9. negotiate t{ith other oncology
nurses). This enables a planning component to reason abou! alternative
lrays to execute tasks r¡hen the primary
una va i

5.6.7

labl

means

of

executing them are

e.

Co-ordlinatino Control

A planning component's controL

slrategy is responsible for

construction and execution of problem-solving plans.

this

It

rnanaging the
accomplishes

by monitoring incoming nessages, deciphering them, and performing

neta-problem

solving using it.s available control functions

meta-problem knowledge
¡rho are capable

to plan and co-ordinate interactions wíth

and

agenls

of carrying out the necessary tasks.

activlties for severaL problems which
lhe agent has been requested lo solve (e.g, an oncologist managing care
for several patients) . In this case, the p]-anning component must
This may involve co-ordinaling

co-ordinate severaL aclive plans and manage the co-operative problen

solving required to execute all or

some

of

these plans.
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Àppendix A presents a more detailed example of the appl icat ion

knowledge
pa

rt icula

5.

7

st

r

scripts and control func!ions

to

a

pat

ient

of

the

experiencing

cancer symptoms.

¡,0,ÍARY

This chapter illustrates

the application of

problem solving presented

in

Chapter

the model of distributed

4 to problem solving in the medical

treatmen!. The compJ-exity inherenl in
the domain necessitates co-operative problem solving among several
agents (health-care professionals). À model was presented in which each
agent is viewed as consisting of a planning component and a
domain

of cancer diagnosis

and

problem-soLving component. The problem-solving component performs the

functions, while the planning component is
responsible for planning and co-ordinating both autonomous and
co-operative problern solving. The knouledge manipulated by the planning
component of the various agents was examined in order to illusLrate that
each agent rnust contain three basic types of knowledge to facili!ate
co-operative problem-solvingi plan knowledge representing the
problem-solving !asks that must be performed to solve given problens;
task knowJ.edge representing lhe tasks that an agent knows can be
performed either by itself (its problern-solving componen!) or by some
actual

problern- soI v i ng

other agents in the environment; and agent knowledge describing

the other agents in the environment and.

how

to

communicate

some of

with

them

(the knowledge presented in the examples represents only a portion of
the knowledge that each agent would possess). The exampJ.es presented
denonstrate

horr,

the agents use each of these three types of knowledge !o

plan and co-ordinale co-operative problen

solving. As a result,

the
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chapter i lLustrates how

lhe proposed

solving can be used to enable
anolher

in order to produce

a

i ndi

víduaI

synergy of

of di str ibuted problem
aqents to co-operate with one

nodel

lheir

expert i se .

Chapger VI
CONCLUSIONS

5.1 SI'III,IARY OF DISTRIBIJTED PROBTEI'Í-SOLVING CHÀRÀCTERISTICS
À distributed problem-solving system consists of a collection of
semi-autonomous agents lhat are capable of performing problem-solving
tasks individually and, more imporlantly, are capable of interacting to
solve probLens co-operatively. Each agent is assigned a specific set of
problem-solving responsibilities and is programed with local expertise
enabling ii to carry ou! these responsibilities. The agents are also
provided with a mechanism lhat enables them to plan and co-ordinate
co-operative interactions wiEh one another when they require assistance

fron olher agents in order to carry out their assigned tasks.
agents

The

therefore function as a tean, resulLing ín a synergy of their

problem-solving

abilities which

enables

then to solve problems that

could not be solved by any one individual agent.

Distributed problem solving conbines the research interests
efforts of artificial intelligence and distribuled processing.
majority of ÀI research has concentrated on applying

and
The

knowledge-based

to create individual agents which are programmed
with knowledge lhat enables lhen to solve difficult problens. These
programming techniques

agents work well with problems that are within the scope of theÍr

their performance degrades swiftl-y when they encounter
problems that stretch past the boundaries of their expertise.
knowledge, but
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Distributed processing systems, on the other hand, are comprised of

multiple, disparate tasks which are executed concurrently. The goal of

is to divlde a problenr into a set of independent tasks and
distribu!è them to several agents (processors). The systems are
designed so that an agent rarely needs assistance from another agent to
carry oul its problem-solving funcLions. In a distributed processing
environmenl, the developers predefine the co-operative activities of the
agents. Co-operative actions âre not managed by the agents themseJ.ves,
bul by a global controller which decides how a particular probJ-em is to
be subdivided and distributed to appropriate agents. 0ften the agents
do not know that other agents exist; interactions among t.he agents are
carried out indirectly through accesses lo shared informational
resources which are managed by lhe global controller. The goal is to
preserve the illusion that each agent (task) is executing alone on a
dedicated system by having the netlrork-operating system (global
controller) hide the resource-sharing interactions and conflicts anong
the agents in the network Ishapiro 87].
these systens

Distributed prcblem-solving research concentrates on integrating lhe
problem-solving characteristÍcs that lhese two research areas provide in

order to create agents which are capable of perforning knowledgeable,

if

not expert, problem solving and are capable of planning and
co-ordinating interactions r¡ith one ânother to solve problens
co-operatively. Distributed problem-solving

met.hodologies provide the

ability lo interconnect individual problem-solving agents !o form a
problen-solving netl¡ork, and the abiLity to have lhe agents themselves
co-ordinate co-operative problem-solving activities in order to produce
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a synergy of lheir problem-solving expertise. Àgents in a distributed
problem-solving system

are explicitly aÌtare of the distribution

of

netrlork components (and expertise) and can make informed interaction

decisions based on that information Ishapiro

6.2

88J

.

THE t.fODEL OF DISTRIBUTEÐ PROBIEM SOLVING

criteria for nodelling the competence of
is evaluated and analyzed with two major

Researchers have developed many
computer

systems.

Competence

classes of perfornance measurement: effectiveness and efficiency.

is lhe degree to which the goals of a syslem are achieved.
Efficiency is a measure of the resources used to achieve the desired
qoals. Effectiveness does not necessarily imply efficiency. À systen
can be very effectíve in attaining its goaIs, but very ineffícient if it
expends tremendous resources to attain its goaIs. Conversely, a system
may be efficient in iLs use of resources, but ineffeclive in thãt it
doesn't achieve its goa1s. À competent syslem is bolh effective and
efficient, although the emphasis on effectiveness and efficiency
Effectiveness

typically

depends on

the targel application,

Newell introduced a methodology for analyzing lhe competence of
single-agent systems in which a conputer system is stratified

and

in two distinct. levels: the symbol level which deals with how
the system is represenled using symbols and symbol structures, and the
knowLedge level which is above the syrnbot leve1 and rlhich investigates
the conpetence of the system (i.e. what it can do) [Newe]1 811. These
two leveIs are sufticient for modeJ-J.ing singl-e agent sys¡ems, but
further research has indicated the need for a third level' kno!¡n as the

analyzed
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in order to modeL the competence of distributed
systems IFox 8z] . The organizational level provides a

organizational leve1,
probJ-em-solving

of studying multi-agent systems and addresses issues such as the
organization of agents into groups, the relationships bet!¡een agents,
the distributíon of task and control responsibiLities throughout the
organizaLion, methods for interaction and negotiation to allow the
agents to solve problens co-operaLively, the impact of inconsistent and
incomplete knowledge, the impact of conflicting goals and perspectives
among the agents, the effecLive utilization of resources, and the impact
of resource contention.
means

a fundanental requirement of a model
of distríbuted problem solving is the ability to provide each agent
rlith an explicit, know).edge-based mechanism for co-ordinating
pr obl em-soJ-v i ng functions at the organizational 1eveI. This premise is
examined using a model of dislributed problen solvíng which satisfies
the proposed requirement by facilitating the division of problem-solving
agents into trlo hnowledge-based components: a problem-solving
conponent and a planning conponent. Each agent's local expertise is
contained in its problem-solving cornponent which is responsible for
performing the agent's assigned tasks. Problem-soLving conponents,
however, do not perform funclions at the organizationaL l-eveI.
Organizational knowledge is mâintained and applied by the agent I s
planning conponent in order to co-ordinate an agent's actions at the
organizational level. The planning components are responsible for
planning and co-ordinating distribuled problem-solving activÍties which
uJ-timately enable lhe agents to work together lo solve problems
This disserLation proposes that

co-operatively.
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For the most part the agents function independenlly, with each
agent's problem-solving component performing its assigned tasks.
However, when an agent's problem-solving component requires assistance

to carry out a lask, it can interact with its planning component to
request that ít arrange to have other agents provide the necessary
assistance. The planning component uses explicit knowledge of the
agent's environment to plan and co-ordinate co-operative interactions
with other agents to request that they carry out the necessary problen
disLribution of tasks

soJ.ving

tasks.

and the

co-ordination of co-operative probJ-em soLving and returns the

The planning conponent manô9es the

results produced to the problem-solving

component as they

are received,

integraLing results when necessary. Àn agent's planning component also

co-ordinates activities for problem-solving requesLs that the

agent

other agents, dÍstributing lasks i:o ils problem-solving
component and other agenLs as necessary. Maintaining two separate
conponents llithdistinct problem-soLving responsibilities enables an
agent to reason about severaL aspects of its operaLion: how it can
perform autonomous problem-solving functions, when it should perform
problern-solving functions for other agents, and when iE should have
other agents perform problem-soLving funcLions for it as well as r+hich
agents should perform this probJ-em solving.
receives from

the

planning componenl of each agent maintains

a

knowledge-based

descriplion of lhe agentrs perspective of the organizational leveI,
including its orin problen-solvin9 abilities and those of some of the
other agents in the environment. This knowledge base consists of three

distinct types of knowledge,

each

of which can be

used

to co-ordinate
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activities required to carry out distributed
solving effeclively. These categories of knowledge are referred

parLicular types of
problem

to as plan

knowledge, task knowledge, and agent

knowledge. Separating

!he knowledge into explicit categories leads to a more maintainable

flexible description of the problem-solving

and

environment.

PLan knowledge describes meta-problem-solving pJ.ans which

specify the

tasks !o be performed to solve various problems. These plans represent

neta-level algorithms which specify problem-solving steps (tasks) that
are to be carried

out, eiLher

by the agent's problem-solving component

or in co-operation with other agents. The plan knowledge, however,
not specÍfy Hhich agents are to perform each step. Insteadr
knowledge describes

task

the problem-solving funclions tha! are available in

the environment, both those available in its problem-solving
and

does

those potentially available in other agents. PIan

component

knowledge

is

applied to deternine lhe tasks that are to be performed to fulfilL
problern-solving requests, and task knowledge is applied to determine
which agents can perform each

specified task (task knowledge can also

specify addilional task attributes and preferences as to which agents
shoutd perform a

tâsk). in addition to plan and task

planning component's knowledge

base

knowledge,

contains agent knowledge

a

which

the agents in the environment, lhe relationships among the
agents, and the communication protocols that are required to interact
rrith these agents effectively. This knowledge is used to co-ordinate
interactions l.¡ith olher agents in order to dislribute !âsks
describes

appropriately.
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Maintaining explicit categories of knowledge enables lhe control
mechanism

of a planning component to process problem-solving requests

in

the lasks to be performed by selecting and
applying the appropriate problem-solving plans; determine which agenLs
or class of agents can perform each task; and deterrnine specific agents
within the environment that be).ong to the specified agent classes and
the protocols necessary to communicate with these agents to request
that they perform the specified tasks. control in a planning component
therefore involves selecting and applying plan, task r and agent
knowJ.edge to co-ordinate an agent's actions at the organizational level.
In order to select and apply this knowledge effectively, a planning
component's conlrol strategy can interrogate agents lo obLain additional
informalion about problem-solving requests, task descriplionst and
communication protocols and can negotiate l|ith agents when
incompaliblities arise thai require !he parties invoLved to determine
nutually acceplable compromises. The ability to interrogate and
negotiale enables the agents to overcome incomplete or incompatible
problem solving specifications co-operative).y and thus increase their
ability to produce a synergy of their expertise.
three

stages:

5.3

EVÀLUATING THE I,IODEL

determine

This section examines the model of distributed

probJ.em

solving defined

in rhis thesis using Her+itt's criterÍa from Chapter 3. This examinalion
discusses the extent to which the modeJ. incorporates the major features
required to create ef f ective co-operative problen-solving environrnents.
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of the mos! important features of a distributed problem-solving
system is the abilily lo have ils member agents engage in decentralized
decision making. The model facililates decentralized control by
allowing control functions and responsibilities to be distributed to
each agent in the environment. When an agent wishes to engage in
co-operative problem solving with other agents, its planning component
sends problem-solving requests to the agents which are capable of
carrying out the desired problem solving. These problem-solving
requests specify the tasks to be performed, but do not specify hor¡ thè
recipients are to perform the tasks (a request can include constraints
and other problen specifications which the recipients are requested to
use in performíng lhe tasks). Consequently, all inLeracLions between
agents are planned and co-ordinated by the agents' respective planning
componenls and the system as a whole functions as a product of the
actions of its member agents and the interactions among lhe agents. No
single agent or group of agents can control other agenls directly;
responsibility for controlling the system's actions is distributed
throughou! the environnent and lhe agents nust co-operalively determine
suitable interactions that wilL achieve the desired synergy of their
One

expertise.

In addition, the model provides a developer with the ability to
experinent with the distribution of control because each agent's
distributed problem-solving functions are explicit and progranmable.
For exanple, agents can be organized into agencies in which one agenl
functions as the nanager, co-ordinating the activities of its
subordinates and access

!o their pool of expertise by agents outside of
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the agency. The degree of control that the managing agent wields over

its subordinates is dictated by the application at hand, not by
predefined organizationaL constraints imposed by the model ,
Consequently, the developer is able to distribute the necessary controL
functions and responsibilities to the appropriate agents and can program

explicítly t.he agent-to-agent control reLalionships. Furthermore, the
dislribution of control throughout the environment ís represen!ed
explicitly ( in the knowledge base of each agentt s planníng component) ,
making it easíer to understand and maintain the organizational level of
the environment.

In conjuncLion t,lith decentralized conlrol , the nodel provides the
agents 1lith the ability to negotiate. The planning component of each
agent is capable of performing negotiations !rith other agents in order
to resolve difficul.ties that occur during distributed

activities.

I,¡hen an

planning component

probLem-solving

agent requests assistance from other agents, its

wiIÌ initiate

co-operative problen-solving activities

by sending problem-solving requests to

the

agents t{hich can provide the

assistance. If these agents determine that the requests are
incomplete or are incompatible rqith lheir problem-solving abilities or
schedules, then they can respond with nessages describing the
difficulties that prevent them from carrying out the requests. The
planning component of Ehe agent which sent the requests can reason about
these responses and co-ordinate further interactions with the agenbs to
refornulate the requests co-operatively. As a result, interactions
among the agents are not restricted to predefined agreements which
impose undue cons!raints on the ways in which the agents can interact to
solve problems co-operatively; the agents would be restricted to
necessary
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all-or-nothing interactions, each of which must be anticipated in
advance and accounted for in each participanl. Instead, the agents can
negotiate mutually acceptable interactions based on
and

abilities

and those

their

Local needs

of the other agents in the environment.

The planning componen!

of

each agent

is

responsible

for co-ordinating

on lhe information exchanged between t.he agents
during the negotiation processl lhis process is driven by knowledge
maintained by the agent's planning component describing the llays in
which problem-solving functions can be reformulated when
incompatibilities occur. À planning component may in¡eract nith its
negotiations

based

problem-solvíng conponent to obtain additionaL information describing

abilities (e.9. is a reformulated problen-solving
request acceptable? ) , but lhe problem-solving components are not
directly involved in the negotiation process. Negotiation allows the
its

probl ern-so1v i ng

to co-operate in a significantly more fl-exibLe and robust manner
which ul.timaLely results in a greater synergy of their problem-solving
agents

expertise. Negotiatíon can become counter productive if the agents are
unable to deternine the nost cost effective means of negotiation or are
to detect

further negotiations are inappropriate.

The nodel

explicit mechanism for specifying these types of
in !he forn of relaxation melhods associated r+ith the various

knowledge

unable

rrhen

provides an

knowledge

scripls.

of the model is the ability !o maintain the
índividual perspectives of the agents of a dístributed problem-soLving
environment. Each âgent is able to maintain explicit perspectives of
its own problern-solving abilities and roles and those of some of the
Ànother important feature
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in the environment. Using decentralized control enables
the agenls to interact based on their individual perspectíves, and lhe
ability to negotiate during decentralized decision naking enables the
agents to overcome confLicts and inconsistencies that may exisl among
their perspectives. Inconsistent or conflicting perspectives are not
other agents

meaningless, raEher they play a major

role in

complex applications which

require the inLegration of several views of problems. Rarely does

an

all of the information that is required to
produce a complete and infallible solu!íon. Instead, the agents must
contribute their views and abilities to the solution' r¡hile at the same
time respecting the views and abilities of the other agents in order to
agent

or set of agents

weigh evidence

for

t.he good

for

and

have

against potential solutions and to

of the global

environment when

t.heir

views

compromise

conflict.

By

maintaining the indíviduaÌ perspectives of the nember agents, the model

provides the ability to capture the fundamental characteristics of
conplex applications, while decentralized control and negotiation enable

the agents to co-ordinaLe

a

synergy

of the problem-solving expertise,

even when faced tlith lncomplete, inconsistent, or conflicLing
information.

In many cases the agents !rÍIl share perspectives, resulting in
natural form of redundant problem-solving resources which,

when used

a significantly mo)îe robust environnent.

wisely,

can produce

knowledge

base of an agen!'s planning

component

a

The

can describe several

alternative plans that can be used to solve a problem (or class of
probl.ems) and several agenbs (or classes of agents) which are capabJ.e of
performing lhe

tasks specified by the various plans. The result is

a
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siqnificantly nore robust and flexibLe problem-solving environment in
r¡hich agents are able

to cope Hith boltlenecks and disabled portions of

the environment by applying alternative methods of co-ordinating
activities when primary methods are not applicable (e.9. alternalive
plans or alternative resources). Furthermore, if the agents in the
environment share some common problem-so).ving abilities, then an agent
which possesses scarce skills and expertise can distribute some of its
less demanding basks !o other less skíÌled agents so that its advanced
skills are used effectively.
Distributed problem-solving systems by nature musl be able to evolve
continuously through modifications and extensions to their nember agents

and the ability of the agents to interact to solve problems
co-operatively. By separating an agent's distributed problem-solvin9
funclions from its basic problem-solving functions, the model is able to

satisfy this requirement.

Each agent's planning component

is able

to

mainLain, manipuLate, and extend an explicit knowledge-based model of
the agent's environment which describes the agent's perspective of the

leveI. Initially, an agent's
planning componenl will be programned with knowledge describing !he
agent's olrn problem-solving capabilities and partial knowledge of some
of the problem-soLving abilities of other agents. As agents interact lo
organizational IeveI and

of its

knowledge

solve problems co-opera!ívely, the planning components can extend

and

modify their knowledge of the abilities of other agents and

the

protocols required to communicate with

the

agents

effectively.

For

exanple, an agent's planning conponent can interrogate other agents to
deÈermine whether they

can perform a given lask

and

can use

the
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resulting responses to extend its knorlledge of the abiLities of

the

agents. Thus, in theory, eãch agent is able to strengthen its
connections tlith other agenLs through experience by refining and
extending its knowJ.edge of their abilities and needs. Most importantly,
an agent can extend and modify its knowledge of the problem-solving
resources available in the environment without håving !o deLermine when
and where these nerl or modified resources should be used. The agent
simply updates its knowledge of the organizational level appropriately
and subsequent distributed problem-solving functions that its planning
component must perform can utilize the nerl or modified resources when
they are applicable. In prâctice, a planning component wiLl require a
Iearning mechanism that can examine newly acquired knowledge and
determine whether or not it should be used to modify or extend its
knowledge base and, if sor how these modificaLions and extensions
should be carried out.

for the incorporation of new agents into the
environment in a smooth and orderly manner. The task knowledge
maintained by the planning components describes lhe problem-solving
tasks that can be performed and the class of agents (and possibly
specific agents) that can perform each task (a task can be carried out
by an agent ítself or in co-operation with oLher agenls). Represenling
the class of agents that can perforn each task enables a planning
component to reason abstractly about the problen-solving abilities of
other agents. Às a result, simpLy knowing the cLass of agents to t,|hich a
nerr agent belongs allows lhe other agents in the environmenl to infer an
extensive description of the new agent ' s problen-soLving abitities (or
The nodel also provides
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of these inferred abilities may have to be
refined afler subsequent interactions r,lith lhe nerl agent reveaL
additional probLem-solving abilities or the agent's inability to perform
some of the tasks attribuled to the class of agents to t{hich it belongs.
Nevertheless, this facilily enables additional agents to be incorporated
ínto the environnen! without undue burden on the existing agenLs.
a newly added agent can use the same fac i I i ty to
Furthermore ,
autornatically infer a Large amount of informaLion describing the
problem-solving abitilies of the other agents in the environment
(assuming that the nerl agent already has task knowledge describing the
problem-solving abilities of the various classes of agents)' In the
medical dornain described in Chapter 5, this would be equivalent to an
oncologist moving from one ciLy to another: the oncologist's agent
knowJ-edge of specific agents would no longer be appropriate' but the
potenlial abilities).

Some

task knor¡ledge and agen¡ knowledge describing agent classess would

need

Dor or only minor, changes. In both cases, the agents would simply
exLend their agent knowledge to describe the existence of the nelt agent
or agents. Àn agent's planning component will take these net¡ agents
ínto consideration when it is attempting to distribute tasks which
agent'

s class can perforn.

6.4

ÀNÀLYSIS ÀND FIJN'RE

The

T{ORK

model of dislributed

provides a

facíIity for

the

probLem

solving presented in this thesis

studying the organizational Ievel of dislributed

problern-solving environments. ÀIthough

the

model provides

a

framework

for constructing co-operative problem-solving syslemst a developer

must
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address specific

computational

details of the target application in order to realize

entity.

The nodel provides

a

a represenlalion paradigm for

encoding the basic types of knowledge needed

at lhe

organizational

leve], but a developer must determine the appropriale knoHledge to be
represented at this level in each âgent. The model outlines the general
control strategy required at the organizational Ieve1, but an actual
implementation will require t,he developer to tail-or the control
nechanism to the characteristics of the target application.
Furthernore, an application-specific learning
r\'hen

mechanism

for determining

the agen!'s organizational knowledge should be extended as

or resource

knowLedge

is

acquÍred through experience

is also

new plan

required.

I'lost importantly, the developer must determine the distribution

of

the

task and control responsibilities among the agents in the target
appJ.ication and the distribution of responsibilities beteeen lhe
organizational and knowledge levels of each agent' These decisions can
have a dramalic impact on the effectiveness of the ensuing system. The
nodel does, however, provide a natural framework for experimenling r,líth

the distribution of lask and control functions within an agent and among

the agents. Thus, the modeL provides a flexible and expJ.icit
nethodology for empirically evaluating the needs of the organizaLional
Ievel of distributed problem-so1ving applications.

to Shapiro, the applications to which distributed problen
solving is applicable can be divided into three basic categories:
According

distributed interpretation applications which require the ínterpretation
and analysis

of distributed data to generate a model of the data (e.9.

distributed sensor netrrorks and network-fauLl diagnosis); distributed
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planning and control applicaLions t,'hich involve co-ordinating
actions of a number of agents

to

perform desired tasks

(e.g.

the

groups of

co-operatinq robots, multi-userprojec! co-ordination, inteLligent
command

and control systems, and co-operative resource allocation

systems); and distributed expert system applications in which expert

is applied to larger, more complex problem domains by
developing co-operative inleraclion mechanisms that allow multiple
expert systems to work together to produce a synergy of their
problem-solving expertise Ishapiro 87 , p. 246),
The model of
distributed problem solving described in this dissertaLion is geared
primarily tor¡ards the Latter class of applications. This class of
appLications is illustrated in Chapter 5 in which the problem of cancer
diagnosis ând treatment is examined using a co-operative environment of
artificial agents each of which specializes in a particular subset of
the donain. The model is, to a lesser extent, applicable to the tlto
syslem technology

other classes of applications.
The

model, however, is no! applicable to appJ.ications in which lhe

agents are generaJ-J.y uncooperative. Such applicalions require

additional research to study the effects of uncooperative activities
such

as

agents who deliberately

provide incorrect information during

in!eractions or l¡ho maliciously tamper r,rith shared resources. The model

that the agents are willing to co-operate, and provides each
agent with an explicit component to co-ordinate its activities at lhe
organizational level. Each agent is able to co-operate riith other
agents using a knowledge-based model of its otin abilities and of those
of the other agents. As a result, the agents are able to co-operale
assumes
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more

effecLively

to

produce a greater synergy

of their

problem-solving

abilities.
The major contribulions of
di ssertat

r

the research presented ín this

ion are:

À descripLion of a conceptual model of distributed pr'oblem-solving
which provides a framer¡ork for constructing agenLs containing an
knowledge-base<i componen! which can co-ordinate
explicil,
problern-solving functions at the organizational Ievel;

r Identification of lhe major types of knot{ledge required at the
organizational level and lhe major control functions required to
apply the knowJ.edge in order to carry out co-operative problen
solving;

. A specificaticn of the representation

mechanisms required to
represent the various types of organizational knowledge, including
control knowledge that can be used to deternine when parlicular
problem-solving methods are applicable. A mechanism for enploying
ielaxation methods !o reformulate inconpatible interactions through
co-operative negotiations is also specified;

r

À specificaLion of lhe basic control functions which co-ordinate an
agent's actions at the organizational leveL. This specification
describes a control strategy based on a multi-agent
constra inr--sat i sf ac t ion plann ing mechanisn;

.

A

description of a methodology for enabling the agenls to modify
and extend their knowledge of lhe organizational leveL through
co-operative interactions.

Future !¡ork

in

to be addressed will

ÍnvoLve prototyping various

lo further refine and extend the representation
and control mechanisms specified in the nodel. This work will enable
issues in distributed problem solving (such as the organ ization of
the distr ibut i on of task and control
agents into groups,
applicalions

responsibilities

order

among

lhe ageiìts, methodologies for enabling lhe

agen!s

to interact and negotiate, etc.) to be examined. This research tlill
also lead lo a better understandinq of the conceptual needs of
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dislributed problem-solving systems and of the engineering issues
involved in creating operational systems based on the c onc ept ua 1
f ramer,lor k .

Àppendix

À

SPECIFICÀTIONS ÀND GUIDELINES FOR II.IPLEI'ÍENTING THE

À.

1

I.IODEL

ortERvIEI{

This appendix addresses the issues involved in creating a computaLional

entity

based

on the

nodel of distributed problen solving presented in

4, The description of lhe model ou!lines the organizational
principles that can facilitate co-operative problem so1vin9, but it does
not provide a detailed specification of how an operational system can
actually be construcLed, that is, the model is a conceptual entity' not
a computational specification, Consider the following statemenLs by

Chapter

Ni

i

:

"Problem-solving models are conceptual frameworks for forrnu).ating
solulions to problems. The models do not address lhe details of
designing and building operational systems. Horl a piece of
knowledge is represent.ed, as rules, objecLs, or procedures, is an

decision. It invol.ves such pragmatic consideralions as
"naturalness", availability of a knowledge representätion language t
and the skiIl of the irnplemenlers, to name a few. }lhat control
engineering

are needed depends on lhe conrplexi!y and the natural of
the application task. " INii 1986]

mechanisms

What is evident in tli i's conments is that a more detailed

the engineering details required to build an
implementation based on the modeL is necessary. The very nature of the

specification of

nodel prevents the speciiicaLion of an all-encompassing ímplementalion;

however, t4e can attempt to narrow the gap between the model and an

operational system. In the following sections, I address
engineerinq issues surrounding the construction of
- ¿tt

the

a functional
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impJ.ementation

of the model

The

specifications presented in

these

sections identify thê representation and control mechanisms required to

realize an operational syslem based on the conceptual modeL of
distributed problem soLving. It is important to understand that lhese
discussions outline representation and conLrol mechanisms that address
the engineering LevêI of the model, A target application dic¡ales the
knowledge that is to be represented and used to drive the conlrol
acLivities of an agen!. Thus, a particular application dictates
the lower-level details of the the representation and control

many of

mechanisms

required to create an operational system.

À.2 KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTÀTION
À.2.1 Overvier
In the framework of the model, agents co-ordinate co-operative problem
solving by crealing, distribuLing, and interpreting problem-solving
requests. Probtem-solving requests are struclures rlhich describe an
operation (or sel of operations) to be performed, an object (or set of

objects) to which the opera!ion is to be applied, and pcssibly an agent

(or set of agenls) which are to carry out the operation. Each agent is
divided inlo a planning component and one or nore problem-solving
components. An agent's planning component interprets problem-solving

requests thar the agent receives and determines lhe problem solving

fulfill a request and the agents capable of performing this
problen solving (a request may be performed by one or more of the
agent's problem-solving components, other agentsr or sone combination
required to

thereof

).
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of this section, I examine the form and content
problem-solving requests and of the var ious lypes of knowledge
planning component requi res to process requests effectively.
In the

A.2,2

remainder

of

Representino Problem-Solvinq Reoue6ts

In order !o represent problem-solving request structures,
Language

we require

a

lhat provides the following facilities:

. À facility for specifying generic frames representing generic
objects and requests buiLt from these objects. Generic frames
specify abstract characteristics of objects and requesLs such as
gènerið values, defaults, demons, and constraints. In addition,
this facility may also provide the ability to define
specializations of generic objects and requests. In this case, i!
must provide an inheritance mechanism which enables specializations
to inheri! aII or some of lhe form and content of their parent
franes. Specializations should be able to override inheriLed
characteristics or append additional characteristics.

I

A mechanism for specifying specific instances of generic objecrs
and requests and their specializations. An instance will represent
a copy of a generic frame with all or some of the components filled
in lfith acLual object instances. Instances should be able !o

override or append particular generic characteristics

when

necessary.

.À

for defining lhe form and content of the slot
frame r+hich specify the following:
of
a
structures
. Actual values and/or default values. These values can be
constants, generic objects, or object instances.
.

mechanism

in the form of arbitrarily complex expressions which can
to generate a sLot value or to fill in values for
other slots based on a given value (lhese expressions can
include references to the values of other slots r functíon
invocations, etc. ). For exampJ.e,

Demons

be evaluated

Appointment:
The funclion

F

IF-NEEDED (f

irst-available-time)

I RST-AVÀI LABLE-TI ME

examines the agent's agenda and

returns the first avaitable tíme period. This example
illustrates thât it may be necessary for functions to access
internal databases, tabLes, etc.
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Àccount ing-cost

I

tegaL-cost: (?a

Total-cos!:

(

?a nunber

r
IF-NEEDED
n

urnbe

)

(

)

(accounting-cost

(tegal-cost

FRoM SELF) +
FROM SEIF ) )

This expression stipulates thal total cost is the sun of the
accounting cost and legal cost (notel FRoM SELF denotes an access
to a particular slot value in the current frame).

Constrainls in the form of arbitrarily complex logical
expressions that evaluate to TRUE or FAtSE. togical expressions
can include: functions, relational operators, expressions, etc.
For example,

Location:

CONSTRÀiNT

(

distance(nearest-school) < 1)

is a function that returns the location of
the school nearest to lhe location specified as lhe value of the
sIot. This function would search a database containing locations
of schools, The distance funclion wí11 generate the distance
between tr+o locations.

Where nearest-school

Price:

CONSTRAINT

(

(< 100), (> 500))

À conjunctive expression stating
than 100 ÀND greater than 500.

(

that the slot value must be less

; (= SPTIT-tEvEt))
À disjunctive expression staling tha! the slot value must be
Style:

ei

ther

CONSTRÀINT

BUNGÀtow

or

(=

BUNGAtOW)

SPLIT-tEvEL.

o Inheritance specifications denoting the type of inheritance to
apply for the specific slol (e.9, ÀPPEND, OVERRIDE' elc.).

The example

in

Figure

À.1 ilLustrates a

sample

set of

request

a generic representation Ianguage (the
aclual language is not formally defined, it simply serves to illuslrate
the type of mechanisms that are required). This example contains a
generic frame (PURCHÀSE), a specialization of that frane
(HousE-PURCHÀsE ) , and an instance of the specialization (REouEsr-101).
structures constructed using

In addi!ion, the example contains a generic object frame

(HOUSE) which

purchase

REoUEST TYPE generic

Operation: pu rc ha se
object: (?a gen e ra 1-obj ec t )

( (?a person); (?a organization))
seller: ((?a person); (?a organization))
Payment : (cash;credil-card;morLgage)
Buyer:

house-purchase REOUEST
purchase WI TH
object: (?a
Patment:

request-101

(c

a

house

)

Inherit(ovERRIDE)
) Inherit(ovERRIDE)

sh ;mor t ga ge

REouEsT TYPE instance

house-purchase
House.

TYPE specialization

}lI TH

Style: Constraint( (= BUNGÀLoW))

House. Pr ice:

Constraint( (<

100000))

Buyer: PERSoN-37
Paiment: MORTGÀGE I nher i t (ovERRIDE

house

oBJECT

)

TYPE generlc

l (?a color )
style: (auHceLow; snrt r-LEvEL ; . . . )
Location: (?a addre s )
City: (?a city)
color

s

Figure

À.1:

Sample Generic Frames,

Specializations, and InsLances
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is used to describe a component of the HOUSE-PURCHÀSE frame. Às evident
in this example, a specific request instance does not need to specify a
compJ.ete instantiation of a generic request. Instead, instances
typicaJ.ly specify the characteristics of various objects that r¡i1l
constitute an acceptable soLution to the request. The recipient of the
reguest (e.g. a real-estate agent) must fulfitl the request by filling
in the frame wilh specific values that satisfy aII of the specified
characteristics, For exampler the request instance in Figure 4.1
specifies that the buyer is PERSON-37' an object instance of a generic
object (PERsoN), and that the payment will be nade via a mortgaqe Loan.
In addition, tlio constraints are associated t,liEh part of the

request:

. the value assigned to lhe style slot of a prospective
slrucLure must be

house

BUNGÀLoW' and

. the value assigDed to the price slot must not exceed 100000.
Therefore, in order to fuLfill this request, the recipient must find
house which matches the characteristics specified in the request
BUNGÀLoW,

a
a

priced at or below 100'000'

À.2.3 Representino the KnorLedoe
In order to co-ordinate co-operative problem

solving

activities,

a

planning component requires extensive knowledge describing the types of

that it can process, the methods it can use to
process each type of request, and the agents that can carry out the
problen-solving specified by a particular method, including the requests
probl-em-solving requests

that it

can

dislribute to

its

probLem-solving components and those

it

can distribute to other agents in the environment. The types of
requests tha! a planning conponent may be required to process can be
divided inLo lhree categories:
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these are requests that can be transformed inLo
a set of simp).er requests which can be solved individually. The
results of solving this set of requests typically must be
integrated to produce a solution to the originaL request'

o

coMPOSITE REOUESTS:

.

PRIMITiVE REOUESTS: these requests can be distributed directly to
appropriate agents. The recipient of a primitive request may
immediately (e.S. a request distributed to a
execute it
problem-solving component), or if the recipient is another planning
èomponent, thèn the recipient nay view the request as a composite
request and transform it, distribute a simpler set of requests, and
integrate the results.

.

these are requests that can be placed in both of
the previous categories: they can be processed either as composite
requãsts or as primitive requests. The meLhod used to process this
type of request typicaLly depends on the planning component's

FLEXIBLE REOUESTS:

wõikIoad, ftre priority of the reques!, and the availability of

other agents, For example, a pLanning component nay decide to
distribute a low priority request to a subordinate rather than
apply available transformation methods because the planning
component's workload cannot acconnodate lhe time and effor!
involved in co-ordinating a solution using lhe !ransformation
methods.

The
plann

.

following are the three basic types of

ing

c

omponen

t

knowledge

required by a

I

specifying hott to process composite requests. This
knowledge must include a definiLion of the requests lhat are
considered conposite, a plan definition specifying hotr !o transform
a particular composite request into a set of simpler requestst and
controL information that dÍctates dependencies and constraints
among these simpler requests as welI as the integration functions
that must be performed to produce a final sol-ution fron the resulls
of the i ndi vidual requests.
PLÀN knowledge

o TÀSK knowLedge specifying lhe processing required to solve
prirnitive requests. This knowledge must specify a definition of the
requests that can be processed as primitive requests, and the class
of agenls (or specific agents) that are capable of executing a
particular primitive reques! (i.e. a problem-solving conponent or
olher agenLs ).

.

knowledge specifying the processing required to communicate
!rith the various agents in the environment. rhis knoltledge must

ÀGENT

fy the address of each agent i n the envi ronment , the
communication protocols needed to interact wirh each agent and
typically a definition of the class or classes of agents !o tlhich
eãòh agent belongs. in addition, lhis knowledge can associate
spec i

agent-specific task

knowledge r+ith each agent. This

task

knowledge
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typically defines additional information describing specific
characteristics of lhe requests tha! each agent can perform. Thus,
general task knowledge identifies the agents thal cân perform
iarlicular requestsr and agent-specific task knowledge describes
specific requirements that individual agents may impose on these
requesbs.

Let us

now consider

encode these types
scheme

a knowledge representation that can be used to

of knowledge.

Chapter 4 suggested

a representation

which requires a language that côn express the three lypes of

in the forn of knowledge scripts. Figures 4.2 and 4.3
ilìustrate the type of informat.ion that such a Ianguage must be capable
of express ing, including:
knowledge

TYPE IDENTIFIER:

script

indicates the type of entity represented in

the

(PLAN, TÀsK, AGENT).

PRECoNDITioNs: À precondi!ion is simply a particular request
inslance which defines the type of problem-solving requests to
which the plan, task, or agent information described by the script
is applicatte. À particular problem-solving request is said to
match the precondition of a knowledge script if the tl{o structures

are instances of the same qeneric requesl (or compatible
specializations thereof) and the components of bhe lrlo strucLures
ale compatible. THo components are considered compatible if:
. they both specify the same object instancei
. they both specify generic objects (or specializaLions) and the
constraints associated l¡ith lhese objects are consistenl;
I one component is an object instance that satisfies aII of the
constraints associated t,'ith the other component (which is an
gener ic object ) ;
or agent
DESCRIPTION: this strucLure specifies the plan, task'
information represented in lhe script.
. For plan scripts lhis includes:
o À set of plan steps that must be executed to fuLfilL the
request, Typicatty, these steps specify problem-solving
requests that represent the tasks involved in salisfying the
en[ire request. À plan may also specify function calls as a
plan step, For exampJ.e, the second step. of the plan in
i'igure ,1.2 specifies a function (cHoosE-HOuSE) which takes the
reÀults fron the first step (a set of houses that match the
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Type:
Àppl

PLÀN

icable-to

Plan:

D0

house-purchase {precondition}

:

(suep-

1

nd-house l,llTH
Object: FROM precondítion)
fi

(step-2 (choose-house (object

FROM

step-1))

(step-3 arrange-a-deal I.lI TH
Object:

Seller:
Buyer

Solut

ion =

:

FROM

FRoM

FROM

s¡ep-2
step-2

precondition)

house-purchase

objectr

FROM

l.llTH

step-3

{house

Seller I FRoM st ePBuyer: FRoM Precondition
Payment : FRoM Precondition

with arranged price}

2

Type:
Appl

TASK

icable-to:

Àgent-Class: real--estate

Agent-id:

{precondition}

f i nd-house

agent

SELF

Figure

À.2: Sample Plan and Task Script

given criteria) and selects a particular house !o pursue (based
õn specific criteria embodieC in the function). Back¡racking
may be necessary if the chosen house conflicts llith the rest of
thé plan (e.g, ã price cannot be negotiated).

¡ À control

specification describing the processing involved in
execuLing the plan. This includes controL slructures for
specifying temporal orderings among tasks' iteration,
condiLional tasks, etc.

o A definition of the integration functions required to obtain a
complete solution from the results of the plan steps. In the
sample plan, a solution is defined as a house-purchase request
structure r¡hich specifies how the values for the various
components are to be obtained (e.9. fron the precondition or

fron a specific p).an slep).
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Type:

AGENT

Applicable-to:

{no specif

ic

preconditionsl

Network-id: agenl-101
Àddress: SELF { the problem-solving component }
Can-Perforn: (find-house, arrange-a-deaI, . . .)

Type: AGENT-SPECI FI C-TÀSK
Àgent: SELF {which agen! does the script belong toJ
Àppl icable-to: f i nd-house }¡ITH

House,City:

(

CONSTRAINT

Ithis

agent can only
winnipegl

Figure

.

À.3:

find

houses in

Sample Àgent and Agent-Specific Task Scripts

set of constraints that must be satisfied in order for the
plan to remain valid. These constraints can be specified in lhe
solution definition to represent dependencies among the plan
steps that must be obeyed as lhe solulion evolves.

À

o For task scripts

.

(= I{INNIPEG))

this

includes:

List of the agents or classes of agents that can perform the
task represented by the script.

À

r Àn opbionaL request structure lhaE def ines additionaL
characleristics of the request. This information is merged with
that of Lhe request structure in the precondition of the
scripl. If additional information is not required, then the
request structure specified

For agent scripLs

¡

À

.

À

this

in the precondiLion is

used.

includes:

definition of the inforrnalion required to communicate Ìrilh
specific agent (e.g. address, rouEing protocols, etc. )

list of agent-specific

requiremenls that

task

an agent

a

scripts which define specific
on one or more of the

inposes
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requests (¡asks) that it is capable of performing. .I f a
paiticular lask that the agent can perforn does not require an
ãgent-specific lask script, then the information in the general
tásk sciipt rlill be used to construct the appropriate request

to be sent to the agent.
c OTHER INFORMÀTION: in addition bo the two basic structures' a
scrípt can have any number of additional structures representing
knowledge describing relationships among scripts, includíng
heuristic knowledge that can be used determine which of a set of
applicable plans, tasks, and agents are most applicable to a
pa

rt icula

A,2,4
used

problem-solving requesl.

Oroanization of the Knowledqe

Throughout

is

r

to

Base

this section I have assumed that a structured representation
represent request structures and knowledge

scripts. It is

feasible, however, to use a linear representation in which the
base

is

viewed as

set of

knor,iledge

scripts,

each

of

knowledge

which completely

describes a particular planr task' or agent. The only structuring

of

the

is the partitioning of lhe knowledge scripts according to
the category of knowledge to which they belong. For exarnple, each
script within the pJ.an category will completely describe a particular
plan: a precondition (request slructure) and a plan definition. AII
request structures and knowledge scripts must be completely specified
because an inheritance mechanism is not available in a linear
representâtion. This approach is feasible if the number of scripts is
small and easy to mainlain. Howeverr as the nunber of scripts increases
knowledge base

and the relationshíps among the scripts grows, a struclured approach is

required.
r epr e sen

.

Consider

the following

advantages inherent

in

struc!ured

la t i on s :

Early pruning of entire classes of scripls during introspection.
script is not met, then its
If tñe precondition of a high-Ievet
subordinãtes can be pruned (provided they do not override the
precondi t ion in question).
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. Incorporation of control knowLedge in the high-leve1 scripts that
can direct lhe selection or pruníng of subordinates (e.9. the
MORE-SPECIFiC slot described in Chapter 4).
¡ The knowledge is represented more explicitly and nalurally thus
enabling Iarge coLlections of scripts to be developed and
maintained with greater ease (although consistency problems
inherent in structured representations must be addressed as
outl ined in Ilevesque 84]).
À.3 BÀSIC CONTROL ISSUES
À.3,1 Overvier
In order to formalize the control specification outlined in Chapter 4t
it helps to vietr control as a constraint-directed search problem. Fox
stâtes that:
"Ðomain knowledge, encapsulated in lhe form of constraints, can be
used to develop a better understanding of the structure of the
problem space which will lend to more efficient problem solvers
whose:

. architeclurês take
structures,

advantage

of known

problem

spac e

and

. focus of attention methods reduce the amount
s ea rch. " [r'ox a¿]
From

of

this perspective, co-operative problem-solving can be viewed as

a mulLi-agent constraint-satisfaction planning problem
use constraints

activiLies.

in

which agents

to direct and co-ordinate co-operative problem solving
The constraints that must be manipulated during

co-operative problem-solving can be divided into five basic categories:

.

OrganizationaL coals: maintaining an effective use of availabLe
reÀources (particularly agent resources) by constraining their use.
For exampJ.e, preventing scarce resources (e.g' highJ.y skilled
agen!s) from being used on Low priority tasks' preventing
bóttLenecks during co-operalive work (deadlocks), and balancing the
use of idle resources effectively.

¿¿4

Physical Restrictions: identifying physical Limitations of
reiources such as the processing tinre invoLved in and the
ínformation required !o perform particular tasks'

Restrictions: identifying

temporal orderings anong the
problem-solving
requests
an
agent receives and among the
indlvidual
requesLs (e.9. the order j.n
individual
tasks requiied to carry out
which the sleps of a plan must be performed).

o Temporal

. Àvailability Restrictions: identifying resource availabilíty and
the irnplicalions of unavailable resources (e.g. !ask x cannot be
performed unless agent À is available).
. Preferences: identifying preferences for plans, tasks, and agents
as well as preferences for negotiation methods that may be
available.

The knowJ.edge representation described in lhe previous section
provides a natural framework for representing constraints and for

exploiting constraint-directed control strategies in order to
co-ordÍnate co-operative problem-solving activilies. The representation
of constraints in the knowledge scripts can be summarized in the
foll-owing manner:

r

preconditions of plan scripLs identify the type of problerns
lhat a planning conponent can process using divide-and-conquer

The

methods.

.

preconditions of task scripts idenlify the type of problems
that a planning component can process as primitive requests'
o The precondÍtions of agent scripts (agent-specific task scripts)
idenLify additional constraints that individual agents impose on
specifiõ tasks (primitive requests). For example, one or more of
the agents identified by a task script as being capable of
The

performing a particular primilive requesL may only be able to
perform specific configurations of the request.

addition, the constraints specified in a particular
that an agent receives must be integrated
i¡itt¡ the coñstrtints in the knowledge scripts' specific
constraints in a parlicular request may conflict l¡ith lhe
preconditions imposed by the knowledge scripts thus further

c In

problem-solving request

conslraining lhe plans, tasks, and agents thal can be used'
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Therefore, all consbraints and r as !¡e shall see, all methods
available for relaxing constraints are expliciLly represented in the
appropriate knowledge scripts (and prob).em-solving requests).

A

a control strategy lhat can process
by maniputaLing these constraints in order to

pJ.anning component requires
probtem-solving requests

perform the follorling steps:

.

Determine the probJ.em-solving methods

that can be used to process

a

particular request. There may be severaL methods available
including several pJ.ans, several tasks, or some combination of the
tl,¡o.

I Selec! a melhod capable of fulfilling a particular request.

Thís

typicalty involves determining the most suitable method.

.

the agents that can perform the problem-solving tasks
specified by the chosen meLhod (there may be more than one aqent
cápabIe of performing a task).

Delernine

o Select an agent to carry ou! each task. This typically involves
determining the agent that ís best. suited to each task.

.

Determine lhe problem-solving requests that must be sent to these
agents to have them execute the tasks (it is through these

piobLem-solving requests

initiated).

¡

that co-operative problem-solving is

of the results produced by lhese agents
(at some point the results must be returned to the source of the
original problem-soJ.ving reques! ) .

Co-ordinate the integration

of this section, I describe an algorithm which
addresses the basic control issues ou!lined in the modeI. Essential-J-y
this algorithm is a constraint-directed search with dependency-directed
backtracking. Thus, a programming tool that provides these mechanisns
can be enployed to build an opera!ional system based on this algoriLhm.
(¡I programning languages such as KEE and KnowledgeCraf! provide
Subsequent sections
dependency-directed backtracking facilities.)
address engineering issues that arise when attenpting to extend this
In the

remainder
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algorithm to facililate
so).ving

more

(i.e. negotiation).

robust forms of co-operative

The

problem

goaL is to provide a general-purpose

control specification which can be applied to create the various
planning mechanisms necessary !o address the needs of co-operative
problem-solving syslems. One must remember, however, lha! nuch of an
operaLional systen witl stiJ-t require exlensive tailoring in order to
capture the specific knowledge and control characteristics of a
particular applicaEion.
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Basic control Àloorithn

À.3.2

ì,

MoniEor the conmunications Iink
pr oblem-so lv i

.
1

for the arrival

of

ng requests,

Represent the requests as
the activity bl ac k boa rd.

entries

on lhe problems

partition

of

Selecb a request to process and perform introspection to find
applicable plan scripts (i.e. determine whether the request can
bã-processeá using a divide-and-conquer method)

I

Perform a constraint-satisfaction search which retrieves the
plan scripts that are conpatible with the request.

r

À script is only selected if iLs precondition is completely
compatible rlith the given request (negoLiation rnethods for
processing scripts whose preconditions are not compatible are
discussed in the next section)' Slore these scripts on a

plan agenda.

o
2

step 5 (the

Select a plan from the plan agenda and interpret the
def init ion (plan execu!ion).

.
4,

then go to
request may correspond to a primitive request).

If no applicable plans were found,

plan

a data structure describing the tasks to be performed
and the control information associated wit,h executing these
tasks (i.e, an executable Plan ) .
Create

Distribute the tasks as specified in plan definition.

.

5 to 7 for each task that is to be distribuled
(may require maintaining a temporal ordering of task

Perform sLeps
exec ut ion ) .

Introspect to determine the task scripts that are applicable to
lhe sþecified primitive request (a primitive request received
directly from an agent or specified in a plan step) .

6.

. Àpplicable task scripLs are stored on a task agenda. If the
task agenda is empty, then the request cannot be distributed;
backtrack to step 3 and select another pJ.an, or inforrn the
source of the request that the request cannot be processed.
SeIect a task interpretation fron the task agenda and introspect
to determine lhe applicable agent scripts.

r

Àpplicabte agent scripts are stored on än agent agenda. If the
agent agenda is emply, then lhe request cannot be distributed;
select another lask interpretation from the task agenda, or
backtrack to Step 3 and select another plân.
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7.

Select an agent from the agent agenda and distribute the request
(task) to lhe agent using interrogation.
o The communication information needed to create and route an
appropriate message containing the request is described in the
chosen agent scrip!.

c Store outgoing requests on the agent aclivi!y partition of the
aclivity btac[¡oaid. Inc]ude a request identification ta9 with
each outgoing request. This tag is used bo identify subsequen!
inconinq- meðsagás that represent responses to distributed
requests.
8.
o

to slep 1 and select anolher request to
I.lhen responses to dlstributed tasks arrive:
Go back

process.

. Determine lhe request corresponding to the response by
examining the request identification tag in the response.
. If the response indicates successful completion of the request'
then do one or more of lhe following:
I Integrate the results t¡ith results of other conpleted tasks
as defined in the plan definition;
. I.lait for lhe completion of other distributed requestsl
. Distribute other requests that riere waiting for the response;
. Roule results to the destination (if processing is conplete);
. If the response indicates that the request h'as not completed
successfulJ.y, then do one or nore of the foJ-lowing:
. Backtrack to step 7 and determine whether the request can be
di str ibuted

to another

agent;

I Backtrack to step 6 and determÍne whether another
interpreLation of the request can be used;
. Backtrack to step 3 and determine whether another plan can be
used;

r

a response to the source of the
request
cannot be completed;
that
the
indicating
request

Terminate processing and send
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À,3.3

ÀdditionaL lssuês Èo Consiiler

There are several additionaL control issues to be addressed in the
algorithm:

. In order !o co-ordinate the actions of the planning component
effectively and efficiently, the control algorithm requires the

facilities :
r À mechanisn for assigning each reques! a priority based on the
type of request, the contents of the request' the source of the
request, or sorne combination of this information. When faced
with several requests to processr the planning component can use
these priorities to focus its efforts towards the requests that
are the most important. Furthermorer the planning component can
use these priorities to determine when to suspend processing of
low priority requests in favor of more importânl requests lhat

f

oJ.lowing

subsequently arrive.

r

A mechanísrn for associating a qualiLy measure with each p).an,
task, and agent script. This measure r¡iLI indicate the quality of
a particular p]an, task, or agent. The planning component can
usã Èhis measure to focus its efforts tor+ards sel-ecLing the
highesr quality resources. These measures can be predefined
constants or can be expressed as a function of particular

characteristics of a given problem-solving request. For example,
criteria in the MORE-SPECIFIC slot of the parent of a set of
scripts can be used to determine r+hich of its subordinates is
best suited to a par¡icular request.

.lt

mäy be necessary to interrogale the source of a request during
introspection in order !o oblain values for missing component
informãtion that is needed to deternine whether a particular script
is compatible to the request.
e À plan definition nray include one or more steps which specify
function calls rather lhan problem-solving requests. The control
strategy must recognize these steps and invoke the appropriate
internal functions.
. Interpretíng a plan typically requires the instantialion of all or

par! of the specified plan steps. This instantiation invoLves
irrtegrating values for conponents of a stepr either from other
stepi or irom the precondition of the script, as illusLrated in
Figure À.2.

I

Instead of processing the tasks specified by a plan one at a time,
it may be necessary to perform a preliminary scheduling of all lhe
lasks to ensure that lhe plan is feasible. À plan may prove to be
i nfeasible for several reasonsi
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. The required agents are not available (they are busy. or
disabled), or ávailable agents irnpose additional constraints
that are incompatible rlith the requests specified in the plan
constraints irnposed among one or more of the planned steps
cannot be satisfied (e'9. the resuLts of one step are not
compatible with thal required by a subsequent step);
Prelirninary scheduling nay involve interrogating agents to ensure
that lhey ðan and wilI perform the requests specified by the plan.

.

The

. Preliminary interrogalions may ask one or more of the agents to
provide an estimate in order to determine whether or not the
intertask consLraints can be met (i.e. total cost of all steps
cannot exceed a predefined limit; time required to perform. one
step nust be within the constrainLs specified by anoLher step)

r Thus, a planning component should be able to apply a heurislic
function to generate an estimated solution to a request
(assuming !he request is compatible with the planning
componenÈ's knowledge). These heuristic functions can be
represented in the appropriate knowledge scripls. Generating
an estimate nay entail obtaining and integrating estimates from
other agents (i.e. the heuristic function associated rlith a
plan requires estinates from the agenLs. that are to carry ot¡t
ihe requests specifieci by the plan steps)'

.

À.4

Estimates are not guaranleed to be exact. À plan nay fail
tasks are actually performed and estinates are exceeded.

when

INCREÀSING ROBUSTNESS THROUGH NEGOTIÀTION

in the previous section, agents are
able to co-operate if they can create the necessary problem-solving
requests and distribute these requests to the appropriate agents.
RareIy, however, is it possible to create a distributed problem-solving
syslem in rlhich the agents are able to interact rrithoul conflicts or
incompalibilities. Rather, the power of these systems is inherent in
the diversity of the beliefs, abilíties, and needs of their rnember
agents, Às a resull, interac!ions among agents often wiII contain

Using the control strategy ou!lined

incompatibilities: the constraints associated riiLh the melhods (plans,
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!asks, agents) that an agent can employ conflict r+ith lhe information
(values and constrainls) specified in a particular problem-soJ.ving
In many casest
request that the agent has been asked to fulfill.
however, incornpatibilities can be overcome if the agenls can negotiate
with one another to reformuLate the interactions. Negotiation can be
vierled as the process of relaxing constraints to propose alternative
problem configurations which are satisficing and feasible. In order to
facilitate negotiation, a planning component must be able to perform lhe
following functions:

. Employ relaxation methods that can be used to relax constraints.
r Select the focus of negotiation when incompa!ibilities occur.
r Decide when negotiation is successful.
. Recognize when further negotiation is inappropriate or unnecessary.
In the renainder of this section, I examine the facilities that are
required to extend the basic control algorithm to incorporate these
negot

iat ion functions.

À.4.1

Representino Relaxation l.{ethoals

One rlay of specifying relaxation methods
define how it can be satisfied lMittat

extendíng the

the

851

is to have each constraint

.

This can be accomplished

representation J.anguage to provide

the

by

folLowing

facilities:
o

method or set of relaxation
with a particular constraint. For Example:

¡ facility for associating a relaxation
meLhods
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Slot:
Cost

coNSTRÀINT(expressi on )
UNTESS( ielax(expression)

:

(?a nunber )
coNsrRArNr( (<

100

)

UNTESS(

;

relax(expression)

;.'.)

)

relax( (< 125) ))

facility for specifying arbitrariLy cornplex Iogical expressions
that constrain the use of a relaxation method. For examplei

À

slor

:

coNsrRÀINT(expression)
UNLESS(

Due-Date

l

(ãxpression relax(expression) ))

(?a date)
CONSTRAINT(

t.tork-Per

Price:

iod:

(?a

(>= current-date)

number

)

I F-NEEÐED ( (due-da

te

FROM

)

SELF)

-

current-date)

(?a numbe r )
CoNSTRAINT( (>= 1000 ) )
UNLESS (re1ax( (>=

900) );
((work-period FROM SELF) > 7)
relax( (>= 500 ) ))

In this example, the request structure specifies that the due date
of a particular requesl must be greater than or equal to -the
currenl date. The work period is calculated as the number of days
The price thaÈ is
between the current datè and the due date.
greater
than
or
equaI. to 1r000.
must
be
request
specified in the
indicales thal
The
first
specified.
methods
are
also
Two relaxaLion
(unconditionally),
shile
100
relaxèd
by
price
be
can
constrâint
the
the lecond indicaLes that the constraint can be cut in half if the
work period is longer than seven days.
À mechanisn for determining whether further negotiation should be
applied to satisfy the logical expression associated \4ith a
rãlaxation method. in the example above, the control strategy could
aLtempt to negotiate a longer due date if the current work period
is nol long eñough to warrant the 50% reduction ín the price.
A mechanism for verifying that a relaxation method can be used
A
based on other constraints that the method may affect.
particular relaxation of one constraint nay adverseLy effect the
ãUifity to satisfy another. Thus, the control strategy must
propagãte local relaxations to determíne whether other constraÍnts
åt ihã sane level or at higher levels are invalidaLed, and if so'
whether these constraints propose relaxation methods lhat can
rectify the incompatibi).ilies. In many cases, verifying. a
potential reLaxaliòn of a constraint lritL require the planning
ãomponent to interrogate another agent to determine if the proposed
reIãxation is feasible. For instance' exLending lhe due date in
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the example above may prevent t.he agent that sent the request from
neeting other deadlines. However, that agent nay aJ.so know of ways
to reLáx these deadlines (by rescheduting other tasks) so that the
extended due date is acceptable.

A,4,2 Manipulatino Relaxation MeÈhods
In the absence of negotiation melhods' a knowledge script is not
considered appLicable unless it is conpletely compatible with a
particular problem-soLving request. Knollledge scripts which are
partially compatible are ignored, !hus timiting subslantially the
resources that can be used to process the request. When control is
extended to facilitate nego!iations' introspecEion becomes signif icantly
more cornplicated: the selection process can no longer ignore alL
partialty conpalible knowledge scripts. These scripts may become
applicable if relaxation methods are available and are applied
successfulJ-y. Às a result, introspection require: a form of
hypothesize-and-test search: when a script is only partially compatible
Hith a particular request ' the control strategy nust hypoLhesize
reformuLations of the problem based on relaxation methods specified in
the script or in the request and then test lhese hypotheses to ensure
they are valid.
Because

this

process

has the potential to

become

very

lengthy

and

unwieldy (there may be nultiple scripts and mullipLe reformulations that
can

be applied !o each script),

we

require a nechanism to focus the

planning component's attention tor+ards the most promising hypotheses.
Such a mechanism lrould extend

retrieves the

knowledge

the control straEegy so that introspection

scripts that are either completely or partially

compaiible to a particular problem-solving reques!. For example,

if

lhe
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is searching for applicable plan knowledge' then
introspection wiIl reLrieve all conpletely or partially compatible plan
scripls. The planning component would then determine whether a
completely conrpatible script is available and, if so, whether it should

planning component

be used

or

whether

additional effor¿ should be expended to negotiate

the removal of the incompatibilíties present in one or more of
partially compalible scripts. In order to make lhis decision,

the
the

representation language and control strategy must be extended to provide

the following

r

mechanisms:

A facility for determining lhe extent of incompatibility bettleen.a
problem-sólving request ãnd a particular knowledge script. This
facitity must take into account !he following factors:

. The

nunber of constraints that are unsatisfied, both
knowledge script and in the problem-solving request.

.

The importance

r

The

in

lhe

of the unsatisfied constraints. This reguires Lhe
represãntation language to provide a mechanism for associating an
irnþortance neasure with each conslraint. It should be possible
!o express this measure as a constant or as a function of the
values of particular components in a request.

utility and cost of relaxalion methods. This requires the
represenlalion language to provide a means of associating
meåsures with each ielaxalion method indicating the following:
. À difficulty measure indicating the amount of effort that
typically must be expended to apply this method successfulLy'
It should be possible to express this measure as a constan! or
as a function of the degree to r+hich the associated constraint
has been broken.

¡

indicates the likelihood of lhe method
succeeding, if applied. Again, this measure should be
expressable as a constanl or as a function of the degree to

À

utitity

measure which

which the constraint was broken.

r

A mechanism for specifying combinaLion funcLions which manipulate
these measures in order to produce an compatibility measure that
reflects the degree of compatibility of a script. Compatibility
measures range f;om 0 (comþlete1y incompatible) to 1 (completely
compatible), A typical combination function averages the.various

meaêures. À combination function aLso can apply different
weightings to the various measures in order to reflec! a greater
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reliance on a particular measure or combination of measures. The
actual combination funcLions !hât are used are application
dependenl (e.g. rules, functions, etc.). The SoLVED-Ì'iHEN slot of a
problem-soLving request and the ÀPPLICÀBLE-WHEN slot of a knowledge
script can define specific combination functions, or lhe control
stralegy can empJ.oy a generaL-purpose combinalion function.

While introspecting, the planning conponent uses the mechanisms
described above to compute a compatibility measure for each script tha!

it examines. As a result,
quality

and a

measure (as

each

have a

compatibility

measure

outlined in section ¡.3.3) associäted with it.

Based on these measures, the
f ol low

scrip! t¡iÌ1

planning

component can perform any

of

the

ing actions:

o Select a completely compatible script' The remaining completely
compatible and/or partially compatible scripts are placed on an
agenda. These scripts can be used if the pJ-anning conponent
delermines after further processing that the chosen script is not
applicabJ.e because of lowei-level incompatibilities. For example, a
rèQuest nay be completely compatible with lhe precondition of a
particular plan script, but the planning component may subsequently
deternine that one or more of the planned steps cânnot be executed.

For exampLe, after instänliating !he plan sleps using the
information in lhe request, !he planning component may deterrnine
bhat the step conflicts rlith the preconditions imposed by lhe agent
knowledge. Thus the step cannot be distributed. Moreover, a plan
can fail if one or more of the agents designated to carry out the
plan are unavailable (busy or disabled).

r Prune those scripts rlith an compatibility measure belotl a
predefined threshold. A low compatibility measure indicates tha! a
ãcript has too many incompatibilities, the Íncompalibilities are
too severe, or the melhods available for resolving lhe
incompatibilities require too much effort or provide little chance
of suðceeding. The'script itself can define- this threshold (i.e.
in the APPLICABLE-WHEN slot of the precondilion), or the control
strategy can use a general-purpose compatibility threshold.

r choose a partially compatible script and apply negotialion to
determine whether the application of relaxation methods can resolve
the existing incompatibilities. The planning component can choose
this approach even if a corìpleteIy compalible script is available'
tf a sciipt's compatibility measure is high enough and iLs quality
measure is very high, signíficantly higher than that of any
conpletely compatible scrípts, then lhe planning component can
choòse to expend additional effort !o resolve lhe incompatiblities
so that a higher quality script (plan, Lask, agent) can be
ernployed.
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control strategy should use the importance measures
associated with the constraints that need to be satisfied, and
utiLity and difficulty measures associated r¡ith the various
relaxalions that can be apptied for each constraint in order to
In other
deterrnine which negotiatíons should be applied first'
words, it should pursue negotiations of lhe constraint with the
higheàt importance measure using the relaxation meLhods rrith the
highest utility measure and the Iowest difficulty measure.
The

If the planninq

component determines

negoliations to resolve incompatibilities,

that it
it nust

should perform

be able

to

determine

negotiations. There are severaL \,,ays that the
planning component can determine that further negotiations are
when

it

should conclude

unnecessary

or unfruitful:

r The compatibility measure reaches 1, indicating all
incompatibilities between the request and the preconditions of the
scripL have been resolved. Negotiation is therefore considered
conplete.

¡

The

compatibility measure is

deemed

high enough that the script

can

still exist, but
be consldered apþlicable. Incompatibilities
with very Iow
invoLve
conslraints
these incompatibilities
be specified in
can
threshold
meãsures.
An
applicability
importance
that must be
level
of
compatibility
the
defining
eaòh script
present belore the script is considered applicable. The impact of
Lhe rernaining incornpatibilities may atso be defined in the scripl.
For example, the quality neasure of the script can be reduced by
some factor of the amount of incompatibility remaining. The
planning component can use this informaEion in conjunction r,lith the
utility and cost of available reLaxation methods to balance the
benefils of further negotiation (i.e. obtaining a higher quality
rneasure) rlith the efforI that is required to obtain those benefits.
o The compatibility measure falls belorl the cotnpatibility threshold.
to resolve
This òccurs when relaxation methods fail
high
importance
a
carrying
in
constraints
incornpatibilities
prune
from lhe
script
planning
nust
this
The
component
neasure,
Iisl and backtiack tó selàct another course of action (choose
may

another script f rorn the agenda, or backtrack to a higher-Ìevel
select another aLternative.

and
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À.4.3 Co-ordinatinq Efforts DurÍno Neqotiation
in order to funclion effectively, a planning component must be able to
focus its efforts towards processing the most important problem-soìving
requests that it receives. One way of achieving this is to assign each
request a priority value as oullined in the previous section. The
planning component lhen focuses the majority of ils efforls to!,ards high
priority requests. Building on !his concept, t{e can provide a planning
conponent with a nechanism that enables it to dictate the maximun and
mininum amount

of effort thal should

be expended while processing

a

particular request. This mechanism requires the following facilities:

| À facility that enables the planning component to dictate lite
emphasis that is to be placed on qualiLy and compatibility while
prôcessing a particular request. The pJ'anning component, mus! be
ã¡te to áefine a quality and compatibiLiry threshold for each
request based on the importance of the request. For. .exampLet
a low value for the quality threshold and a high value
spðcifying-compatibility
threshold signifies that the (scripts)
fõr tire
.planning
component is not to em-phasize the quality of the methods
that it can use. thus, the planning component wiII focus its
efforts torrards scripts !¡ilh the least incompatibilities. This
enables lhe pLanning component lo process low priority requests.as
expediently ãs posÀi¡te. on lhe other hand, specifying- a high
vaiue for the quality threshold and a low value for the
compatibJ-ity threshold signifies that lhe planning component
shoutd, whén necessary' expend additional effort in resolving
incompatibilities in order to use the highest Su?1i!y resources.
Thus, the emphasis is placed on quality, not compatibility.
r À facÍ1ity for specifying request-specific threshoLds for the
utility ánd difficuLty measures associaLed r+iLh available
relaxalíon nethods. This facility enables the planning component
lo dictaLe the amount of effort lhat should be expended during any
negotiations involving a particular request. This enables the
pÌãnning component to constrain the relaxation methods that can be
üsed in-negoliating Ìow priority requests. The relaxation methods
that are cónsidered applicable must possess a utility neasure above
the specified utility threshold and a difficulty measure belo!, the
dif f iðuity threshold. By specifying these thresholds approprialely'
a planning component cãn focus negotiation efforts torlards high
quäIity, low cost relaxation methods for low priority requests' 0n
Ëtre otËár hand, a high priority request may rlarrant additional
efforEs in whiéh case thè planning conponent can specify ]ower
utitity and difficulty thresholds so that alLernative relaxation
meLhods can be used.
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À planning conponent also can

use the mechanism described

above to

of effort tha! should be expended in fulfilling a
particuLar reques! that il distributes to another agent. Nevertheless,
índicate the

amount

decentralized control

is

mainlained

in lhat the sender

does no! dictate

the recipient is to process a request; the sender can, however,
indicate the relative importance that it places in the request. The
recipient of the request uses this information in delermining the
processing efforts it shouLd expend to fulfill the request. The
recipient typically can expend more or less effor! than is indicated by
lhe thresholds specified by lhe sender, depending on its own workload
and the importance that it places in the request.

how

facility is particularly useful in co-ordinating lhe processing
efforts wiLhin an agency of agents. The managing agent can distribute
reques!s that rhe agency receives to its subordinates with an indication
of the resources that should be used to fulfill the requesl. The
managíng agent lypically wiIl embodied knowledge describing the relative
importance of each request that the agency as a whole can process. It
lherefore is better equipped to judge the efforts lha! should be
expended in processing particuLar requestsr especiaLly in view of other
requests that the agency is currently processing. Therefore, in this
scenario !he subordinate agents typically will adhere more cIoseJ.y to
This

the thresholds associated with a request so that the agency's resources
are used effectivelY.
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In this

appendix

I

'

have addressed Ehe engineering issues involved in

creating an operational system based on the conceptual model of
distributed problem solving outlined in Chapter 4. I identified and
discussed the representation and

control

mechanisns

required to

narrotl

the gap between the conceptual and compulaLional aspects of the model'
A particular application will, however, dictaLe many of lhe specific
representation and control characteristics that must be implemenled'

The engineering issues that were exanined provide a general-purpose
framework for tackling specific applications. ÀI programming languages
such

as

KEE

and

KnowledgeCraft can

be

used

to

provide

rapid protolyping of targe! applicalions. Typically,

a vehicle for

however

'

extensive

tailoring of the representation and control mechanisms provided by these
tools will be required to capture the true essence of co-operative
problem solving

in

complex appJ.ications.

Àppendix

À

8.1

B

SÀI.IPIE DIÀGNOSIS SESSION

CO-OPERÀTII/E PROBLEM-SOLVING

ÀCTT VI TI ES

of the interactions carried out among
the artificial health-care agents described in Chapter 5 in diagnosing a
particular patient's health problens are examined. The conlrol
func!ions that the various agenls use to co-ordinate co-operative
problem sotving are discussed as is the neta-level knowledge that the
agents use to delermine the form and extent of this co-operation.
In this appendix, lhe

mechanics

after a patient has initiated a
consultation rlirh a family physician (by sending the physician Èhe
The physician's planning
problern-sol-ving request in Figure 4.1).
component performs introspection to select the plan script in Figure À.2
describing the tasks involved in providing lhe appropriate health care.
Àfter a nurse has interroqated the patient to obtain some basic
The problern-solving process begins

soci-denographic

tests performed

information, the physician arranqes to have sone basic
based on the patient's (subjective) sympLons by applying

lhe appropriate !ask knowledge (not shown); some of the tes!s rnay
require the physician to interrogate the patient in order to obtain a
more detailed description of the synptoms' The physician's planning
component will integrate the results of the Eests (si9ns), and the
patient information received from the nurse ' to extend the initial
problem-solving request (see Figure À.3).
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The diagnosis

age, with a lump in her
x- ray

) that

is

appl i ed

left

breast.

process

to a female patientr 40
The

results of a

Years of

mannogram (breas!

that the tumor is less lhan 2 cm in

rlas pe r f ormed i ndícate

size.

TYPE: Reque st
Operation: Patientcare
Sue Jones
object:
Symptoms: lumP in left
Fiqure

8.1: ¡nitial

TYPE: PIan
Appl i cabl e- to

breas!

Problem-Solving Request Sen! by lhe Patient

{manage

Patient care)

:

ient care
(?a patient)
Syñptoms: (?a general health problem)

Operation:

oLject:
Plan
Plan:

pat

Class: health-care

management

D0 (per form-test (symptoms ) ;
interpret-test-results (si9ns) ;
seIecL-diagnosis (symptoms, signs)

;

IF diagnosis indicates special care.THEN
refei-to-specialist (patient-data)

ELSE

(select-treatment-plan (diagnosis)

manage-lherapy (treatment-pIan) ) ;

Figure

The

8.2:

Snapshot

;

DO

;

of a Physician's Plan Knowledge for

Managing

HeaIth Care

physician's next actions involve interpreting the test results

diagnosis. Task knowledge maintained by the physician's
planning component (not shown) indícates that these tasks can be
and selecting a
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Reque s t
i
operation: patientcare
Sue Jones
object:
40
À9e:
f ernale
Sex:
Symptoms: Iurnp in left
TYPE

breast

Mammography-results: (a tumor in left breast,
upper inner quâdrant'

sizeis<2cn)

Figure

8.3:

Updated Problem-Solving Request Ðescribing

the Patient

TYPE: Request
patient care
operat i on:
Sue Jones
object:
40
Age:
female
Sex:
Symptons: lump in Left breast
uãrnmography-resulis: (a tumor in Left breast,
sízeis<2cm)
Diagnosis: (?a diagnosis)
SoIved-When: a diagnosis has been deLermined

Figure

8.4:

Problem-Solving Request Sent
Solving Componen t

TYPE: Request
patient care
Operat i on:
Sue Jones
Object:
40
À9e:
f ema l-e
Sex ¡
Symptoms: lump in Ìeft

to lhe Physician's

Problem-

breast

Mammography-results: (a tumor in Ieft breast,
upper inner quadrant,

Ðiagnosis:
Trealment:
Figure

8.5:

sizeis<2cm)

(Suggestive evidence of breasl cancer
in Ieft breast,
upper inner quadranl)
specialized care is indicated

Problem-Solving Reques!

!¡ith Internediate

Diagnosis
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performed by

the

the physician's

problem-solving component.

planning component interrogates

request that

it

ils

determine an appropriate

Às a result,

problem-solving component to

diagnosis.

The problem-solving

is sent to the problern-solvíng conponent during
this interrogation; lhe Solved-l'lhen slot specifies lhat a diagnosis is
to be generated. The problem-solving component processes the request
and responds by returning the request with the diagnosis slot fil-Led in
approprialely (see Figure À.5). This information indicates that the
problem-solving componenl was abLe to suggest the potential presence of
a malignant tumor in the patient's breast. Às a result' the next step
(refer-lo-specialist) in the general plan script for managing patient
care is execu!ed because the diagnosis indicates that speciâlized care
is required to confirm or disconfirnr the diagnosis (see Figure À.2).
request

in

Figure À.4

The physician's planning conponent then applies the introspection

to select task knowledge describing the type of specialized
care which is applicable to the patient's tenbative diagnosis. The
in!rospection operalion uses the characteristics of the patienl's health
problems, thus in lhis case the task script describíng cancer care is
retrieved (see Figure À.5). This task scrip! indicates that an
oncologist is capable of providing the required care. In addition, the
script specifies a Iist of subordinates bhat describe specific
operator

particular types of cancer problems
can be distributed Eo an oncologist (this knowledge was gathered by the
physician from previous interactions with oncologists). The planning
requirements thât must be met before

componen!

performs additional introspection to select the

script. In this example, the script
since it describes breast cancer care.

applicable subordinate task
Figure À.7

is

selected

most

in
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Task

TYPE

i

Àppl

icable-to:

(cancer care)

Operation: Patientcare
(?a Patient)
O-bject:
(?a cancer Problem)
niágnosi s:
Task CIass: specialized health care
(breast cancer care'
Sub Tasks:
Iung cancer care,
l ivèr cancer care, ...

Àgent

Figure

oncoLogist

B'6: Physician's

TYPET
Àppl

class:

Task

Script Describinq

Cancer Care

Task (breast cancer care)

icable-to:

Operation: Pat i ent care
(?a Patient)
oËject:
oiågnosis: (?a treast cancer
Task c1as5: cancer care

problem)

Task Description:
Biopsy Report: (?a breas!. bioPsY
(?a breast )
Locãtlon:
Solved-When:

IF

tumor

is

malignant

)

THEN

(refer Palient to a sPecialist,
arrange to have the tumor
surgicallY

Figure

)

removed

)

B.7i Physician's Task Script Describing

Breast Cancer Care

The physician's planning component interprets this knowledge and
determines that a biopsy of the breast must be performed before the
patient can be referred to an oncologist; this information is specified
by lhe task descrip!ion slot of the script, while other information is
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inheriLed from
request

the

(e.g, that

general task script and the current problern-solving
an oncologist can provide breast cancer

physician's planning

component again performs inLrospection

care).
to

The

deLermine

the biopsy can be performed' Figure 4.8 iLluslrates the task script
lhat is selected for !his purpose. This scripl indicates lha! surgical

hot,l

procedures can be performed by

of surgery

aLong

a surgeon (a biopsy is a subordinate lype

wiLh surgical removal of tunors).

The planning

additional introspections to select the lask
script corresponding to biopsies (see Figure 4.9) and inLegrates this
information t¡ith the current palienl data to create a problem-solving
request to be sent to the surgeon (see nigure À.10); additional

component co-ordinates

introspections are required to retrieve agent knorrledge !hat can be

!o determine a specific

surgeon wiLh Î,thich

TYPE: Task (surgical Procedures
ÀppL

to interact.

)

icable-to:

operalion: (?a surgerY )
(?a Patient )
Otject:
(biopsy, surgical
sub Tasks:
Àgent Class: Sur 9e on
Figure

used

8.8: Physician's Task Script

removaL)

Describing Surgical Procedures

of the plan

that the
surgeon employs to co-ordinate surgical procedures. information in the
Applicable-When slot of this scripl indicates that surgeries which
require less than thirty minutes can be carried out the same day, r+hile
more extensive surgeries require at least two weeks notice. Infornalion
Fiqure

¡.11 illustrates a

porLion

knowledge
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TYPE: Task

(b i oPsY

AoDlicable-!o:
'õperation:

object:
Task CIass:

(?a biopsy)
(?a patient)
surg

Task DescriPtion:

Localión:
Length

Figure

)

ical

Procedures

(?a bodY location)

of Procedure: < 30 minutes

B.9: Physician's Task Scrip! Describing a Biopsy Procedure

TYPE: Reque s t
Operation: breast bi oPsY
Sue Jone s
object:
40
À9e:
f emale
Sex:
lef ! breast
Locat ion:

of procedure: < 30 minutes
riopsy nepòrt: (?a pathology report)
Length

Solved-l,lhen: a pathology report has been generated
Figure

8.10:

Problem-Solving Request Sent
Breast Bi oPsY

to a Surgeon to

Request

a

in the Àpplicable-When slot also indicates that the notification period
can be adjusled if the surgeon's schedule permits or the patient's
status is Iife threatening' The biopsy request that the surgeon
receives from the physician satisfies lhe prerequisite for performing
the surgery immediately therefore the surgeon's p)-anning component
notifies the physician that the procedure can be performed immedialely
(the problem-solving request is sent back to the physician with the
no!if ication period f illed in appropriately).
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TYPE: PIan

(manaqe

surgical procedures)

ÀooLicable-to:
'òperation:
O-b

ject:

loðat ion I

tength of

(?a surgery )
(?a Patient)
(?a body location)
Procedurel (?a time period)

Notification Period: (?a tine period)
IF-NEEDED (IF length of procedure < 30 minules
THEN notification Period = immediately
'. ELSE notification Period = 2 weeks )
RETAX

(negoliate an acceplable period
based on the Pa!ient's health status
and the schedule of surgeries)

PIan:

8.11:

Figure

once

the

Snapshot

Surqical

of a Surgeon's Plan Knowledge for

Managing

Pr oc edure s

surgery has been completed and a pathologis! has analyzed

the specimen, the pathotogy report indicating wheLher or nol the tumor
is malignant is sent to the physician. The physician applies the
information in the Solved-Hhen slot of lhe task description structure in
the task script in Figure À.7 to determine the next course of action'

Since the tumor has been found to be malignant, the information
indicates that the physician should interrogate an oncologist to have

him take over the diagnosis and treatment tasks. Figure A' 12
illustrales the problem-solving reques! that the physician's planning
component sends to the oncotogisl; a specific oncologist is selected by
applying introspection to select the appropriâte agent knowledge (not
shor¡n )

.
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TYPE: Reque t
operation: cancer care
Sue Jones
object:
40
Age:
female
Sex:
Synptoms: IumP in left
s

breast

Mammography-results: (a tumor in left breastt
upper inner quadrant,

sizeis<2cm)

(Suggestive evidence of breast cancer
in Ieft breast,
upper inner quadrant)
Treatment: specialized care is indicated
Biopsy Repor t i Malignant
Surgical Procedure: removal is scheduled

Diagnosis:

Solved-I,¡hen: apply diagnosis and treatrnent procedures

Figure

8,12:

Problem-Solving Request Sent

to oncologist by

the

Physic ian

oncologist applies the appropriate control functions to select
plan and task knowledge that describe the tasks involved in
The

co-ordinating cancer

care' including detailed

of the slage of
of an appropriate

diagnosis

the breast cancer and the establishment and management
treatment plan.

In addition to referring the patient to an oncologist' lhe
information in the Solved-When slot specifies that the physician shou)-d
arrange to have the tumor surgically removed. The physician's planning
component

applies introspeclion lo select ühe task script in Figure

À.13

describing surgical removal tasks (this is the other task script
The
subordinate to the surgical procedures script in Figure e.8).
planning component uses this knowledge and the patient data to send to a

surgeon the problem-solving request

in Figure

À' 14

indicating !hat

the
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in the patient's breast should be removed; the physician nay have
to ínterrogate the oncologist to determine the extent of lhe mastectomy
(i.e. partial or lotal).
tumor

TYPE: Task ( surgical

removal)

Àpplicable-to:
-

(?a removal oPeration)
(?a Patient)
Nolification Period: (?a lime period)

ion:
Object:
öperat

AppIicabJ.e-When:

IF notification period is
THEN

Task

Class:

surg

ical

unacceptable

initiate negotiation or interrogate

another

agen

t

Procedures

Task Description:

I
Extent:

Loca! iôn

Length

nigure

of

(?a bodY loca!ion)
(?a description)
Procedure: > 30 minules

4.13: Physician's Task Scripl

Describing Surgical

Removal

Procedures

TYPE: Reque s t
Ma st ec t ony
operat ion:
Sue Jones
object:
40
À9e:
female
Sex:
Location: left breast
Length of procedure: > 30 ninutes
Extent:
ParLiaI mastectomy

NoLification Period: (?a time period)

Figure

8.14:

Problem-Solving Request Sent
Removal

of the Tumor

to a Surgeon to

Request
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The Surgeon's planning component performs

introspeclion to select the

the lenglh of the surgical
procedure specified in the request is greater than thirty minutes, the
surgeon r¡iLl respond by sending the physician the problem-solving
request structure with a slot indicating the notification period is two
weeks (default time for more extensive procedures). If necessaryr the
physician's planning component can co-ordinate negotiations tlith the
surgeon lo have the notification period shortened (the infornation in

p).an scrip! in Figure À.11.

Because

the surgical removals !ask script indicates
that the notification period can be negotiated). If lhe physician
ini¡iates negotiations over the notification period, the surgeonr s
planning conponent interprets the inforrnaLion in the plan script for
the Àpplicabte-when slo! of

managing

surgical procedures in order to determine that the nobifícation

time period can be adjusted if the patien!'s health status is life
threatening or the schedule of surgery permits moving the date of
surgery forward.

the notification period, its
r.rith the physician to determine whether

If the surgeon is able !o
planning component negotiates

shorten

period is acceptable. The physician's planning component can
indicate that the period is acceptable or can co-ordinate additional
negotiations !o try to shorten the period further. In some instances,
the surgeon may not be able bo modify the notification period in which
case the physician will have to accepl the time period or interrogate
the

new

other

sur geon s .
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The sample diagnosis session presented

in this

appendix

illustrates

the

sed processing that the agents perform to co-ordinate
co-operative interactions necessary to diagnose health problems. It is
k nol,¡

J.

edge-ba

important to note that the

knowJ.edge

used in the example is

the

of each specialist, it does not include the
problem-solving knowledge of the specialists. The fundamental principle
that the example illustrates is thar aIl interactions are co-ordinated
using explicit knowledge r'hich is stratified inlo conlext-specific
knowledge sources rather than grouped inlo a Iarge and cumbersome
procedural implementation of a co-operative problem-solving algorithn'
The co-operative problem-solving capabilities of each agent are
therefore explicit and modifiable which resul¡s in a more understandâble

comnunication knowledge

and

flexible

rneans

of co-ordinating co-operative problem

soJ.vin9,
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